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Launch scrubbed

From MSU to 11

Cowboys choose Maryland
after Ismail heads home

Neeke d

Memphis State cente:
to Murray State
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Togetherness

Building of `safe
haven' camps begin

41/"
0 fte

eat7-r

SILOPI. Turkey IAP) — By the gees are still
dying despite everend of their first day establishing a increasing aid.
safe haven in northern Iraq for
At a camp near Cukurea. an Iraqi
Kurdish refugees, U.S. Marines set
Kurdis
h refugee was killed Sunda!,
up more than 30 tents and had by Turkis
h troops who opened fire
unexpectedly friendly encounters
to
quell
a
food riot.
with several Iraqi soldiers.
And today. two U.S. soldiers
All day Sunday, dozens of heliwere injured when a land mine
copters ferried troops and supplies
explod
ed at a Kurdish camp on the
into Zakho. where refugees now
subsisting in perilous mountair. border. The extent of their injuries
was not immediately known and
camps on the Turkish border are to
be transported. Zakho is 20 miles their identities were not released
Relief officials said most of the
from this border town.
"We are in the job of saving estimated 800.000 refugees on the
lives andwe're going to save lives Turkish border- have been -fed- by
the international relief effort, but
and do a good job of it," said
Army Maj. Gen. Jay NI. Gamer. the lack sufficient water. medical care
and sanitation.
senior U.S. commander on the
ground in northern Iraq.
The U.N. high commissioner for
The urgency of putting together refugees said the situat
ion
allied-protected settlements in the "critical" for the estima remains
ted 1 milZakho area, was highlighted by lion K-urdish refuge
es who crossed
incidents Sunday and today on the into Iran after fleein
g a failed
Iraqi-Turkish border, where refu- rebellion.

MURRAY. KY

MONDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
KUWAIT CITY — Secretary of
State lames A. Baker III today
gained the support of Saudi
Arabia for a Mideast peace conference and then took a detour
from diplomacy to inspect
Kuwait's burning oil fields, a
stubborn legacy of the Persian
Gulf War.

STATE
LOUISVILLE — A poll that
shows U.S. Rep. Larry Hopkins
and Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones
leading in their respective
gubernatorial primary races also
shows many Kentucky voters
are undecided.

SPORTS
NEW YORK — Just because
Raghib Ismail decided to accept
a suitcase full of Toronto Argonaut dollars to play in the Candian Football League, don't for
one moment think that upset the
plans of the Dallas Cowboys in
Sunday's NFL draft.

BUSINESS
Stocks plunged in an uncertain
trading session Friday. as investors cashed in gains and began
complaining that stocks were
becoming overpriced. The Dow
Jones industrial average fell
33.67 points to 2,965.59. The
dollar surged. Gold fell. Bonds
fell.

FORECAST
Partly cloudy tonight. Low 40 to
45. Light wind. Partly sunny
Tuesday. High 65- to 70.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
358.8. +0.4; below 321.9. +1.3
Barkley Lake
358.8, +0.3; below 326.2, +0.1

INDEX
Two Sections - 28 Pages
Classifieds
9- 11
Comics
9
Crosswords
9
Dear Abby
9
Dr. Gott
9
Horoscope
3
Murray Today
5
Obituaries
12
Perspective
4
Sports
6, 7
Alumni/Inauguration
Section
16 Pages
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

50-CENTS

Two-year-old Conner Forrest meets a
furry friend at the "Springtime in the Park- petting LW. Conne
the son of Dr. and Mrs. Ted Forrest of
r is
Louisville and the grandson of Captain and Mrs. Gaylord Forres
of Murray.
t

Staff photo by Mary T. Layton

Detroit newspaper links Hubbard
with insolvent S&L, Michael Milken

WASHINGTON (AP) — Individuals and entities with ties to an
insolvent California savings and
loan association gave $12,000 to
1st District Rep. Carroll Hubbard
in October 1985, according to a
published report.
A report in the Detroit News
linked the congressman with the
Beverly Hills-based Columbia Savings and Loan and convicted junkbond king Michael Milken.
An report last week in the
Detroit News included Hubbard
when it outlined the efforts of exColumbia president Thomas
Spiegel to curry favor with members of Congress with influence
over the thrift industry.
The report, quoting unnamed

former Columbia officials, said
Spiegel that Hubbard otherwise
Spiegel worked closely in the
might hold hearings on junk bonds.
1980s with junk-bond king Michael
Hubbard, a senior member of the
Milken to head off moves to
Banking Committee, became chairrestrict S&L purchases of these
man of its General Oversight and
high-risk, high-yield securities.
Investigations Subcommittee in
Columbia was a cornerstone of
early 1985. He voted against a sucthe junk-bond market Milken built
cessful House amendment to ban
as a member of the Drexel BurnS&Ls from investing in junk
ham Lambert brokerage firm. Colbonds.
umbia had a junk-bond portfolio
Evans is a former House member
that at one point was worth $4 bilfrom Indiana who was bn the
lion, the largest of any U.S. thrift.
Banking Committee with Hubbard.
The newspaper said a former
Since then, he has contributed
S&L executive has told governthousands to Hubbard.
ment investigators that a Hubbard
Hubbard's congressional comassociate urged Columbia to contrimittee paid Evans's consulting
bute to the congressman, and that firm, Dave Evans
Associates, about
the unidentified executive said he
heard lobbyist Dave Evans warn (Cont'd on page 2)

Baker gains Saudi support
for Mideast peace conference
KUWAIT CITY (AP) —

-ary- of - &Ale:jrames

Scret-

today gained the support of Saudi
Arabia for a Mideast peace conference and then took a detour from
diplomacy to inspect Kuwait's
burning oil fields, a stubborn legacy of the Persian Gulf War.
Before leaving liddah, Saudi
Arabia, Baker had a 35-minute
telephone conversation with Soviet
Foreign Minister Alexander A.
Bessmertnykh. Baker would like
Moscow' to cospOnsor the peace
talks, provided the Soviets resume
full diplomatic relations with Israel
after a 24-year lapse.
The foreign minister is expected
to make a trip to Isr,ael soon. Baker's detailed briefing and the fact
that he is keeping his schedule
open raised a possibility that he
could fly to Moscow to make preparations to host the conference if
he is able to resolve differences
between Israel and the Arabs on

Earth Day enthusiasm gets early start
Staff, AP Reports
Environmental enthusiasm got a head start on today's Earth
Day celebration with people picking up trash, planting trees and even cuttin
g hair to
raise cash and concern for the world they live in.
In addition to early-morning tree-plantings in Murray, there
was a
beach cleanup in San Francisco, a salmon release in Seattl
e, educational
events in New Orleans and concerts in Massachusetts and
New Jersey.
Thousands of volunteers planted trees and shrubs and cleane
d parks
throughout Chicago.
More events were planned today around the world for
the 21st observance of Earth Day.
Tree planting has been a part of cultures, activities and
events dating
back to the beginning of time. according to Murray Independen
School
officials who planted a tree in observance of Earth Day Monda t
y morning.
Fifth-grader Adam Bartnik and sixth-grader Kim McNee
ly
Bank of Murray President Joe Dick and Murray Superintende assisted
nt Dr. Paul
Jones in the planting of a Colorado Spruce tree at the Murra
y School
Board office at 9th and Poplar.
The Bank of Murray provided over 200 of these trees to all
fifth and
sixth grade students. Bank officers spoke to all eight home rooms
at Murray Middle regarding trees and our environment in
a project initiated
through the Murray-Calloway County Business/Education Partne
rship
organization.
Students will each plant their tree in a small container, nurtur
e it and
watch it grow and then transplant it to their favorite chose
n spot in the
city, according to a bank spokesperson.
"Imagine Murray without trees," said Dick. "Would it be
a place where
you would like to live? Trees make communities livable,
add beauty and
color and create an environment beneficial to our mental
and physical
health."
Under the direction of Jean Bennett, community resources coordi
nator,
the project of tree planting will be supervised by
the Middle School
teachers..
"We hope this observance of Earth Day will cause us
to pause and consider the value of our trees and will encourage these studen
ts to wisely
manage this valuable resource for the benefit and enjoyment
of future
generations," Dick said.
Continuing to recognize and observe environmental needs
was on the
minds of Earth Day observers nationwide. "Cleaning up the
beach is only
going to last one day," said Maria Brown, who organized a Sunda
y cleanup that drew 200 people to San Francisco's Ocean Beach
.
"But people here are learning there's lots of trash on our beach
es,"
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Gov. Wallace Wilkinson is
expected to visit Calloway
County via helicopter today
around 5 p.m. in preparation for
an appearance at the 64th Annual Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce Banquet
tonight.
Wilkinson, who had earlier
planned to speak before the banquet at the George Weaks Community Center, will meet informally with city officials during
the Chamber's Silent Auction
set for 5 p.m., according to
reports.
Martha Wilkinson, who is
running for governor, will
reportedly not be with the
governor.
Wilkinson is expected to
leave immediately following the
banquet around 8:30 p.m.
The governor is expected to
announce a grant for improvements at the Wcaks Center and a
possible additional stipend from
the state for Murray State University's special events center.

The Disaster and Emergency
Service Rescue Unit was dispatched to an ammonia talk leak
Saturday evening at Ellis P, ocom
facilities located on Wiswell Road
about four miles west of Murray,
according to reports.
A pop-off value had blown off
but was brought under control in
minutes, according to DES Rescue
Unit reporter Carolyn McCuiston.
A total of eight DESRU members responded to the call.

Adam Bartnik, representing Murray Middle's fifth grade
(front, at
left) and Kim McNeely, representing the school's sixth
grade (front,
at right) plant a Colorado Spruce in observance of Earth Day
Monday with assistance by Murray Superintendent Dr. Paul
Jones (with
shovel) and Bank of Murray President Joe Dick.
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Officials prepared
for Wilkinson's
visit tonight at
Chamber banquet

DES Rescue Unit
responds to call
at Ellis Popcorn

Staff photo by Mark Cooper

N••••e•••••---.---••• — 70

the fra mi-Lwor_k
-f-o;- - peace -taiks.
An administration official. insisting on anonymity. said he coul:.
not discuss Baker's schedule past
Wednesday. when .he will be Tr.
Israel again.
But Prince Saud, seeing Baker
off to Kuwait today, said, "It was
conveyed to the secretary that
Saudi Arabia believes, it is time to
put an end to the Arab-Israeli conflict and to achieve a comprehensive and just solution to the Palestinian question
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Earth Day enthusiasm...

Twice the fun

NEWS OF THE WORLD

(Cont'd from page 1)
Brown said. "So next time they're here, they'r
e not so likely to tolerate
it."
There also was a beach cleanup in Seattle. Thous
ands of salmon were
released into a creek in the city's Carkeek Park and
trees were planted at
another city park.
In Los Angeles, comedian Chevy Chase. actress Melan
ie Mayron and
other celebrities held a walk-a-thon at 20th Century Fox
to raise money
for environmental groups. Stylists at five Southern Califo
rnia beauty parlors snipped locks and massaged scalps to raise money
for environmental
causes.
In Holmdel, N.J., about 8,000 soggy Earth Day celebrants
stood in the
rain for a concert starring Southside Johnny. the Turtle
s, Joe Walsh and
Grammy-winning songwriter Julie Gold.
Before the music, a group on the stage led concertgoers through the
Earth Day pledge. They said they would "pledge to learn
how the Earth's
natural systems work" and "work tcvether toward restor
ing the health of
the planet."
In Johnstown. Pa., politicians rualled how industry damag
ed Pennsylvania's environment.
"This region prospered because we ssere rich in natura
l resources,"
Rep. John Murtha, a Johnstown Democrat. told about 100
people in Central Park. "But we abused our resources and destroyed
much of our natural beauty.
"If we clean up our streams and clean up our coal,
we iAil1 prosper
from both our natural resources and our natural beaut
y," Murtha said.
On Saturday, veggie burgers served on real plates —
ways — and drinks served in reusable cups were the instead of throwacuisine of choice at
an Earth Day concert in Foxboro. Mass.

.
‘
L

By The Associated Press

JAPANKy_
TOKYO
Japanese voters have elected
the nation's last woman mayor
placed a record number of women and
in city
assembly seats, unofficial results
from
nationwide local elections showed
today
Another winner Sunday was Hilosh
i
Motoshima. the mayor of Nagasa
ki. who
was wounded by an ultra-rightis
t gunman
last year after saying Emperor
bore some responsibility for WorldHirohito
War II
He was re elected to a fourth
four year
term The Social Democratic
Party,
Japan s No 1 opposition group.
suffered
setbacks in voting for Tokyo's 23
ward
assemblies These followed its
biggest
election defeat in party history in local
balloting earlier this month In
Ashiya' a
western city of 88,000 people
Harue
Kitamura, 62, was elected as Japan'
s
first woman mayor after campaigning
for
better education The independent candidate, who is a lawyer, defeated
an
incumbent backed by the governing
Lib
eral Democratic Party
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USSR
MOSCOW — Prime Minister Valentin
Pavlov today forecast massive
unemployment if the republics and the central
government don t adopt an anti
-crisis
program that will ease the transition
to a
market economy Hard-line lawma
kers
meanwhile, began pushing for an
extraordinary session of the Soviet Congr
ess
of People's Deputies to impose a state of
emergency but reformers pledged
to
counter any such declaration with a general strike Both sides criticize Presid
ent
Mikhail S Gorbachev's handling of
the
country's daunting political and econo
mic
troubles Hard-liners seek the reimpo
sition of strict Kremlin control and the banning of political parties Reformers
want
greater autonomy for the countr
y's
republics, economic decentralization
and
private ownership of property

Pedestrian hurt in hit-and-run
The Murray Police Department
is investigating a hit-and-run accident Saturday in the Wal-Mart
parking •lot, according to reports.
Michael Raymer, 18, of Rt. I,
Almo. was treated and released at
the Murray-Calloway County Hos-

pital for minor foot and ankle injuries after he was reportedly struck
by a vehicle around 1:55 p.m. as he
was walking across the parking lot.
police said.
The vehicle was described as a
blue 4-door. police said.

SOUTH AMERICA

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.

4

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-23M

Olympic Plaza

Christine Ramey and %lit trclle Jan is. both of New Conc
ord,
popcorn, balloons and camaradery at "Springtime in the Park enjoy
" festivities held Saturday at the Murray -Calloway County Park.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Equipment taken
I be Murray Police Department
.riv,:stigating the theft of equipfrom. Parkside Car Wash
after midnight Friday.
F,cr ssands and three hoses were
:an from the car wash. according
10 a report filed by owner Glen
p.olice said.

Our Customers Are Very Important Pbople
and we try hard to give them the very best
insurance protection and service we
can
provide - the kind they expect and dese
rve If
you'd like to be one of our v I,P give
LA a

cafl

Siat• Auto
111-1 Insuranc•
_
C•wry•••••••
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LA PAZ, Bolivia — South American
health ministers meeting on ways to fight
the continent's first cholera epidemic of
the century say it is imperative that they
receive international aid to improve sanitation At a conference on the crisis that
began Sunday, the ministers stressed
that eradicating the disease, which has
already killed more than 1,200 people
since appearing in January, is contingent
on improving hygiene Many of the countries are burdened by crippling foreign
debt and economic crises that make bas•
ic improvements in health care
and
hygiene extremely difficult without international aid. Carlyle Guerra, the head of
the Panamencan Health Organization,
proposed an emergency program calling
for international cooperation to check
the
cholera epidemic But he turned down a
request from five South American nation
s
— Peru, Bolivia, Colombia, Venezuela
and Ecuador — to create a joint fund to
tight the disease, citing a lack of resources Guerra says the epidemic could
eventually strike 6 million people and kill
42 000

CANADA

Staff photo by Mary T. Layton

Dan Mcsiutt. A Al
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Truck reportedly
stolen Friday
The Murray Police Department
is investigating the theft of a vehicle Friday from the Central Shopping Center parking lot between
i:3(1 p.m. and 2:10 p.m., according
repori.
The 1(491 royal blue Chevy S-10
pickup. belonging :o Donna F.
C7aw ford. of Rt. 1. Paris. Tenn..
GBW-314.

TORONTO — Struggling to halt
Quebec s secession drive and boost his
sliding popularity, Prime Minister Brian
Mulroney has reshuffled his Cabinet In
Sunday's shakeup he named his longtime foreign minister_ Joe Clark. minister
for constitutional affairs Clark will spear
head Mulroney's effort to keep French
speaking Quebec, the country's second
most populous province from breaking
away About two dozen ministers, including some of the most senior in the gbvernment received new portfolios The
only newcomer was Pauline Browesi
a.
Toronto member of Parliament who
becomes elinister of state for the environment Both the governing Liberal Par
ty in Quebec and a recent report by
a
Quebec legislative commission have
called for a referendum on sovereignty in
the province next year Polls show
a
majority of people in Quebec now favor
a
break with Canada

Tl

ISRAEL

State
qual

JERUSALEM — Israeli troops shot and
killed two heavily armed Arab guerrillas
who crossed into northern Israel from
Lebanon, the army command said today
It was the first time in nearly two years
that infiltrators had managed to get
through an Israeli controlled security
zone and cross the Israel Lebanon bor•
der The guerrillas were killed Sunda
y
night in a short exchange of
gunfire
about two miles north of Dan a kibbut
z
about 2 4 miles south of the Israeli Lebanese border, the command said It
reported no Israeli casualties
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Hubbard...
(C'oni'd from page 1)
S8.000 from 1984 to 1986 for
"professional services," including
polling and fund-raising, according
to Hubbard committee reports.
Hubbard press secretary Joey
Lucas criticized the accuracy of the
article in general and called the
Evans section "totally false."
Thomas Spiegel resigned in
December 1989, and last July the
Office of Thrift Supervision
brought a S24 million civil action
against him for allegedly misusing
Columbia funds, citing such things
as 52,000 for a wine-tasting course
and a S2.5 million airplane hangar
built in partnership with Milken.
According to the Detroit News.
in October 1985 Spiegel or Columbia gave Hubbard S3,000 in donations. while Milken donated S3,000
and another Drexel executive
donated another S2,000. Columbia
and Drexel each gave Hubbard
S2.000 in speaking fees.

15-year-old dies
when she loses
control ofjeep
A 15-year -old Hopkinsville
youth was pronounced dead at the
scene Sunday' after she lost control
of a jeep and was thrown from the
vehicle, according to a report from
the Kentucky' State Police.
Susan C. Burke was westbound
on McCoy Hollow Road at the
intersection of Kentucky 164 when
she apparently depressed the clutch
instead of the brake and lost control when she attempted to turn
right onto Kentucky 164 about 12.5
miles west of Cadiz around 3 p.m.,
police said.
The jeep ran off the road and
overturned. ejecting Burke and pinning her underneath the vehicle,
police said.
Three other passengers in the
vehicle, 17-year-old John Brunson
and 16-year-old Kristin Turner.
both of Hopkinsville, and 15-yearold Christopher East of Herndon.
Ky.. were also ejected, police said.
East and Turner were transported
to the Trigg County' Hospital and
Turner was later transferred to the
Fort Campbell Hospital. Brunson
was not reported injured, police
said.
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Police investigate local car break-in
1 he Murray Police Department
is investigating the theft of several
items from a vehicle Thursday,
according to reports.
Mindy Parker told police that her
vehicle was entered while it was

V•iensed

parked on the rear parking lot of
Dumplins' on S. 12th Street. police
said.
Listed stolen were her purse,
prescription medicine and clothing.
police said.

College comes to you
through KET telecourses.
Registration is under sa at Murray State Unixersity
and
Paducah Community College tor the tolloxx mg undergradu
atele‘el summer telecourse..
•
Discovering Psychology cox ers the principles and major concepts
of psychology and introduces students to leading researchers
in ccorking laboratories
•1
Focus on Society(Murray State l'nixersity only r otter's insight
for understanding the myriad sociological
e‘,ents of our time
post
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Dressi0r

,Warketing I Paducfah Community College only ) uses practical
examples and case studies to solve modern marketing
problems and to identify consumer needs.
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Monday-Tueasday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759 9811
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Members of MSU equestrian team qualify
Three members of the Murray saddle) class in the IHSA nation
State University equestrian team at Hollins College in Roanoke, als
qualified in the Intercollegiate the first weekend in May. Va.,
' Horse Show Association (IHSA) • Erin Miller, Naperville
, 111.,
regionals recently at Morehead
who won two firsts in hunt seat
State University to advance to the (English saddle) in the regio
nals
next level of competition.
and will compete in intermediate
They are:
equitation both over fences and on
• Beth Uelsmann, Benton, Mo., the flat in the IHSA Zone 6 event
who won a first place in the Region at the University of South
Carolina
6 show and will compete in the April 20.
intermediate stock seat (western • Melissa Wilson, Oak, Ridge
,

YOUR HOROSCOPE
by Jeane Dixon

TUESDAY, APRIL 23, 1991
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE cise helps restor
e your flagging enNEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: ergy. Do not
overr
eact to a disapLook forward to sweeping changes! pointment.
Both friendship and roniantic pasVIRGO (Aug
sion are accented in July. A burst of Important matte . 23-Sept. 22):
rs from the past surenergy enables you to make great face, testing
your patience. Influenheadway in financial and careerureas tial person is
waiti
by September. .A recurring dream react when under ng to see how you
pressure. Let reawill come true in November. Keep a son dominate
rather than emotion.
diligent watch oser family affairs. A
LIBRA(Sept.
person or group may act as though one both witty 23-Oct. 22): Someand perceptive enters
your money is theirs. Set the record your life today
.
straight. Eye-opening travel is fea- this person couldAlthough amusing.
have ulterior motured earls in 1992.
ns es for becoming your friend. Do
CELEBRITIES BORN ON not let anyone
take unfai5 advantage
THIS DATE:actress Valerie Bern- of SOU.
nelli.
play %right
William
'SCORPIO
Shakespeare. actress Sandra Dee. Avoid takin (Oct. 23-Nov.21):
g any' risks with your
fashion designer Halston.
money or reputation today. Although
ARI,ES March 21 -April 191: Sou
y ou are idealistic, someone may
not
Keep your perspective today and you
your generosity. Steer clear
w ill see how comical a solatile situ- of those
who act
ation really is Be wary of taking a business or roman too aggressive in
ce.
subordinate into your confidence.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Surprise is the secret to sour Success. 21): Work
can be fun if team spirit
TAURUS( April 20-May 20t: You prevails. You play
the key role here.
may be less decisise than usual to- Avoid anyon
e with a "push buttonday. An argumentative person on the mentality. Take
enjoyment in a promdomestic scene will not make things ising romance
this evening.
easier. Your admirers are not shy
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19t:
about expressing their desires.
Avoid becoming preoccupied with
GEMINI \lay 21 -June 20 New sour eating habits
. Plunge into interharmony dominates at work. People esting work
and needless worries will
seem more at peace with themsels es evaporate.
Continue to make full use
than in the recent past. Take .advan- of your excel
lent contacts. tage of the temporary lull to examine
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
your plans for possible trouble spots. Fortunatel
y.you can tackle any probCANCER(June 21 -July 22): You lems with
could notice a big change in your dence now.greater ease and confiAn attractive member of
mate or partner. Once hold and con- the oppos
ite sex combines old-fashfident, this person now seems out of ioned
values with a modem approach.
control. Come to los ed one's aid imPISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A
mediately. Your future togethercould longtime
ambition can be realized if
he at stake.
you ask the right people. Put your
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22 Your thoughts on
paper. Someone who is
career ambitions are temporarily on overly critic
al should be avoided. A
hold. Take advantage of this quiet chang of
e
lifestyle will make you
time to sort out your priorities. Exer- feel great!
TODAY'S CHILDREN are thrifty,family-oriented
and capable of great
'..11erOslIV. Hardworkin
g and innovative. these Taureans often achieve
)nsiderable financi9Ysuccess early in life. A secon
d career could develop as
they approach midl e. They are experts at juggl
ing several projects at one
time. As paeents. t ese Taureans will go to great
lengt
offspring. They place a high value on a stable home hs to provide for their
environment.
,,!11!..,
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First and second place stock seat
finishers in the regionals advance
to nationals and first, second and
third place hunt seat finishers qualify for zone competition.
Murray State's team won regional championships in 1981, 1983.
1984 and 1985 and was runner-up
in 1988 and won national
championships in 1981 and 1985 and was
runner-up for the national title in
1983 and 1988.

ravine. Arnold and passenger, Jack
Surrells, 23, also of Benton Rt.5
were thrown from the vehicle.
Arnold was treated at Marshall
County Hospital, released to police.
and placed in the Marshall County
Jail. SURCI1S refused medical treatment the report said.
Arnold was also charged with
failure to have vehicle insurance.
failure to register a vehicle title
transfer and no registration plate.

Auto Rental
Daily & Weekly
Rates

East Main St. 753-4461

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

6th & Main

753-0489

KIDS EAT

FREE!

Republic Savings Bank is
pleased to announce

Mr. Roy B. McKendree

Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.

has been elected to its
Advisory Board of Directors.

Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Chilcf\s menu, absolutely FREE. Only two children per paying adult.

REPUBLIC
-Savings Bank

Bel-Air Center
753-0440

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

horosope from Jeane Dixon based on )our(ran
hint date. It

I

You can be the secret weapon

n.e.1.1n,1 4pdated ....Tn.. 1e.Inel)1•on's ty•t•
.elltng book.-Vesterdal.. Todal. and Foreser
Jrl Ileip
N our Pla‘e h (io,1.• Plan
55 95 plus SI postage and handling to
Andrno.. al. St,.
P
Ft.
;
I
.2 Make check.. pa:.,abk to Andre.,
I "IJR
,

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** *

RE

* **

All
REGIONAL
SPECIAL EVENTS CENTER

1991
okee's
ICher
in
Stock

$1

The
Shield

Over

t,FACTORY
INVOICE

It has always.symbolized courage
at Murray State University. Those

You Keep The Rebate
v..2,09\e

4.0 Liter 190 H.P.
Automatic
Air Conditioning
Rear Defroster
Tilt Steering
Full Size Spare
Styled Steel Wheels
Roof Rack
Rear Wiper Washer
AM/FM Stereo

#100050

List Price
$1.00 Over Peppers Price
Fact. Rebate

S.1.51,241-170
17,277.26

-1,000.00

0'Whatever it takes, we want to be
your car & truck company"

0

PEPPERS
Dodge &Li.
tkithicTrurAt =v.

1•.•••••

2400 East Wood

1-800-748-8816
642-5661

STEVE ZEA
Executive Director
Murray-Calloway County
OmmberofCommerce

"The new center will be the
showplacefor regional
activities. It will bring
economic,educational
and recreational benefits
to our community."

who pick it up and move to the
•
front lines ofour latest challenge
will be champions ofour university
community. A.y MSUseeks to raise
fundsfor the new regional special
events center, we look to you and
to others who share your vision.
You can be the secret weapon.
Yourgift wip help bring a beautiful special eventsfacility to the
region. Yourfamily,friends and
neighbors will benefitfrom its
presencefor years to come.
More than just a basketball
player's dream, the events center
will serve the community in numerous ways. Seating capacity will
greatly exceed that ofRacer Arena,
making it suitablefor many
purposes. Check the possibilities:

Jeep
Eagle
Paris, TN

More
Business

A Cultural
Showcase

Trade shows, conventions,
and exhibitions will boost
the region's economy.Thanks to
the new special events center,
tourism will be advanced.

Educational
Advantages

Live
t
Entertainment

People of the region will benefit
from this excellent educational
facility. The new center will provide an attractive, functional
environment for conferences,
symposiums, and workshops.

A first-class basketball arena
will be home for the Murray
State teams, regional tournaments, and other indoor sports.
The new site will be particularly
suited for live concerts.

All prices are plus tax, title 8. licens
e Dealer holdback or any
factory to dealer
incentive retained by dealer

.01
The regional center will join a
list of cultural facilities in the
area. All will•
contribute to the
fine arts-picture. The centier will
be ideal for formal ceremonies.

Join The Action
Today is a critical time for your
gift. The architectural plans are
in the beginning stages.
For immediate information,
call Murray State's development
office at(502)762-3001.

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
Murray, Ky. 42071
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Ross Insurance Agency
izTr,

Accident injures two Benton men
A Friday night accident involving one car, occurred at 10:30 p.m.
on U.S. 68 and left two persons
injured, according to a published
report.
State police said in a published
report, Charles Arnold, 25, of R15
Benton was eastbound when he
applied the braises and lost control
of his vehicle.
The vehicle left the highway,
overturned and landed in a deep

MONDAY, APRIL 22, 1991

in regionals

Tenn., who took a second place in
Brien Terry
hunt seat walk -trot and will also coach, assist is the team head
ed by hunt seat coach
ride in the Zone 6 show.
Tammy McKinney.
Qualifiers from the Zone 6
Other team members who rode
event, which includes riders from in the region
als, all in stock seat,
64 colleges and universities in four and the
result
s of their participation
IHSA regions, will advance to the were:
nationals.
Amy Hill, Ste. Genevieve, Mo..
Murray State was among 16 third in
schools from four states — Ken- Murra beginner; Brian Rudolph.
tucky, Illinois, Missouri and Ten- Nutha y, fourth in beginner; Tammy
ls, Green Bay, Wis., fifth in
nessee — whose riders accumuintermediate; Megan McWhorter,
lated points in regular-season Knox
shows to establish eligibility to advanville, Tenn., fifth in
ced; and Kelly Miller, Essex,
compete in the regionals.
Iowa, eighth in intermediate.
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PERSPECTIVE

Letters to the editor

Paul who?

Volunteers and partners
thanked for their efforts

Last week's announcement from
Paul Tsongas burst upon the political scene with the shattering impact
of a popgun barrage: the gentleman
announced that he is about to
announce his candidacy for
president.
This is in the accepted tradition.
One moves in stages from dark
horse candidate to exploratory candidate. Thence to possible candidate, on to probable candidate, followed by unannounced candidate.
The triumphal progression reaches
its apex with formal announcement.
For a brief period, Tsongas may
enjoy the distinction of being "the
only announced candidate." He
isn't much news, but he's news.
In the Sahara Desert of presidential politics, with not a promising
palm tree on the Democrats' horizon, we ink -stained wretches of the
press gaze upon Paul Efthemios
Tsongas with a warm and grateful
eye. A candidate at last!
In some quarters his announcement of an announcement may
arouse something less than rapture.
Remember Michael Dukakis? It
will be said. unkindly said. that in
making a run for the White House
in 1992 the Democratic Party needs
nothing quite so desperately as one
more Greek-American liberal from
Boston. But the maxims of childhood have staying power: If at first
you don't succeed, try. try- again.
Understandably, the news of the
contender's emergence has met
some incredulity. Paul who?
The name is Tsongas. Born in
Lowell. Mass.. in 1941. he was
graduated from Dartmouth. He did
in the Peace Corps in
/a stint
Ethiopia and returned to get his law
cli:gree from Yale. He served briefly as deputy attorney general of
Massachusetts. In 1974 he won the
first of tVg 0 terms in the House. He
went to the Senate in 1979. and
retired by reason of illness /cancer'
in 1985.
Sin,:e then he has successfully
. ag :. it the cancer, which he
.vestsu
in total remission. and
hc stands rearly-to return to
arena. He has some ideas
u dangerous encumbrance
which the federal govern.y enter into a happy part:
ith business and labor
11., : .7,1 broad posi:ion paper
something for everyone.
..:.Tt'ernan•s single term in
not especially (its-

Dear Editor:
I would like to thank all the volunteers and school-business partne
rs
who have worked with the Murray City Schools this year. Our studen
ts
have had an outstanding year! This outstanding year has been due
in part
to our strong programs and teachers, but also due to parental care
and
interest in their children and education, plus dedicated help from
volunteers and school business partners. Volunteers ad partner; provided
for
our students: many enrichment projects: extra ours of library access
classroom assistance; career awareness: ,citizenshi honors: mat enrich :
ment for grades 1.2.3,4 & 6: trees for:Earth
• k•r . newspaper
coverage; after school classes in French. Spanish. dance. ecology,
art.
chess. creative writing:-and. in addition. volunteers and partners gave our
.students helping hands and loving iniercsi. Their involvement -also provided personal role models and business role models for our studen
ts. It
has been :a privilige for me to work with such generous and caring
people
-- thanks.
Jean Bennett
Community Resources Coordinator
Murray City Schools

Victims seek 'new balance'
in American justice system
Dear Edi:',r
This week is National Victims' Rights Week. In
the
nation. thousands of crime victims and eititens corn:er
ne...
,astic
e
are
Joining together to reaffirm our commitment to the
fair trea:nten: of persons whose lives are touched byi violence. Our theme this
year focuses on
"A New Balance" between the rights of those accus
ed oi crime and the
rights of victims.
Our concern for justice is well warranted. since last
year almost 37 million Americans were victims of crime. Yet 31 millio
n of these crimes will
never result in an arrest! And less than 37 percent of
all crimes are even
reported to police! It's no wonder that so many v ictirns fel!
:h,1: our criminal justice system is. indeed. more
L'ome.
to protecting their rights.
Despite these gnm statistics. e'ye made 71.17. !77.',7t)T.
:::7: ...rides toy.arc; achieving equal justice for all Americans. espec:
a.ly trie inno,ent VIC:.77, of crime. Today in our nation
. mere are a.r.los: 8:olio organizations
that provide crime victimes with ass.stance an,: sapor
:. -rho...Inds of
ood laws have been passed over the past decade to
pro:eel and restore
rights. And victims are speakmg out -more than
ever - to let America know that "crime doe:n't pay nowv:c;t:
ms do:"
So during l991 National Victims' Rights Week.
I urge the citizens of
Murray to think about how they can contribute their
energ:es to reducing
violence and helping victims. form la neighborho
od a
program. \Vunteer for many of the fine victim ass:stance progra K
r.is imo-ar
And help our police by reporting any suspicious
activit:e• ah.d. a..
of which yoa are aware.
Working together. we can achieve
new balancesvst,:nt
justice. And together e can provide crime
rights they deserve.
Carolyn Smith. Executive Dire.:. Rape Victim Services. P.O. 131o.
Pad-an k'•

Today In History
Today is Monday. April 22. the 112th day of 199 The-2
.;re
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
.
'On April 22, 1864. Congress authoriied the use of the
phrase In (, •
We Trust- on U.S. coins.
On this date:
In 1451, Queen Isabella I. who sponsored the voyages
of Christopher
Columbus. was born in Madrigal.• Spain.
ft.509. Henry VIII ascended the throne of England
following the
death of /his father, Henry VII.
In :889. the Oklahoma Land Rush began at noon as thous
ands of
homesteaders staked- claims.
In 1898, the first hot of the Spanish-American War rang
out when the
USS Nashville captured a Spanish merchant ship off
Key West. Fla.
In 1915. the German army used poison gas for the first
time in World
War!.
In 1931)1 the United States. Britain and Japan signed the
London Naval
Treaty. which regulated submarine warfare and
limited shipbuilding.
In 1937. thousands of college students in New York
City staged a
fourth annual "peace strike."
In 1952, an atomic test conducted in Nevada becam
e the first such
explosion shown on live network television.
In 1954. the televised Senate Army-McCarthy hearin
gs began.
In 19,64. President Lyndori B. Johnson opened the
New York World's
Fair. '
In 1970. millions of .Americans concerned about
the environment
observed the first "Earth Day.''
In 1983. the WC. 1 German news magazine Stern annou
nced the discovery of 60 volumes of personal diaries supposedly v.ritte
n by Adolf Hiller.
(The diaries. however, turned out to be a hoax..
Ten years ago: In his first detailed intervicy‘ since
the attempt on his
life. President sReagan told reporters for the two major
American wire services that he was still in pain from his gunshot
woand. but that his soreness was diminishing.
Five years ago: Britain rounded up 21 Libyans -7 all
but one oi :herr;
university students - and said it would expel them
for what was termed
"revolutionary activity:*
One year ago: Pro-Iranian kidnappers in Lebanon freed
American hostage Robert Polhill after nearly 39 months of captiv
ity. M:liions of
Americans joined in a worldwide 20th anniversary celebr
ation of the first
"Earth Day."
Today's Birthdays: Actor Eddie Albert is 83. Violinist
S:7 Yehudi
Menuhin is 115. Actor Jack Nicholson is 54. Singer
Glen Camphe.1 is 53.
Singer Peter Frampton is 41.
Thought for Today: "Life is made up of desires
that seem big and vital
one minute. and little and absurd the next. I guess we
get what's best for
us in the end." - Alice Caldwell Rice. American humor
ist (1870-1942).
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"Jog my memory." Slats Grobnick said. "Didn't we say' that we
c.lic.'n't have no beef with the Iraqi
people. that it was Saddam Hussein
and his muscle guys we were out to
get?"
).That's right. Our commander in
chief made that periectly clear. As
a kinder and gentler nation, we recognized that the ordinary Iraqi was
little more than a helpless victim of
Saddam's tyranny.
"Why'd we say that?"
Because it is true. It was Saddam
who made the decision to invade
Kawait, not some shopkeeper. It
was Saddam who decided to set
fire to Kuwait's oil wells, not some
camel merchant. It was Saddam
who fired those Scud missiles. not
Some Street sweeper.
"Yeah. that's why I think we
made a big mistake saying we were
mad at Saddam and not at his
people.Why? We weren't mad at his
people.
"Then how come his people got
all the lumps and Saddam is still
alive and kicking?"
Look, you don't understand the
pragmatism of geopolitics. If you
did, ypu wouldn't ask so silly a
question. You have no appreciation
of the need for stability' in the volatile Mideast.
"I guess not. But we're saying
we won the war, right?"
Of course. And there can be no
arguing with that fact. We fulfilled
the U.N. mandate to get Saddam
out of Kuwait. And we protected
American interests.
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ones 'who go: drafted and
out as dog meat."
1 s..pposc they couldn't be mistai;,'7; for one of IHeid Marshal Romme:l's Panzer divisions.
"So in a way, aren't mopes like
that innocent„ bystanders. too?
Remember the: one who surrendered and it turned out he was from
Chicago and got drafted when he
went to visit his ma? Talk aOut a
bstander."
Yes, they weren't the most fero;.ioas of potential combatants.
"Arid how ,many Iraqi civilians
got killed.
100.000 maybe?"
I doubt if we'll ever have any"
accurate figures. But as a military
historian once said: That's the
breaks.
"Now we got the Kurds dying or
having to run away to Iran or Turkey', where they aren't going to be
wanted, and will probably live in
miserable camps."
It's sad. but being a Kurd has
never been easy. Besides. they
made the decision% to have an
uprising. One can argue that they
should have weighed the risks
more carefully.
"Hey. we told them they ought
to throw Saddam out. They thought
we'd give them some help."

Twenty years ago
Voters in the City of Murray
on
April 20 turned down the sale
of
legal liquor for the city by
nearly a
two to one majority. It was
2,649
against and 4,410 for.
Rebecca Ann Fenton and James
Alan Adams have been awarded
$200 scholarships by Murray
Moose Lodge No. 2011

Thirty years ago
William Ross, David Watson,
John Kelso, Eddie Chapman, Rodney Scott, Cindy Greenfield, Jill
Tucker, Judy' Kelso, Donna Hall
and Kathleen Madrcy are members
of Calloway County 4-H Clubs
competing today' in District 4-H
Demonstrations at Mayfield
Courthouse.

Calloway County Genealogical
Society will begin work on publishing a book, Calloway County
Bible Records, according to Mrs.
Charlie Stubblefield. president.

Elected as officers of Sigma
Department of Murray Woman's
Club were Mrs. Bob Ward, Mrs.
John Nanny, Mrs. Robert Buckingham and Mrs. Robert Glin Jeffrey.

•
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Forty years ago
All banks in Calloway County
are increasing present interest rate
of one percent to two percent on
savings accounts and certificates of
deposit. It became effective April
19.
Lt. Jacqueline C. Miller of
Women's Medical Specialist
Corps, formerly of Murray, is stationed at Brooke Army' Medical
Center, Fort Sam Houston, Texas.
Wilma Mathis and Thomas Lyles
were married March 21 at Corinth,
Miss.
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Wait a minute. We didn't put
anything in writing. The Kurds
have absolutely nothing that will
hold up in court.
"No, all we did was get them all
pumped up. It's the old story:
'Let's you and him fight."
All right. I'll concede that the
war didn't turn out perfectly. Wars
seldom do. In 1946. who would
have thought Japan would some
day be buying our best golf
course?
"Yeah. but at least we got to
string up General Tojo. But there's
Saddam, still in charge of Iraq. Not
only that, we got the Kurds stirred
up and now he's getting rid of
them, which is something he's
always wanted to do anyway. And
he's still got his Republican Guard
army, so he can keep any other
troublemakers in line. He's eating
three squares a day, and he's got
his billions of bucks stashed around
the world in case he ever has to
blow town."
Ah. but many' of our European
allies are saying he should be tried
as a war criminal.
"Oh, yeah, a war criminal trial.
When it's over, they can send him
a letter."
What kind of letter?
"It can say: 'You have been
found guilty' of being a war criminal. Please hang yourself immediately, or this account will be turned
over to a collection agency."
You don't have the right mental
attitude.
"Just write it off to collateral
brain damage."
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Even so, the Democrats will
announce SOMEONE at Madison
Square Garden in the summer of
1992. The last time they' met in the
Garden, their choice was Jimmy
Carter. This was in 1980. At the
climactic moment of his nomination. we saw a fateful portent: A
thousand balloons in a ceiling net
refused to fall down. The party is
bound to have better luck this time
around.

41,!.•110-.0,....:-.1••
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"OK. what about those dea.i
kids."
What dead kids?
"The ones I'm seeing on my TV
set every night."
You mean the Kardish refagees
Yes. very unfortunate.
"Wharya mean. .unfortunate.'
You sound like one of those State
Department guys.All right. tragic. then.
"Yeah, tragic. I read .where about
1,000 of those Kurd§ are dying
every day. And that's jast from not
enough food, the cold weather, getting sick, not having any docs. That
don't include the ones that Sad dam's storm troopers bampcd off
before they could get away:
Well, we are trying to help.
.We've been air-dropping blankets.
food, medicine and other essentials
to help case their plight.
"We really eased a few of them
right out of their plight for good. I
read where about a dozer. Kurds
got squashed by falling handles."
Accidents happen. That would be
considered collateral damage.
"That's it. That's what this
whole war was about. K hen you
start adding everything up. Collateral damage. That means innocent
bystanders get killed. right!"
More of less. yes. But remember,
we did kill Iraqi soldiers.
"Right. But were tiey his real
army?,Vv'hat are they called. the
Republican Guards?"
No. he kept them in reserve.
Unfortunately, they escaped
unscathed.
"So the soldiers we killed :were

• 5..

"

The f
1991 s
Club wi
A shota.m.
Hoste
and La

nation awaits his announcement
that he too will announce.
For the moment, that appears to
be the Democratic crop. Gov. Mario Hamlet, the Great Dane ol
Albany. by indecision seeks to find
decision out. Sen. Sam Nunn of
Georgia has no fire in his belly.
Sen. Bill Bradley of New Jersey
barely squeeked to victory in his
run for re-election last November
Sen. Al Gore of Tennessee makes
few hearts go pitty-pat. Rep. Dick
Gephardt of Missouri has the surpassing appeal of a secondhand

Iraqi citizens were the losers in the war

Ten years ago
Melva Hatcher was named 1981
Secretary of the Year and Lt. Col.
Randall G. Routt as 1981 Boss of
the the Year at Executive Night
Banquet of Murray Chapter of Professional
Secretaries
Internatiionall.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Willis
were married for 50 years on April
18.
Bill Robertson. Joe Mark
Robertson and Michael Robertson
are pictured with 56 crappie and a
40-pound catfish caught while
fishing.

WALTER L. APPERSON, Publisher
TED DELANEY, General Manager
MARY ANN ORR, Advertising Manager
DAVID STOM, Circulation Manager
ALICE ROUSE. Business Office Manager
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ing. given such unconservative
Southern Democrats as Wyche
Fowler of Georgia and Terry Sanford of North Carolina. but for the
record: As a senator Tsongas consistently ranked among the least
conservative and most liberal members of the body. In 1980 he tied
vs ith George McGovern for eighth
place. In 1983 he was No. I.
Thinking of George McGovern:
This amiable also-ran also has been
inspired to try, try again. You may
recall that in 1972, when he ran
against Richard Nixon. Lonesome
George broke the record for lopsided losses that hadbeen set when
Monroe beat Adams in 1820. But
v.hen.qhe presidential bug bites, it
itches. McGovern is scratching.
Like Barkis in "David Copperfield." he is willin' to answer his
party's call.
So. too. is Virginia's Gov. Doug
Wilder. who is long on promoting
social compassion and short on
spending public money. He has
formed an exploratory' committee,
which soon will discover that the

Looking back

Mirrray Ledger & Times
,

tinguished, but the same observation could he made of most freshmen in the upper chamber. lie was
against apartheid and or the Equal
Rights Amendment.
supported
the Afghan rebels.
During . those
years
/1979-841. Congressional Quarterly
identified 90 key votes of greatest
public interest. On 85 of the 90.
Tsongas voted identically K th his
colleague. Edward Kennedy. The
magaimo ,,,so maintains figure: on
a "Conservative Coalition." This
index is based upon roll-call votes
that arc won by a combination of
Republicans and Southern
Democrats.
The index no longer has mean-
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306 Main St.
759-4979

listed in the following line-up but
who desire .to play may call
753-8581 or come and be paired at
the tee.
The lineup is as follows:

Monday, April 22
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce silent auction/5
p.m. and dinner/6:30 p.m./Curris
Center Ballroom, MSU.

1.1

-;

!crla T urtles II PG
.3c. 1'5

7 15
9.r

• .xts
,UI(PG13)
:5 9.00

Guilty by
Suspicion (PGI3) 720

Woman celebrates birthdays with babies

9:20

Career
Opportunities (PG/3) 7:10
9 05

Green Card
(PG 1:3)

7 •0
9 15

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
• Rent your moviesiat the moles!
•
•
•

1008 Chestnut • 753-3314
Open 11:am to 10:pm

(12 Months)

Ky Farm Bureau
(A+ Superior Rated)

7534703

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
'Where your ideas turn to goIrd.
Dixieland Center
759-1141

HEARING AID SALE

Manufacturer
recalling garage
door openers

EDITOR'S NOTE: Owners may
call Stanley at 1-800-323-2013 to
arrange for a free replacement.

100 OFF RETAIL
.30 DAY TRIAL
'FREE HEARING TEST

,
Marian Holloway-Dillard

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING AID CE

120511 Chestnut • 753-1851

759-1505
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The Eva Wall Mission Group of Memor
ial Baptist Church will meet Tuesday, April 23, at 2 p.m. at the churc
h. Each one should bring food items
Need Line and baby layette items for
and
Life House. All women of the church
are invited to attend.

Girl Scout Camp Season
Kentuckiana Girl Scout Council is accepting reservations
for the 1991 Girl
Scout Summer Camp Season. Girls in the 2nd through
12th
grades can participate in fun activities that will help them become more
new friendships and practice skills they will use throuself-reliant, develop
ghout their lives at
Camp Pennyroyal near Owensboro or Bear Creek Aquat
tucky Lake. Buses are available to provide transportati ic Camp on KenCamp brochures are available at the local Girl Scout on to both camps.
through July 31, Camp Bear Creek will offer sailing, office. From June 14
canoeing, swimming,
wind surfing, waterskiing, snorkeling, rock climbing and
more to girls in
grades 5 through 12, and a 17-day session for girls
entering the 10th and
11th grades. Camp Pennyroyal's program runs from
June 16 through July
27, with seven-day sessions for girls entering grades 2 throu
gh 11 in the
fall.

W.A.T.C.H. needs cans
W.A.T.C.H. (work activities training center for the handicappe
d) Center at
702 Main St., Murray, is in need of aluminum cans to be
used as one of
work projects of the clients. Persons with aluminum cans may
leave them at
the center, Monday through Friday. For more information call
759-1965.

SUPER COLOSSAL

PUBLIC SERVICE

Mental illness
has warning signs, too.
For a free booklet
about mental illness call

the new everyday low menu prices at
Murray's only Mobile Travel Guide Rated (2
Star) Restaurant.

Check

. 841 II,
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Eva Wall Group will meet

$3.99

• •
•

•

23, at 12 noon at Weaks Community Association will meet Tuesday, April
Center, South Seventh and Poplar
Streets, Murray. All ministers of the
city
and county are urged to attend, a
member said.

Farm Raised Catfish Sandwich With Slaw

. •

.*• t

4 •• s•

Ministerial Association to meet
Murray-Calloway County Ministerial

Student Composers Recital/8
p.m./Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
University. Admission free.

Seven Seas

"4,11.1
/41
.
:
1 1,11.1rirrr
•.
e i
•

The date for the Professional Secretaries Annual Executive Night
Banquet has been changed from Monday. April 22, to Tuesday, April 23,
at
6:30
p.m. in Curris Center, Murray State University. Dr. Gary Bogge
ss, dean of
the College of Science at MSU, will be guest speaker. Shirley Reame
ident, said the change was made to accommodate Kentucky Gover r, presnor Wallace Wilkinson and the Chamber of Commerce dinner.

Gotta See It To Believe It!

▪ 111••••••••••••

i•

PSI Executive Banquet April 23

Comedian will appear free/7:30
p.m./Curris Center Stables, Murray
State University.

641 N.

•

The Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of American Association
Persons will meet Tuesday, April 23, at 12 noon in Majestic Royalof Retired
e at Holiday Inn. Lula Belle Hodges, retired elementary school teacher and churc
and civic leader, will present a humorous monologue about senior citize h
Verlene Ezell, president, urges all members and any interested perso ns.
attend to hear Hodges and learn of the many advantages and materi ns to
al available from AARP for retired persons.

Four-H Horse Show/10 a.m./West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center. Admission free.

UNDER WOOD
APPLIANCE

750

AARP Chapter to hear Hodges

Social Security representative/at
Calloway County Public Library/
10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

Magic Chef'
30" Designer White
Smoothtop Electric Range

A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chape
Tuesday, April 23, at 9:30 a.m. This weekl l United Methodist Church on
y event is for all interested persons who meet for Bible study and
refreshments.

Murray State University Alumni Association has special event plann
s
ed
for Friday and Saturday, April 26 and 27. An Emeritus Club Lunch
will
eon
be April 26 at 12 noon at Curris Center Ballroom with Dr. Forrest
C. Pogue
as speaker. The cost will be $7.50 per person. The MSU Alumn
i and
Friends Banquet will be April 27 at 11:30 a.m. at Curris Center Ballro
om
with Thomas D. Hutchens as a Distinguished Alumnus. The
cost will be
$12.50 per person. The Inaugural Ball for Dr. and Mrs. Ronald J. Kurth will
be April 27 from 9 p.m. to 12 midnight at Curris Center Ballroom. The
cost
will be $10 per person which includes $5 contribution to music schola
a breakfast buffet at 11 p.m. and music by the Alumni All-Star Bigrships,
Band.
Persons are encouraged to make reservations for these event
s by calling
the Alumni Office, 762-3023 or 762-3737.

Murray High School Sports
events include Tennis Team hosting Marshall County and Baseball
Team hosting Calloway County.

CHICAGO (AP)- Synod meetings of the Evangelical Lutheran
Church in America are reviewing a
proposal that their denomination
take a stand against the death penalty and work to abolish it.
The 5.2 million-member denomination's social concerns commission has recommended that the
churchwide assembly in August
adopt such a policy.

)moi'll

NTER

206 South 4th, Murray, PH. 753-8055

Coffee Break Tuesday

Alumni Weekend reservations needed

Professional Secretaries Annual
Executive Night Banquet/6:30
p.m./Curris Center, Murray
State University.

Evangelical Lutherans
reviewing a proposal

Pier is
Bridal Registry

The Singles Organizational Society will
at Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commercemeet Tuesday, April 23, at 7 p.m.
port and social group for all single adults building. This is a nonprofit supdivorced or widowed. For more informationwhether always single, separated,
753-0224, Mary, 1-527-0115, or Margar call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne,
et, 1-247-2249.

TOPS 4Kentucky 34 of Murray, local chapter of'TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club. Inc., will meet Tuesday, April 9, at 7 p.m. South
at
side Manor Community Room, Glendale Road, Murray. TOPS is an internationa
l,
nonprofit weight-control organization with over 320,000 membe
rs worldwide. Its program is based on a combination of group dynam
ics, competition, recognition and obesity research_ For more information call
Lois Wilcox
at 759-9964

Ladies' Night Out/Murray Country Club/7 p.m.

Dave Dillard
has made her
gift selections from

Singles' meeting Tuesday

Murray TOPS Chapter

Auditions for 1991 Summer
Season/Playhouse in the Park/6-9
p.m. Info/759-1752.

Southern Harmony Society/6:30
p.m./Britthaven, Benton.

recent bride of

r'

OFFE0 ENDS
APRIL 30, 1991
VICKI L. OLIVER
HEARING AID SPECIALIST
KY LIC. 1602

Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Colum
bus, will be Tuesday. March
5, at 7 p.m at the new K/C building on Squire
Robertson Road and Oaks Road. The dobrsHale Road, between Johnny
will open at 6 p.m.

Story Hours will be Tuesday. April 23, at 10:30
a.m. and Wednesday,
'April 24, at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
at Calloway County Public Library,
according to Sandy Linn, Youth Services Direct
are for children, 3 to 8. Parents and Twos will or at the library. Story Hours
and Wednesday. For information call 753-2 be at 9:30 a.m. on Tuesday
288.

National Scouting Museum/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

AA and Alon/8 p.m./American
Legion Hall, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.

•
•

Bingo games Tuesday

Story Hours planned

Executive Board/ Murray Christian Women's Club/9:35 a.m./Public
Library' Annex.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
manufacturer of Stanley and Fimbel garage door openers on Friday
announced the recall of printed circuit boards used in the openers that
could cause the doors to trap and
crush users.
The Stanley Electronics Division
of The Stanley Works, located in
Novi, Mich., said the defective
boards could open or close the
doors without warning and disable
the mechanism that makes the door
reverse when it strikes a person or
object.
"This poses a risk of injury or
death if entrapment occurs," the
Consumer Product Safety Commission said in announcing the recall.
About 5,000 openers were sold
nationwide between Jan. 14 and.
April 11 this year under the name
Stanley or Fimbel, called Power
Lift or EZ Lift openers
The company is not aware of any
injuries, the commission said.
The company said affected Stanley units have date codes 91-04-1
through 91-15-5 and Power Lift
and EZ Lift units, both models
91R, have date codes 01-21-91
through 04-11-91.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce in coope
ration with
the Murray-Calloway County Fourth Annual Freedom Fest
Committee
with a "Mr. and Miss Freedom Fest" Pageant on Satur
day, June 29, in
Lovett Auditorium. Girls age 0 and up may enter as well
as boys age 0 to
7. This is a "Sunday Best" pageant. Pageant dresses will
only be required
in the girls 16 and up category. Winners will receive some
great prizes
and be special guests at all festival activities on July 3-7. For
more information and applications call Vonnie Hays at 753-5171 or after
5
Jane Barnett at 753-0137 or write P.O.. Box 190, Murray, p.m. call
Ky. 42071.
Deadline for applications will be June 20. Cash only
entrants will be
accepted at the door.

First Baptist Church events
include Mother's Day Out/9:30
a.m.; Exercise Classes/11:30 a.m.
and 6:30 p.m.

. Three of her four children v.ere born on April 13 - nine
months
after her July birthday parties viith her husband. Paul. "Every sear ‘ke celebrate,- Mrs. Roeske said Tuesday. "It's
the gift
that keeps on giving. For 18 years.Mrs. Roeske gavi birth- Saturday -to-Kara who will share
the - hickv--- First United Methodist Church
birthday v.ith 8-year-old Kimberly and 2-year-old Kristo
events include Mothers' Morning
pher.
"I can't ‘%•ait to see vihat happens the first time their
Out/9
a.m.
birthdays all fall
on Frida% the 13th.- Mrs. Roeske said.
The, children arrived. naturally..Nhe.said..No._iudut:ed• 1-abor.
Murray Lions Club/6:30
no Caesarean sect:ii••.
p.m./Murray Woman's Club House.
Only . 5-)e.r -0,1 Katie gets a day .to herself, in
September.
LBL events include Corn Planting
"St-le just
to be the little princess.- Mrs. Roeske said.
and Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and
1:30 p.m./Homeplace-1850.

I.R.A.
8.1%
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Tuesday, April 23
Senior citizens' activities/9:30
a.m./Dexter Center.

p.m./board room/Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

SPOKANE. Wash. (AP) - Patty Roeske celebrates
her birthday with
babies

Out For Justice
(R)

MONDAY, APRIL 22, 1991

CALENDAR

Senior citizens' activities/10
Tee IA - Betty Hinton, Sue Brown
Anna M Adams and Rainey Apperson.
a.m.-2 p.m./Hazel Center.
Blood River Baptist Associational
Tee 18 - Wanda Brown, Betty Jo
Purdom, Frances Hulse and Mary
WMU quarterly meeting/7 Senior citize
ns' activities/9 a.m.-4
Bogard;
p.m./Salem Baptist Church.
p.m./Weaks Center.
Tee 3A - Inus Orr, Betty Lowry.
Venela Sexton and Evelyn Jones.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m. Singles Organ
Tee 38 - Jane Fitch, Betty Stewart.
izational Society/7
Info/753-0082.
LaVerne Claxton and Della Miller,
p.m./Murray-Calloway Chamber of
Tee 4 - Tonja Fike, Toni Hopson.
Commerce office
Teresa Garland and Cathryn Garrott
Bingo for Water Valley Volunteer 753-7638, or Jeann. Info/Pamela.
e, 753-0224
Tee 5A - Billie Cohoon, Peggy
Fire Department/6:30 p.m./Water
Shoemaker, Billie Wilson and Freda
Valle
y Community Center.
Steely.
Calloway County Public Library
Tee 58 - Terry Shertzer, Lula Bingevents/Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m
ham, Betty Scott and Margaret
Prepared Childbirth Class/7 and Story Hour/10:30
a.m.
Shuffett.
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Tee 6 - Frances Richey, Nancy
Hospital.
Ladies' Bible Class/9:30
Haverstock, Louise Lamb and Rowena
Cullom;
a.m./University Church of Christ.
Tee 7 - Martha S Ryan, Mary F
Weight Control Group/6
Bell, Rebecca rvan and Rebecca
p.m./Glendale Road Church of Ladies' Bible Clas
s/9:30
West:
Christ.
a.m./Glendale Road Church of
Tee 8A • Nancy Edwards, Marian
Poole and Aileen Castrale,
Christ.
'
Tee 88 - Mary B Overbey, Rebecca
Boy Scout Troop 77/6:30
Landolt and Ann Brown;
Health Express/Murray-Calloway
p.m./First Christian Church.
Tee 9A - Patty Claypo9ol. LaVerne
Count
y Hospital/at Puryear ComRyan. Lois Keller and Shirley
munit
y
Center/8:30-11:30 a.m. and
Jenstrom:
First United Methodist
Church 12:30-2:30 p.m.
Tee 98 - Geri Andersen Mug Rigsevents include Exercise
Class/10
by, Bonnie Kessler and Barbara
a.m.; Council on Ministries/7
Tompkins
p.m. Alzheimer's Support Group
/4:30

THEATRE S
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MURRAY TODAY

Ladies' golf planned
The first Ladies Day Golf of the
1991 season at Murray Country.
Club will be Wednesday. April 24.
A shot-gun start will be at 9:30
a.m.
Hostesses will be Patty Claypool
and LaVerne Ryan. Those not
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Big D leads defensive run
after Ismail goes to CFL

Sports Writer

NEW YORK (AP) - Rocket
who?
Just because Raghib
decided to accept a suitcase f o:
toronto Argonaut dollars to play
the Candian Football League. don':
tor one moment think that upset thc
;,lans of the Dallas Cowbovs in
Sanday's NFL -,irafi.
The Cowboys NA eren't all thal
ascinated with the Rocket anyway .
ertainly not at the S26.2 million
-ricetag Toronto attached to him.
No sir. said coach .1:m.my. John on. The -man -he v.anted all along
.was the man he got with the No.
defensive tackle Russell
Aaryland from the University of

Dave GOLDBERG
Associated Press

NFL Draft
NEW YORK :AP) d-by-rouna
se.ect•ors SL-day o tne Rok.+n
NFL Draft
First Round
Lia
• orn New Fig and), Russel
1,a,ry o.-0, c t.t.rn,.
Tia 2
knel, Enc
Larne-. S. UCLA 2, AtantiaC4yea
, Bruce Picetls
Netrasita 4 De0VEtr, 1.4•te Creel.
tiNeotasica S. Los Age.a
n s Rams, Todd
L.rt. ob. No a Da". 6. Ploan
Eric
Sea'"",
oo +age. 7 Tart•pam, Bay,
Cars kacPae
Te--essea.
B. Pi aoeo- a t.frorrt Greer
Bay),
A-•ora Da. S. o, Tarressee
9, Sark
Dego., Stanay r:r.a,,cL o.D. Taxas.
Det-ot. F4.r-ar Moore, w'
••1,a. tt,
tsee Fr; at-r't '-c-- 1.4r-a
scta •nro,
Gn
•Tta-as.. Pat Lt.i
V. SC.;:^e-^ Car. '2,
Da as. kusr- Ha•;.,..- re Ter-essae '3.
Aaa:trorn
rd.
Cotoracto 14, tipw E ric aric P-cnaNee.
Orea-s t-roagr r.<4 as Leona-, R..sser
l,
rta. Arzs-a State
15, Ft! stutg* F'sey P J•arcion,
Foroa 1E. Sea- e r.0^
co Sart
Dego S'xe
.1'0,
i40...S
tor •-•ca,-,•i• -• -1-C and ,a as;
Bo D.D ,
I 0; so" o•
•
C1--x• A
'. 'a-s
Cruora-c '9,
Greer Bar
Ft-.tent
Carr. co
S•cite
'.0rn
Wasr,!Irof--,
.:•t
sr.:" 7' ka-sas :tv Han.es W:Iia-siS S.
22 C-,cagc E a- ,-c-aS CM. T«ra..5
21. IA
P30•14 •+
1
24
Los

We loi) percent traded up to
!et Russell Maryland.- Johnson
aid of the deal the Cowboys made
with New England to corral the No
i spot. •'We had e$,er. intention to
lo what we had to do to get
For Maryland. the opportoity to
play for his old college coach made
being No. 1 eYen better. "I'm flabbergasted and overwhelmed.- "the
Outland Trophy v.inner said. "I:
be great to be reunited with
,imm y Johnson, who took a chance
ur, me when he recruited me.'
A: S,̀ rn...1..on for five Years.

Scs.:^e'r Co. 2'.
lhaS-

SCC:

Arrard sinners from Murray State's 1991 baske
tball banquet: Greg Coble, Frank Allen, Pope
ye Jones,
Paul King,- John Jackson. Donnie Langhi,
Doug Gold and Donald Overstreet.

Racers add Memphis transfer
the record -crowd of 500-p1us at the annual MSU
hoop
banquet.
"It's just great," Nash said. "It shows me that
Murray State really supports basketball..• • •
Senior Paul Kira had his number retir
ed at the
annaal has'kethall 'r'araii.et. held Saturday at
the NISU
Curtis Center. A re,ord crowd of over 500
showed up
to celebrate MurraY State's 24-9 season and
NISU •s
1,),:rtft stra:ght OVC championship.
' King, a native of St. Louis, start
ed on
championship teams in his career. He four OVC
scored over
1.0o0 point.s as a Racers and as
one of the best
defensive players in school history.
Award winners included:
*Circa Coble, senior award. Bennie Purce
ll Assist
,;-)onsored b Ihdton. Melugin
and Haverstock.
▪
\lartin Basketha:i Award, sponsored by
Wag r
".
and Storage.
•Do..g
••.:7107 aa .- 17,1. athletic
director's

By DAVID RAMEY

T,C

11...rray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

Es"a
ei-ry Jo-es a -Lt
Nevi Yo..
Gas,Ja--oc'r.- gar
-g-rs
.7.• a • • La-c- a-o•
•---ley 'lad feu-deo -'-'-NZTES
Nerr
oC '01
a !rs'.-..o,^d se eL s Pece.,
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"Keeping your car
or truck maintained.
helps keep major
repair costs dmAn."

Lady Racers take third at OVC
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The Giants' draft seemed perfectly suited for the kind of
team the Super Bowl champions
have become -- boringly
efficient.
•
Their first choice was Jarred
Bunch. a 248-pound fullback
from Michigan who likes to
block, doesn't care if he, gets
just four carries a game
blocking for Ottis Anderson,
Rodney Hampton and rave Meggen. and said: "I want to play
for a winner."
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your neighbors about Tosrubs118 N. 7th Mayfield
Call: 1-800-633-7296

'We don't see any problem.''
said coach Art Shell of the
Raiders, v.ho have thrived for
years on players with dubious
reputations. "Everyone makes
mistakes. He comes to uS with
a clean slate. It's what he does
from now. on that :matters to
the Raiders.-

Local
test at
second
third;
Honda

I'750 Dealer Cash Back On
Sentra XE Models With F09 Pkg.
'1000 Dealer Cash Back On All Maxima's
'1500 Dealer Cash Back Path Finder 4x4'
s

TOSHIB

-Ask

Marinovich's stock had fallen
after he was thrown off the
team at USC by coach Larry
Smith and then arrested on a
cocaine possession charge. It
rose - at least withi the Raiders
when Marinotich underwent drug rehabilitation and got
a haircut.

Mit

Free Air Conditioning On All The Followin
g Models:
•Hard Body Trucks
•Stanzas
•Sentra E Models
•240 SX's

78% 820k 84% 108% 119
1 21%•• ar1158,t'
%.
Prograiii in a percentage
yOu *ant --tor instant recaiii
r,
„
Tr+S•,•.a c ee. 80-8510'
A'
a'sr, Liu* Edge to-Edge
Copying 40 Copies per
Minute Built-in Auto
Doc Feed Statement-to-L
edger Size
CdPying -499-Copy Key
-in
rha^ 24 fCPU'R,
/natures - pius
Sorters. Auto Ouplexer, and
Largo
Capacity Feeders'
On a number on you,COD,
operat•ons-your number,
See 'resets s nev• RID
esIci today

753-8850

But then some of the most
successful franchises - and
those like Dallas who are building - reverted to familiar
ay's.
"Our' defensive line was the
strength of our defense -last
year. and we don't want it to
be diminished,- San Francisco
coach George Seifert said after
the 49ers followed the best
available athlete theory and used
their first-round pick on just
what they didn't seem to need.
defensive tackle Ted Washington
of Louisville. "This was too
good an opportunity to pass
up."
Dallas, of course. had the
most voluminous day., courtesy
of the deals that sent Herschel
Walker to Minnesota and Steve
Walsh to New Orleans. Coach
Jimmy Johnson, who had made
25 trades in two years before
this draft, spent most of the
day on the phone. trading up
and down - four trades in the
first round alone..
That w as one reason the first
round as a record 4 hours. 55
minutes, and that the Cowboys
finishdd the day's (fourth round
.kith 10 new players.
The most predictable - and
predi,:ted
pick in the draft
was the Raiders' selection of
Nlarinovich, the Southern Cal
sophomore who was groomed
from infancy by his father Mary
to be an NFL quarterback.
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Carroll Mazda
. Nissan - VW
Murray. Ky.
"It Just Feels Right"

ASAN
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to 200%

from 65%
of Original Size!

MPV -8800 Factory Cash Back -Value Package Sav
:ngs ti To
'780 Plus'500 Dealer Cash Back = Total Saving, Up
To'2080
Mazda Trucks #1 In Customer Satisfaction #.J.D Powe
rs Year
After Year - LE Value Pkg. Savings'904 - '300 Fact
ory Renate
Plus '500 Dealer Cash Back
,
Total Saving- Up To '2000

800 Chestnut St.

NEW YORK (AP) - The
Los Angeles Raiders fit their
mold, making their first two
draft choices guys with awesome athletic ability and attitudes that scared off most other
NFL teams, then taking Raghib
Ismail less than 24 hours after
he defected to Canada.
The New York Giants fit
their mold, taking a 248-pound
blocking fullback for the
league's most effectively boring
offense and a 255-pound
linebacker with a mean
temperament.
And so it went in the 1991
version of the NFL draft.
Things started strangely when
Ismail, the consensus No. I
pick, signed for 518 million
over four years with Toronto of
the Canadian Leauge.
Then came six straight picks
of defensive players, double the
number the number of defenders
ever taken at the top of the
draft.
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Actions & Reactions

Lady Racers •••

Rookie's gamble lift Ca
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Stale Farm Insurance
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Horne Office: Bloomingto anies
n, Illinois

Like a good neighbor, Stat
e Farm Is There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627

Baseball

Body Elite
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
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d I
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56.1041 II Oar4n4 2
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Sunday's Goners
Boston at Deveand 2 ow
Kansas Cory St Ns. 'fall podran
'an
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nicago 5 Detroit 4
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Ch.cago at St Louis 735
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San Diego at San Fran
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Atlanta at Los Angee
On/ games scheduieds 935 P rr

Jane Rogers Insurance

305 N. 12th (Next To Cen
tury 21) 753-9627
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Congratulations
and Best Wishes
Dr. Ronald J. Kurth
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professional travel consultants
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When you're out shopping for a car, half'
the challenge is finding a car you like. The
other half is finding a dealership you want
to do business with. Someone you
‘feel good about.
That's why we are proud to
have received the 1990 Chairman's
Award. You gave us high marks for
things that really matter to you. That is
how we earned this award. .by satisfying
our customers.
But to us, the Chairman's Award is
much more than a reward. It tells us we're
doing our job. And it's a sign to you that
you've come to the right place.

ik TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers

I •

Cak
Seadiale
"latalCM
'
aitonren.a
"i
.
93
7565p

Only pmes scheduled

ord Motor Company's 1990
Chairman's Award honors those
dealers whose customers rank
them highest in customer satisfaction.

"Hammer
Time!"

1203 Chestnut St.

•

"See me for all your family insu
rance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
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*1.eod. led three
2-urcer-par 70 'or a 1 7-under 271
"as r !he race for 129 aps,
total Sunol
incui rg tre fira,
day Ncs'aus earned $85.000 for
,11k,
who
58 -es around tne ore nr- e
play the same position went must
his
fourth
vIcProe
!cry in s-x career starts on
n x 1r-terrat aria Raceway coal Dahh
tne Semor PGA
,nip
ped
y Su , vah's Down
on
Tour He took an e-ght-stroke lead
ccin
secutive chOices.
erg re a lowed Luyerdys
into the ?ma'
deienive
'0
round aher rounds o' 66, 66
\K%
ve r -s
'
Crpee - 4,
In all, the round produced just Atla
and 69 on tne
,powereC Lo-a acrcs
s 'he '"s
6 698.yarc Ca-port Course
ne
nta ''17 a '
,hder a como ra• on o' cneckereo
of
the
:
PGA
nine offensive skill position play
and yet)*
Nat ora' COo' C ..0
',acc
Crarnoron '68 ,v•ace
- pick. and th.:
ers, only' two of them quarterbacks
. swapped
( ,.
The first passer to go was Dan Gree
n and a N., C1,, Dons c- 'or
McGwire of San Diego Stat
e., tackle Gera:,.:
''s• • 7
(ricked by Seattle, at No. 16. The
Los Angeles Raiders went for
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Ray Lankford
could havg been an easy out and St.
Louis Cardinals manager Joe Torr
Southerp Cal sophomore Todd
e wouldn't have complained.
"He's a very aggressive young man
Nlarinovich with the 24th pick.
and I like that," Torre said after
Lankford scored the winning run whe
The selection of Maryland was
n he knocked the ball loose from
catcher !Darren Daulton as the Cardinal
just
the beginning of a busy day for
s rallied from five runs down to
beat the Philadelphia Phillics 7-6 in
the Cowboys, who spent the first
The Karate
10 innings Sunday. "That's pretty
much what we're all about.
round talking to just about ever
Superstars
y
"If we'rei going to make a mistake.
club, wheeling and dealing. Whe
I want it to be to the next base, not
n
Di,pla‘ at
the last one."
they were done, the Cowboys had
In other words,-even though Whitey'
swung three trades, moving down
Herzog is long gone. the Cardinals
are still playing V;hitcyball. Torre has
in
the draft rotation to accumulate
a young club, and he wants it to be
daring. •
extra picks.
32-6' Trophies
!Lankford walked off reliever Mitc
10
Afte
Cha
r
choo
mpionship Belts
sing
wide
receiver
h Williams (0-2) with lone out in the
10th and stole second. After Williams
intentionally walked Felix Jose.
Gerald Perry was forced out on a low.,
oneLhop liner, and Lankford kept
running. Daulton had the ball in plen
ty of time on shortstop Dickie
Thon's relay from second but couldn't
(This Week's
hold onto the hall when Lankford
Special: N
barreled into him.
Lg. Hamburger. Fries & Med. Drink
"We're just trying to win ballgame
s any way we can." said Lankford.
who called on his skills as a junior coll
Special Good
ege running back w heri he lowered
his shoulder into Daulton. "I'm not
thru April 27
out there trying to hurt anybody.
"It just happened. I just wanted
to score."
•
He was running so hard that he
didn't notice that third -base coach
Friday blight Buffet
Bucky Dent had waved him home.
For the record, he had.
Bar•B•Q Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Lankforcralso singled, doubled and
tripl
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham
run. Jose went 3-for-4 with two RBI ed in five al-bats and drove in a
s and two walks.
Lee Sm?th (1-0), the. sixth Cardinal
Food
Bar, Salad Bar
s pitcher. worked a 1-2-3 10th for
Dessert Bar, Includes Drink $ 95
the victory'. St. Louis won despite stra
nding 14 runners. Ica‘ing the bases
loaded in the first and fifth and agai
n in the ninth after Gerald Perry's
RBI triple forced extra innings.
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is goo
d Food.
They also overcame an early 5-0
deficit.
"They don't know how to give up."
Torre said. "I hope it stays that
way."
Chestnut St
The Phillies scored five na,ns in the
Murray
753-0045
third, batting around to chase Ken
Hill, but it wasn't all Hill's fault. Phil
adelphia benefited from a two-base
error by Wilson at third base, two infie
ld has, a wild pitch, a leadoff walk
to pitcher Jose DeJcsus and two sacr
ifice flies.
The Cardinals scored four runs in
the seventh to cut the Phillies' lead to
6-5. Williams worked out of a base
s-loaded, none-out jam after Perry's
triple in the ninth, but the Cardinal
s came right back.
It was the seventh loss in eight games
for the Phillics. who trail the NL
East with a 4-9 record.
"It seems like everything we do is magn
ified," said second baseman
Randy Ready, whose two-base error on
a potential double-play grounder
allowed a run to score in the Cardinals'
seventh. "You walk a guy, he
scores. You boot a ball. he scores.
"1 guess you go through cycles like that,
and we're in one now."
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SCOREBOARD

(Cont'd from page 6)
the 400 meters, while the
Lady Wallace tossed a four-hit shutout in
Racers 4 x 400 relay team also
fin- Murray's 2-0, as N1SU pushed two
ished second.
across in the seventh for the win.
• • • 10
Brown anti Witzel each walked
BASEBALL
to lead off the inning, and after
a
The Murray State Thorough
breds sacrifice hunt by Brian Tia, lor.
continued to stay on top in
the passed hail and an RBI single by.
OVC, taking two out of thre
e at Pat VIie gave the 'Bred. a 2-0 win.
Austin Peay over the week
Waltce struck out rime in goin
end.
g
In doubleheader play Satu
rday. the distance as he impro‘ed to 5-1.
the 'Breds won the first
game / After lf) straight league wins.
behind Kirk Rueter as Murray'
post- the T-breds fel; to the C;o‘s.'6-0 on
ed a 3-1 win. Wueter, who lead
s the Sunday. David Ruhardson and
league in ERA, improved
to 7-2 Joby Fiornesley cornb:ncd tor a
with a four-hitter.
four-hit snl.tout Jason lianer had
Murray's offense came on a two - two hits for the
lireds.
run single by Jeff Brown
Murray wI host Nler,-;tis Stat
in the
e
third, and a Brown triple and
-RBI this afternoon and Southern Illino:s
single by Shane Witzel in the sixt
h, On Thursda .before.‘isit::-:
In game - two SattirdaN.
weeken...4
Kent 1<n1uck
Local winners and competitors from the District
Tri-Star Basketball contest at Laurel County High School in London. (Fro
n rowi Josh Morton.
second; Nell Key; Patrick Greer; Brooke Lenc
ki; Kalista Cunningham.
third; Chris Baurer. (Second row) Brad Duncan:
Ryan Key; Stephanie
Holland, second place; and Patricia Greer.
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
Culls may be quality beef
What beef producers re..as
"culls," may in ft:3t?l% he ;:i a'aLIN
beef.
"America is a hamburger socets," said Duane Miksch. Estension
veterinarian ith the Umser•st s ,.•
Kentucky College of Agr•..
"We tend to overlook a
supply Of beef that moves ..:
from Kentucky farms :• market channels to slau,...:•r

Local students participate in FFA Field Day

he said. "That is our
,arc.e na -r-er of cull cows and

Graves County High School won the overall t•• Iner championship
in
the 39th annual Future Farmers of America (FFA Field Day at
Murray
State University Friday.
The chapter scored 5,795 points from among team and individual
events to claim the championship. Caldwell Counts High School was
second with 5.313 points and Heath High School was tird in the standi
ngs
with 4,957 points.
Chapters accumulate points in the coinnet•;:o -s counting the five
highest of nine team scores and the foz highest o: • se individual scores
in the contests during the day.
Sponsored hs the Department of Agr] 1:t.rt' \' .i-ray State. the contests drew 1,035 students trom chapters
1
tnools in KentuL:ks.
Tennessee and Illinois.
First, second and third place finis:it:1-s in tne tontest events were:
• Agoculture mechanization — (team] Massa,..,Co.mty, Ill.. first; Grave
s
County, second. and Marshall Counts. tr,:rd: ar ,ii-.1ividual) Paul Young
.
Massac County...first; .J..T. Qbermark..Massac.
second; and Eric.
• COpeland. Grases Counts. third.
• Dairy ]udgmg — (team] Carlisle County. fir'.;. Massac County.
second: and Lon County. third: and iindiy dj .1cf! Wilson. Carlisle County, first: Christy Hodge. Graves Co.n;y. sesond.
Brad W'ilson. Carlisle County. third.
• Genera: livestock — iteam i Christ,an County. first. Graves Count
y.
second; and Massac County. third: ai:d ndlY :La. Mark Tusa. Henry
County. Tenn.. first: Denny Workman. 1: .ngs:on Central. secon
d: and
Jodi P•Pool. Trigg County, third
•
Judging ---- (team;
st. Tr:gg Col.nty. second: and

Kentaass has more than a milHon bee: tows and more than
rs cows. Miksch Sal,!.
.:h the astnr; of low -fat ground
is specuat;o7
n.tv, 'he enoc:
:o meet Int:
(l L._!.
1,1 fed catl:e

11

K.-]...sks bee',
wt:.rking to
prod est
N

GARLAND S
PROFESSIONAL
PAINTING
Phone 753-8.823

Sheep market may move into area
PADUCAH. K. iAPs - Sheep
ProLt•- 7, In western Kentucky and
nred of haling lambs
•
mr,es to market. are
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Farris Grain taken
off list of approved
facilities for loans
-‘•
'.:'rage in
n-e Fam-s Gra:n 4.::•1 no: be eligible
pdaring the
ts %nosed from
f
approy ect
tY Credit Corporation
(.
Count Agr.,..ultara.
Conser‘a;.07 Sery
tod,:y
••., taken by the
/;:on and Con,Corr.mt)clity
Ka7,as Cit.
.
- • retr,uested
:
Gram
xce'-k.merd wh.cr:
GO% er117.:e7; Ov•71,ed

011111.10nly electric
Qutdoor lighting call
let vou turn niLfht int()(lay
with the flick of a switch.

trying to bring the market closer to
them.
A group of producers will meet
this week Y%ith representatives of
Tennessee Livestock Producers and
Farmer's Commission Co. of
National Stockyards. Ill., to talk
about starting a twice-yearly lamb
market in Martin. Tenn.
Jane Hobbs. vice president of the
West Tennessee -Kentucky Sheep
Producers As-sociation. said the
problem producers face is that no
i.sestock market in the region
handles sheep on a r(2gular basis.
Farmers must either go to market
and SCI ":f there happens to be a
"acr mere that day.- or truck the
an:-.-Tals to Louisville or National
Sto:kyards.
There are about g(M) producers in
Kentucky and Tennessee west of a
line from Bow:ing Green to NashTenn.. and north to Memphis.
Tenn.. sa:d Hobbs. •
While those farmers are not consentrated eno..,:h in one area to
make lan-,7,s attractive fr area
..\•estock 7.trkets, they can bring
fe.o. toL:ether for the pool
1:•:,:cc a Year, she said.
the sheep producers
asso,:at:on approached the two
,
about starting a pool
Iow prices.
•Ri,'
, the Limb market is
,:ssed.- she said.

Livingston Central, third; and (individual) Betha
ny. O'Bryan, Livingston
Central, first; Christina Shelton, Hickman Count
y. second: and Branden
Oliver, Trigg County. third.
• Meats — (team) Lyon County. first; Callo
way County. second: and
Reidland. third; and (individual) Chris Woods.
Lyon County, first; Darin
Gray, Lyon County. second; and Cases Nesbit
t. Calloway County. third.
• Soil judging — (team) Lyon Counts. first:
Caldwell County. second:
and Ballard Memorial, third; and (individual)
Matt Herring. Lyon Counts.
first; Shea Murdock, Caldwell County. secon
d: and Chris Davis. Ballard
Memorial. third.
• Air-cured tobacco — (team) Fulton County,
first. Calloway County.
second; and Palmersville, Tenn.. third: and (Mdividual
i Shane McNeil.
Fulton County, first; Mike Camp, Callow dy Counts.
second: and Jas Farrell. Hickman County, third.
• Burley tobacco — (team) Heath. first: Grave
s County. second; and
Reidland, third: and (individual) Duston Buchanon.
Heath.. first; Jason
-Kendall. Graves County. second:- anti KeYM Reed.
Heath. third.
• Dark-fired tobacco — (team) Calloway Count
y. first; and Graves
County, Fulton County and Carlisle County. tied for
second: and (individual) Stephanie Ward, Hickman County. first: Scott Bridge
s. Trigg County, second; and Dusty McBride, Reidland. John Hudso
n, Calloway County. Jason Clark. Caldwell County and Jonathan Kemp
. Palmersville. tied
for third.
• Floriculture — (team) Marshall County. first; Callo
was Count's., second; and Fulton County, third; and (individual) Christ
ie Greer. Marshall
County. first; Delissa Zickefoose. Fulton Counts.
sesond: and Ann
Gooch, Calloway County. third.
• Nursery — (team) Calleway Counts.. first: Fulton
County, second: and
Massac County, third; and (individual; James Wood
. Cali.oway County.
first; Holly Walston. Calloway County. Second: and
Amy Major, Fulton,
County, third.
• Horticulture unit — (team only) Calloway County,
first. Fulton County.. second: and Graves County. third.
• Seed identification — (individual only Rickie Hobbs
. Graves County.
first: Matt Rudy. Ballard Memorial. second: a nd man
warner. Heath.
third.
• Weed idennfication — (individual only
Ke;th Bt./4ms. Graves County. first; and Chad Crawford, Caldwell County. and
Frarkie Purdy, West
Hopkins, tied for second.
• Tobacco auctioneering — (individual only ; Ryan Wood
. Lone Oak.
first: Michael Harris. Graves County. second: and larret Franci
s, Caldwell
County. third.
• Tractor driving — (individual 'only) Jelf Cotton, Caldw
ell County,
first: Chris W'ooley, Graves County. second: and Marts McClu
re. Palmersville, third:
• Horsemanship — (individual onl)t _Becks,. Steele. Gallat
in City. first:
Samantha Owens. Graves County. second: and Staci Foy. Henrs
Counts.
third.
• Goat tying — (individual only. does not count toward overal
l points)
Brandy Topper. Marikall County, first:. Becky Ethridge. Trigg
Counts.
second:- and Linda
nson. •Joppa.' Ill. third_

BLONDI

PADUCAH LIVESTOCK MARKET
Cattle 410 calses 2 compared to
last week slaughter steers and heifers ] untested. cows steady, bulls
1.00-2.00 lower, calves and vealers
untested. feeder steers and heifers
1.00-2.00 lower on weights under
500 lb.. 3.00-5.00 higher on
weighted over 5(X) lb., with overall
quality not as attractive as last
week.
Slaughter cows: breaking utility

CCHS CLASS OF '81

REUNION
Date: July 20, 1991
Events: 9:30 a.m.-?? Informal Mixer
at CCHS Cafeteria
6:00 p.m.-?? Buffet Dinner/Dance
at the Executive Inn, Paducah, Ky.
Registration Deadline: May 20, 1991
Registration Information or Questions:
Call Debbie Stubblefield at 753-5500
M F 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

CALVIN

and commercial 3-4 47.50-520 .
cutter and boninr utility 1-3
46.00-55.25 most 4009-52.00. cu ter 1-2 45.00-50.00. Slaughter
bulls: yield grade 1 1915 lb. indicating 82 carcass boning percent
70.00, yield grade 1-2 1760-1860
indicating. 78-79 percent
61.25-62.00. 1170,-1350 lb.
57.75-60.00
Feeders: steers: medium and
large No. 1 200-300 lb.
127.00-133.00, 300-400 lb. 107.00
129.00. 400-500 lb. 105.00-115.(X).
500-600 lb. 93.00-107.00, 600-700 .
lb. 89.75-100.00, medium No. 2'
300-400 lb. 93.00-109.00, 500-700
lb. 85.00-91.00, large No. 2
328-415 lb. 103.00-114.00, small
No. 1 300-400 lb. 94.00-107.00.
400-500 1b 90.00-100.00, 500-600
lb. 85.00-90.00.
Heifers: medium No. 1 150 lb.
140.00, 200-300 lb. 105.00-110.00.
300-400 102.00-116.00. 400-500
lb. 85.00-92.00, some
98.00-112.00. 500-600 lb.
85.00-94..50, 600-700 lb.
84.00-85.00. medium NO. 2
500-600 lb. 87.00-88.00, small No.
1 31)0-500 lb. 81.00-88.50.
Stock cos: and calves: medium
No. 1 710.00-770.00 with 200 lb.
calves at side. Stock cows: medium
No. 1 560.00-small No. 1
420.00450.00.
Stock Bull: large No. 1 1240 lb.
58.00.
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If you're on a diet
or just like to eat
nutriously check
out our Seafood
Salads.
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West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative
Corporation

Gumbo
r up $2.25
Bowl S3•75
Shrimp Creolt,
Cup 2.25
Bowl $3•75
Red Beans & Rice....Cup $2.25 Bowi '3.75
Fried Cajun Platter
'5.75
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Write or cull for FRIA,
Outdoor Lighting BookIct
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Helping Need Line

DR. GOTT

ton
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bons of an undiscovered common
agent The disease may last as long as
/ 10 years with unpredictable periods
of remission.
The diagnosis is established clinically
by the way the rash looks and
progresses There is no confirniatory
test or laboratory finding
Some patients muiroye on a gluten free diet, suggesting that dermatitis
herpet dorm's is in some way related
to celiac disease, an inherited inability to digest gluten. a protein present
in many cereals and grains Those patients who do not respond to diet can
be helped by the prescription antimicrobials ilapsone or sulfapyridine
In fact. these drugs produce such a
profound impt ovement that they are
often used as a therapeutic trial to
test the diagnosis If, during treat,
ment. the rash doesn't disappear. the
diagnosis of dermatitis herpetiformis
is in doubt l'attents with parttcularly
severe forms of the disease may temporarily require cortisone pills to control itching and reduce inflammatioia

•.‘arden" Debbie Morgette (left),
director of Hester Hall at Murray
State niversity, accepts a can of food
as bail from Missy Allen, a
freshman from Brandenburg. Allen and
other residents of the residence hall were "jailed" in the Hester
Hall Regional Prison and made
bail while supplying canned food for
Need Line. Keeping a watchful
eye on the activity is jailer Laura Rich,
a sophomore from Benton.
The Hester Hall council set up
the mock jail as a service project to
help Need Line of Murray which suppli
es food and other basic ,needs
to area residents.
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by Abigail Van Buren
PEAR ABBY: I am 17 years old fuller
lives.
and have had my driver's licens
e for
Give my sight to a man who has
more than one year.
never seen a sunrise,a baby's lace or
While growing up I considered love
in the eyes of a woman.
donating my organs, but my mind
Give my heart to a person whose
wasn't made up until I saw a letter
in own heart has caused nothing but
your column. The line I remem
ber endless days of pain.
best was the statement about "givGive my blood to the teen-ager
ing my t.e•:" so a blind person
could who has been pulled from the wrecksee.
age ofhis car,so that he might live to
I would really appreciate it if you see
his grandchildren play.
would run that piece again.
Give my kidneys to one who deIt
changed my outlook on donating pends
on a machine to exist from'
organs. and maybe it will change week
to week.
•
someone else's.
Take my bones, every muscle,
•JOINN OWEN, NEWARK,OHIO every
fiber and nerve in my body and
find a way to make a crippled child
DEAR JOLYN:The letter you walk.
recall came from the father of a
Explore every corner of my brain.
boy named Michael, and now is Take
my cells,, if necessary. Lind let
an appropriate time to rerun it them
grow so that someday a speech-.
beca-use this is National Organ/ less boy
will shout at the crack of a
Tissue Donor Awareness Week: bat and
a deaf girl will heat the
DEAR ABBY: Last May, our 22- sound of rain against her w
-,.
ear-old son. Michael, was involved
Burn what is left of me and scatin a motorcycle accident. He was ter the ashes to the winds to help the
pronounced -brain-dead three days: flowers grow.
later. Because of an article in your
If you must bury somethir4,. It it
column, he carried an organ donor be my faults, my weaknesses and all
card in his wallet. The Lord took our my prejudice against my fellow man.
precious son 10 days later, but we
Give my soul to God. If by chalice
were comforted knowing that Mi- you wish to remember me,do it with r
chael gave two blind people the gift a kind deed or word to someolie who
it sight, and a young father who had needs you. If you do all I have
been on a kidney machine for three I will live forever.
years is now living a normal life.
READERS: I have carried a
Abby. please let your readers donor card
for more than 20
know how to will their organs after years
and feel there is nothing I
death.
can leave after my death that
MICHAEL'S FATHER will be of greater
value. Donor
forms are available by writing:
DEAR FATHER:My heart goes The Living
Bank,P.O. Box 6725,
out to you and your family on the Hous
ton, Texas 77265. It is
loss of your beloved son. May I strictly
non-profit, operating on
again offer this beautiful essay a shoestring
as a public service
written by Robert N. Test:
— so please be a sport and send a
dollar or two with your request.
TO REMEMBER ME
It's tax-deductible.)
At a certain moment a doctor will
determine that my brain has ceased
* * *
to function and that, for all intents
and purposes. my life has stopped.
When that happens, do not atTo get Abby's booklet "How
tempt to instill artificial life into my Letters for All Occasions." sendto Write
a long.
body by the use of a machine. And business-size, self-addressed envelope,
don't call this my"deathbed." Call it plus check or money order for W.95164.50
my "bed of life," and'let my body be in Canada( to: Dear Abby. Letter Booklet.
P.O.
taken from it to help others lead (PostaBox 447. Mount Morris. III. 61654.
ge is included.(

Dr. John Dressler, music professor at Murray State University
recently visited Murray Middle
School Band and shared his professional perspective with the
sixth grade French horn players.
Pictured are Dressler and horn
students Jennifer Lewis, Kim
Alexander and Joanna Kind.

_

.

DEAR ABBY

by Peter Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR GOTT I read your column about the lady with a 22-year history of abdominal pain She claimed
to have seen 15 dot-tors without success My suggestion is for her to soften a ripe lemon. cut the top off and
sprinkle it with salt Then if she sucks
on the lemon it will make the cramps
disappear Lemons are good for allkinds of pain with the exception of
menstrual cramps
DEAR READER If. after 22 years
and 15 doctors. a person has undiagnosed. persisting abdominal pain. I
don't suppose sucking a salted lemon
would do any harm However. I can't
coneeive of any reason ikhy this
should work Although I respect the
power qf home remedies. I'd prefer
that a patient with a difficult diagnosis be examined by super specialists
in a teaching center. rather than relying on lemon Juice
Nonetheless. I mention your remedy to give equal time to alternative
treatment Without doubt, if other
readers try your lemon trick: andiu
is effective
I d like to hear f rum
them
To give you more information. I am
sending you a copy of my Health Report "Medical Specialists
Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $1 25 with their names'and addresses to 1'0 Box 91369. Cleveland.
OH 44101-3369
DEAR DR GOTT I'm a 66-yearold white female recently diagnosed
with dermatitis herpetiformis iDuhring's disease, Can you provide information on the disease and treatment"
DEAR READER Dermatitis herpetiformis also known as Duhring's
disease, is a chronic, relapsing skin
rash, consisting of extremely itchy
crops of blisters that may burn and
spread to form large areas of inflammation The cause is unknown hut
about 70 percent of patients have related abnormalities in the small intestine. leading to maldigest ion and diarrhea Experts believe that the skin
and intestinal changes are manifesta-
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MURRAY-Calloway
County Senior Citizens
Legal Aid Society Inc
books are available for
public inspection at Murray Calloway County Senior Citizens Inc. Office 607 Poplar 9am-4pm Mon-Fri

Ektiri1ACE.D'

)11r-.77,
I

CATHY
i /AR INNKLEY!
!THE Ft;OWER 5 I
,
SENT ME
I FOR SEGREI
!TAMES WEEK
APE GORGEOUS!

.. „JELL

THE WHAT? ! LOOK AT Tills
, Asp"
ARRANGEMENT!
I WHA" ?? ,
IT MUST
HAVE COST A
FORTUNE'

AHEM
NOTH ,NG•'S
T% 000D
FOR MY
SECRETARy

.ANO THE LiTTLE CARD vOU 'l
ENCU/SED PROMISING ME 1
STOCK OPTIONS AND A BRAND NEW, aftirJHT-RED rrliATA
K,,IUAS SUCH A SWEET ToLicH!

WHAT GO YOU
SET HE'LL REfitemBER TO
SEND THEM
HirASELF

WILL I GET
A FREE
PARKING
SPOT LOTH

In some remote areas of the world,
the popular sport
is to watch a courageous young man
avoid being
hugged by a Leo Buscaglia impersonat
or.

Thos

NEXT HEAR?

4•WIAE
•

t; le

ACROSS

APRILS CHEEK,SHE
/1l3RN8 HER HEAD
TOWPRD youR

(cc- ocH

,
COESN T.

c,FARC.1-1lNG RESPONSE
I FOR FOOD.
()me.rr 6123Pc'

LAD-11/7

44,4

GARFIELD

40 Pare
42 Climbing
plant
45 Watering
place
47 Pack away
49 Regretted
50 Clue
52 Civil injury
54 Down: prefix
55 Teutonic
deity
56 Assistants
59 Note of scale
61 Figure of
speech
63 — fidelis
65 Armored
vehicles
66 Tellurium
symbol
67 Poem

1 Doctrine
practice
4 That man
6 Turf
11 Stirred up
13 Two-edged
sword
15 Spanish
article
16 Egg dishes
18 Sun god
19 Hebrew
month
21 Pintail duck
22 Emerald isle
24 High cards
26 Picnic pests
28 Old horse
29 Liquefies
31 River duck
33 French
article
34 "Little
piggies'
36 Watch face
38 Equally

RCO1TNG-

1E.FL.E.X.IT5 AN FlOTociffriC

AN!
FRESH
AIR!

DOWN
1 Anger
2 Console
3 Greek letter

2

7

3
11

4

THE Western Kentucky
Regional Mental Health Mental Retardation Board,
Inc will receive bids for the
audit of its financial statements for a three year period with each fiscal year
ending on June 30 Bids will
be received until 1 00p m
Tuesday, May 7 1991
Specifications are available
horn Ms Patnaa C Moore
P0 Box 7287, Paducah,
KY 42002-7287

information.

WANTED
TO BUY
Dark air-cured,
dark fire-cured
or burley bat
Please Call
492-8566
after 5 p.m.

12

15.
19

16

20

24

13

4 Dress
borders
5 Dropsy
6 Welcomed
7 Rodent
8 Church part
9 Yes in
8

22
26

30
34

27
31

28

36

37

PEANUTS
38

39

45

HOW MD YOU
KNOW THAT)

40
46

•

41

42

17

50

51

55

56

23

32

15

48

52

49

53

54

57
63
•

65

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
:'i•-.€
5214 06 mo •
Call Gene at 753-2617
•V.s Tam T
License
48 Mo C'osed End Lease

Your Ad
Could Be
Here
Call
753-1916

Havana

10 Continued

story
12 Therefore
14 Stove
17 Fasting
period
20 Leather
10
strap
23 Hosp asst
24 Early morn
14
25 Halt
27 Go by water
18
•30 Observes
32 Den
35 Colonizes
37 Praise
38 Residue
39 Enthusiasm
33
41 Noose
43 Wanted
44 Commercial
46 Article
48 Take from
43 44
51 "The —
Man"
53 Woody plant
57 Antlered
animal
58 Marton ID
59 60
60 Norwegian
currency
62 Mother
64 Italian river

$100 REWARD for the ar
rest and conviction of the
two men who stole 4 steel
tire wagons from a lot on
Hwy 280 on or about March
1, 1991 753 8848 before
8pm.

1111

lUIlU

25

Lease For Less at

ALT
SPOON
SHE
EA
LARGE
TEA
HAMMER
WIEPORT
PAD
SEDER
S ED
E T
SOUP T
MAR
STUB
TOAR
AG
POODLES
GO
REAL
NEON
POT
TREAT
NT
MASS
Gil ANT
DOM
DR IDLE
HAPPIEIN
AYE
ESTER
EL I
RES
STORK
RAP

I9

21

29

Answer to Previous Puzzle

6

11

NEVER BE ABLE
s:ATCH A BALL WHILE
YOU'RE HOLDING AN
UMBRELLA!

Close
to
Court
Square on 5th St
$160.00 per month
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

•e•Mig
A44,
4 .W1

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
Li9of<,LiZ-.IF P.)SMOKE
r-r-8 CALLF-D

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT

86

BID ,FOR
BARGAINS
CLEAN-UP
SALE
Listen to WSJP
1130 AM this
Thursday, April
25 from 9:30
til ?. This is
your last
chance'to get
some fantastic
bargains.

67

DIAL-A-WORD'

1-900-454-3535

Clues for today's crossword puzzle.
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THE MURRAY LEDGER &
TIMES

•

MONDAY, APRIL 22,

1991

t
,
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CLASSIFIEDS

. t. • •
I V,
•

:••••
.

• •

010

010
Legal
Notice

010
1-0001
Notice

010
I-0011
NOtitie

140

165

240

Want
To Buy

Notice

Antiques

Apartments
For Rent

laseellaneoue

ATTN Antique Dealers
Spaces to rent now available Hazel Ky Call
49 2 - 8 1 75
nights
901 247-5518

CASH for mobile home
tires $7-$12 each We will
remove 527-2932

320
Livestock
8 Supplies

SCHOOL bus seats for
sale $10 each 753 4545
759-1823

2BR energy efficient du- 10yr old Appaloosa geld
plex New paint, extra ing 15H very gentle $850
clean Central HIA. ap- Day 753 1362 night
JUNK cars and trucks
pliances Available now
753 3125
437-4087
Coleman RE 753 9898
JOHN Lyons Horse Train
A BRAND new brick du- ing Seminar April
30 1991,
Farm
SHARP copiers Author- plex 2br, ac, gas heat all Murray State University
Equipment
appliances No pets
1-800 877-1302
ized dealer for sales set
PLANTER for sale AC '433 vice supplies parts and 753-7688 or 759-4703 NEW saddle
2 FORMAL prom dresses
s used sadNo till planter 144' frame rental units Local com- nights
1 black metallic, 1 tur
dles, and other tack for
7-74 Series roller chain un- pany Call 1 800 248 4319
quoise Both size 7 Will sel
sale See or call Roger
NEW duplex 2br 2 baths
its 4 insecticide boxes Excheap 1 wedding gown
Hudson
75 3 4 54 5
Garag
e
with
auto
opene
r
cellent condition ReasonPaid $550 will take $150
759-1823
applia
nces
plus
microwave
Mobile
able price Call at night)
753-5474 after 4pm
furnished 5450 mo 1yr
Homes For Sale
1 615-373 8666
386 TOWER Computer
lease Northwood Dr No
12x44 trailer 753 0507 at pets 753-2905
25MHZ 80meg hard drive
200
ter 5pm
EGA color monitor. 1 2 meg
NICE 1 2 3br apartment
Sports
ADULT male Great Dane
5
drive, has software on
1250 partially furnished Furnished near
Equipment
Bieck with white chest
campus
hard drive $1995
Air w d stove refrigerator Also 1-3br house
Very gentle $75 Call
1 4br
354-6600
GOLF clubs mens and wo
Set up on rented lot house W D hook-up
759-1808 leave message
Day
mens) Mens Palmer Ax- 759-9847 after 5pm
9-5 753-6111, night
8HP SNAPPER riding lawn
iom irons (sw-3 iron) 1yr
AKC yellow Lab puppies
mower Good condition
753-0606
old, also women s Power - 12x60 partially furnished
8wks $150 males $125
$290 489-2189
bill countess irons (PW-3 underpinning and utility TAKING applications for females 753 5211
AIR conditioner, sofa iron) For more information pole $1500 382-2438 af- section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed- BEAUTIFUL AKC Regissleeper Regina steam call Tim at 753-835.5 during ter 5pm
tered Bassett puppies $75
rooms
Apply Hilldale Apts
cleaner dinette table Call day or 753-5904 at night
1974 GRANDVILLE 12x65
each 901 352-2416 after
Hardi
753-5642
n
Ky
or call
2br 2 full baths New carpet
6pm
wallpaper and breaker 502 437-4113 EHO
APPROX 175yds dark
panel
$44700 436-2639
UNIVERSITY view condo HAVE an obedient safe
brown used carpet, in good
dog for show or home
style
apartment 2br, cen
Unit an
shape Make me an otter
1991 14x50 2br 1 bath
Classes or professionally
H-A.
tral
appliances micro753-3672 after 5pm
Total electric W D hookup
trained Serving Murray for
wave WO mo 753-8096
underpinned Located Rivi
over 12yrs 436-2858
CASE 220 riding lawn
Port,,((Int r
753-2
633
era Cts Lot 7 389 0141
mower with 38' cut and
MINIATURE Schnauzer
hydrolic drive $650
24t1 PERRY travel trailer.
puppies 7wks wormed
753-2158
self-contained, skirted, inand shots 4 female. 2
Par 3 Golf Course
sulated underpinned Ex
males 759-1326
JVC video movie camera
cellent condition brick pa
060
Golf Carts
with carrying case arid lots
410
BATH
2
ROOM
4 bedroom
to privacy fence See at
Help
of accessories $475
Public
1623 Loch Lomond
Light
ed
Nc••:e
Groga
n&
Trailer
Wanted
Court
94E
753-9625
Sale
$500imo plus deposit ColDriving Range
CLAYTON 1991 14 wide eman RE 753-9898
55 & Over Need a iob7 Cal
LARG
E
heavy
safe
IMMEDIATE OPENING
HAMMOND organ $600
$350
lots of options Payments
753-0929 for information
NEEDED energetic well or- 753-1369
Miniature Golf
Antique pump organ Yard
Micro-Computer Technica
less than $140 TO Gate- 2BR stove refrigerator
ganized person with above
sale Thursday and Friday
AVON needs 10 represen- Support Sales Experience avera
Softball &
way Mobile Homes furnished $225 mo plus
ge typing secretarial MILLIONAIRES MIL
tatives Free make-up com- in 0-Base Ill., Lotus ac- skills
deposit 753-1513 after 8 3pm Cancel if rains
Baseball
527 1427
Position is with local LIONAIRES PAN(.•
Lakeway
counting operations and
Shores
puter for those who qualify
4pm
company and starts as BURN'S CANDY IS BACK
Batting Cages
436-2263
other software essential
DOUBLE WIDE SALE
Cali for details 753-01 '- 1
IN
!MUR
RAY.
Ch•rlie's
part-time secretary Send
Lessons By
Must be highly motivated
Over 1340sq tt 4br 2 bath AVAILABLE May 4br 2 bath
resume to PO Box 10400 Safe-T Pharmacy_
Esta.!.
BACK by popular demand
1891
brick. central H A, apAppointment
frost free refrigerator De
and able to work well with
Murray Ky 42071
House of Lloyd Party plants others
'
ORDER the spa designed
cf Service
luxe throughout Reduced pliances $500 mo depoJimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
College-degree
hirrig sJpervisors for your prefer
sit Coleman RE 753-9898
_ M ,•av and Galloto $24 900 with free under
red Salary plus PART time checker for you Murray Hot -Tubs
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
area No investment Call commission
-5,3'.
pinning Gateway Mobile SMALL 2br house
Velvet Jones
Mail resume needed Apply in person 115 S 13th St
on treed
'-800-264-2166
to Computer Position 1042 Only Owens Food Market PINK,
Homes 527-1427
5th Street
lot near Jonathon Creek Li
753-1152
whee southern bell
Mineral Wells Aven..e
CARPENTER needed
the Court
prom dress Size 9 Pink
MURRAY, KY.
MUST Sell 12)(70 3br 2 354-624-8
Pans TN 38242 before PERSON wanted for room satn laced
Must have experience
az.ross from
in white $75
bath Needs some repair
•
cleani
ng
also
some
light
May
1
759-978C
Christien
365
753 9413
office wor. Vilifi train right 489-2101
•
For Sale
Real
Du,E to expansion Derma- LAWN maintenance care person Be able. to work SMALL roll top desk $85
NEW 1991 14)(70 Clayton
-- s in
Or Lease
tology of Mulkey requires heip needed Experierce a weekends hex ible hours
Estate
hall cabinet, brass trim $185
3br
2
bath
Must see the_c.cation
reliable Good working con
part-time office help If you plus Retirees weicome
22 Stevens crack shot rifle
quality and decor in this FOR Sale or Lease wet 3 STALL mechanic shop
oitions Must have home Very good condit
can type work well with apply call 436-5805
•`+C eV Open'
ion $150
1 5 acres natural gas sepbeautiful home On.y established grocery 2111
prione Write we details to
people have a peasant LOOKING for
OBO 753-8573 after
tic tanks, well water Utility
$13,900 at Gateway Mobile restaurant with Bar B 0 pi
hones: deupbeat antude and enjoy pendable
PO
Box
'032
Murray K., 6 30pm
in Coldwater Serious in
person to live-in
Homes 527 1427
pole for mobile home ColFirewood
working in a small well-run with elderly
:n Sat
quires only 489-2150
lady Must have 42071
dwater area 489-2932
SUNTAN booth 753-3488 A FIREWOOD for
office we want to hear from excellent
SOUTHERN Livin 1991
sale
references For PREP cook la.1!..is war.tc.
you, Please mail resume to rno•e (-for
437-4667
1670 3br 2 bath frost free
mat cn ca.
54
co
per
n,q.•
30G S' 8th Street. Suite 489-2644
refrigerator
Carpet
i'leasc
WOOD
apply
for
in
sac
person a:
753-9745 throughout
RN Are You Ready
281W fNo telephone
Reduced to
'Majest
ic Royale Iiididay Inn
ca is All potential candi- _PN CMA or ML7 needed
$16 900 with free micro
For A Challenge?
dates will be contacted per- for busy physicians office
wave Gateway Mobl'e
SALES Person
Loca
The opportunity is avallabe ,n a 3-1' faciil
GE refrigerator white
y
Send resume with refer
sonally for interview
Homes 527 1427
company needs someone $100 Good condition
supervisor position at Westv,ew Three years
ences to PO Box loace with some saes
exper
759-1040 leave message
'EARN EXTRA INCOME' Murray Ky 42071
nursing experience required_ Previous experiAll Brands
280
ence arc
h edge
AGREE Carports 12x21
Earn $200-$500 weekly
ence
in long term care or management de, Mobile
:-';-'-a
Reg $1295 on sale for
-^,a.l,ng 1991 ravel bro- MATURE reliable permitsired. Good benef,ts. posl weekends off.
Homes
For
Rent
ter
"
_
•
:c
$756
2021x
ting
reg $1795 on
clerk for rapidly grow
chures For more informaSalary nego7 ao e
sale for $1156 Call May- MALE wants roommate
tion send a stamped trig trucking company Must 57 1
to
field 247-7831
Contact Jane Houghton, Director of Nursing
addressed envelope to A-I have knowledge of 48 state
share a 20r 2 bath trailer at
Travel
P 0
Bdx requirement, state order- S-EE ---eta apprentce
753-1304
ATLAS Claus metal lathe Riviera Courts $235 mo
••
'ec•aze
430780-B 1 South Miami ing procedures etc Fast -eeoec •••:••
WestvieW Nursing Home
$2500 Two - 12tt service Most pro-vide a reference
es an o
movin
g business Only a-: a r
33143
counters ore 16ft service' 762 4904
1401 S. 16th St. • Murray, Ky.
;ass
Qualified personnel need '
-ess Please ca "572
count
Sedal
er $900 for all
ia,
Ky.
ELEC
NEWER 2br 1460 very
TRIC
IAN
A. Foi- apply Contact Edwina f•om
ass
8a- 4 3:c 753 4424 days 753 3E.32 nice mobile on private lot
1
1
1 - 8 0 0 52 1 0 3 1 E.
18 :,.00 BTU Frig
appointment
nights
position High school gra- 901 644 0040
Walk to Jonathon Creek
aAir Conditioner 4
:STAY home and
Aa.s duate, or equivalent, with at
ELECTRIC baseboard Lease deposit 354-6248
years old $350
least use years experience 1/RAY base,: home $100 day or more
heaters 5yrs old 6 8 8tt
RENT or rent to own. 2br
nea.th care agencl nas in'
400 oompanes need r•oe-e
•;ass in the field of electncity
$50 a piece Call 759-1479
mobile home in Pirates
Sear
s
Almo
nd
required 1‘lwft be able to -ecate opering for fuli
workers and distrit_tcrs
Cove Recreational Deve
Washer,
t me delivery person Suc
FABRIC•Fahric•Fabric
Large
nowl Call for arnaz ng de
V&C; install electrical services
,opment near Aurora Ky
dess'..J , sand-date would be tails 31 4 576 3843
Spng
Cap
fancle•
arid
arrivin
cprcuit
1
g
.
s
$225
dai:y,
Will
be
reex•
e
Recreational facilities
dependabie hard working
Bridal u.," Country Re
quired to install, construct
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
700e
S a t stac• t :.15C
a.,a able to renters or own
Magic Chef
rrinaras
d.strientle and Flake me- and possess an excellent guararteeC
r-,k,e41 peeler,
Medic
are due to disability we offer/ an excelor ,ntormation call
Microwave
Ky next ti, Bonanie
chant...al and electrical re• cor.ving record Send re$99
753
CANCER
25'3
lent
WANT
Medic
ED
are Supplement Policy. It pays thc
Lands
cape
sume
De
to PO Box 1040-0
Marshall Gorily Irram pm
pairs to all types of clean Parts & Service
signer Able to draw pars
INSURANCE
Mon Sat
S628 Part-A deductible as well as 100% of
.al lines and equipment for Murray Ky 42071
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
and meet with c,istome382-2353
•
ian,sersits facilities Must '3
e,ectr•c or gas Walking dis
Medicare's Part B copayment amount. This
IMMEDIATE OPENLANDSCAPE Lava Rock
goOd ,
0 now ecde
demonstrate the ability to iNGS
tarsce to coilegeii 753 5209
NEED a Job? A ;at --ate•
lcu
ft
bag
benef
only
$1
it is based on . 20% of the Medicare
50
ea
'
wort as a team exercising GED.
'
nispe for the future" 5 8pm
Black rock 5Glb bag $1 50
Allowable Charge. We also pay 20% of the
164)
s:mmediate supervision You enay
quality if 'You do/
ea We also have sanitized
. .,er one Liectncien B A not have
Home
$100 Part-B deductible. Part-B benefits are
your GED or higr
play sand 50ic bag only
valid driver's iicense is re- sch as diplom
Furnis
hings
a 'You are
19 and Lawn Lime 40Ib
$2
paid in or out of the hospital. The 1991 late is
,
.iuired Salary S' 78 per between the ages
of 16 &
6 PlgCE BR suite - full size bag only $2'39 ea Coast to GOOD used air condibor
558.75 per month
hour Apply at Personnel 2' We are an E 0 E
This
canopy bed with flotation Coast Hardware 753-8604
ers 19000btu and above
Jer , McConnell
For more information call:
project is funded by the LAWNS mowed Qua ty mattress and springs desk
Ser.ic-es. Murray' State luni
Call 753-7953
PATIO
stones
Insurance,
Western Kentucky Private. work for lowest possible with hutch and chair.
versity, Murray, KY 42(171
6
red 69c 2x8$16graylo ea Also
pr.ce
industry Council- JTPA
References
'53-4199
drawer dresser with mitror.
li0EINSI'VH
2'x12" square or hexagonal
Call JTPA Out Of Soho°. 753-6986
asking $650 girls 20' Huffy
patio stones gray or red just
FUN job National company 7 5 3 - 9 3
bike $55 489-2587
7 8
MASS Errand Sen, cc c'
$1 69ea We have red
needs te,lemarketers 8a m -11 30a m
'7SIc all 5-9prn No
fers housesitting grocery 1 3EDROOM suite includ
experience
es octagon -square paving 4 CAR shop .v •••chice Ii
shopping postal and bank
d,s-d,t necessary Call 753-2028
bed chest, triple dresser stones for 55c ea and 18' 753 45,1%
r•rg reeds etc 753 9630 and mirror regular mat- square brickfaced patio
a•e•al
ELECTRICIAN B. FullHupkinsville Federal Sayings Building
Mon Fr! 8 5 References
stones $3 69 Coast to
tress and box springs
time position High school
Coast Hardware 753 8604
$350
753-4
"Free local claim service"
364
after
WILL ciean houses and c'
graduate, or equivalent, with
Apartments
5 30pm
'ices
in
and
PINE
aroun
Bark
d Bent:
Mulch or Nug
For Rent
at least two years experience
Due to a tre-e-oc,s
and Murray area For info,
DRIVE in the field of electncity reCREAM floral overstuffed gets 2clu h bag only $2 59
1BR
furnis
hed apartment
xiorea
',R TRAILERS quired. Positio
se
o.s
matron cat 527-3935 cr sofa Excellent condition
.ess
ea Top soil 401b bag just
n includes asClose to unrversity and hos
753-4225
$1 79ea Potting soil 401b
anO 4Jr1'er corporate
759-1893
sisting in the installation of
';
bag only $1 99 ea Also p.tal Some utilities paid
electrical services arid cirexpa- s c- we are
753 8756 or 753-4012
WILL do house cleaning or ETHAN Allen maple table/6 1gal size
ALLIANCE
Shrubs or
cuits, installing, constructing,
look.
sit with elderly Call after chairs ' waterbed with 6 Azaleas are
-g
1:/
career
just $2 99 ea
Also 2br furnished apartdismantling and making me
drawers and nightstand
Coast, to Coast Haidware ment Close to campus
minded .flo,w.c..aals in , 7pm 753-1016
chanical and electrical repairs
sofa arid loveseat Frigi- 753 8604
to all types of electncal lines
Water paid Available May
WILL do housekeeping
the local area More
daire self-cleaning drop-in
12 5210/mo No pets
and equipment for university
Call 7am-6pm 753-8417
Wurrus-Cullouk, 'aunts Hospital 1.1 leader in
CHRI
STOP
electric range avacoda Fri
HER S COINS
specifically those who
facilities and other related
ono'ding qua/its health( are in K.-stem
is expanding l We now offer 753 5980
gidai
re
refri
WILL
gerat
wash
and
or'
wax
mobile
have a strong desire
duties as assigned by superviKvntur It%, and 'siorthuest Tennes.see amenity es
homes
Call Starks avacoda 120sq yd green stamps and stamp supplies 1 or 2 bedroom apartment
sor. Must possess a valid
the follou ingpM openings
to improve their taalong
shag
with
silver
carpe
753-4
t
dollar
109
Broth
1972
s
ers
Mobile Home
SE
dnker's license Salary S6.68
proof sets US and foreign
Dodge Charger/one owner
lents and ability We
Parts and Supplies
per hour. Apply at: Personnel
2BR duplex with carpet
coins and coin supplies
Cub
cadet
10hp
hydro
753-2
dr
75-3-2
922
753
offer
CHAPLAIN: Will provide spirfast advanceServices, Murray State UniCoins and stamps are great Extra nice washerdryer
753-5342
versity, Murray, KY 4071
hookMATHIS
up
Centr
ment $325-$400 per
al
HiA
hobbies they aiso make
itual counseling and guidance to
inn
EOE/ME V H
FULL size hide a bed
TRANSMISSION
Northwood 753-4487
wonderful gifts and invest
week for manager
BuSlne
si
patients and employees, and
Beige
Specializing
new
mattress 3 ments Visit us today at
in
GENERAL office work
the 28R duplex in Westwood
Oppotb.mIty
trainees: $550-$750
cushions $450 Whirlpool Ox Yoke
front wheel drive.
Antique Store 5295/mo 759 4406
perform or arrange for religious
Toes-Sat 9am-6pm Send
washer gold $150 (Hazel,
overdrive. foreign
per week for first level
Treasde House
resume to PO Box 10401<
753-2
& domestic. 12
644
serv
ices to meet needs of paand Book Rack (Nlurray)
Local sandwich I yoFURNISHED apartments
management working
Murray Ky 42071
months or 12xxx
effici
the
Mercan
ency
tile
182
bedro
gurt
(Auror
busine
om
MATC
a)
ss.
and
Exc.
HING
tients. Previous experience in
sofa loveseat
conditions/weekdays
mile warranty.
HIRiNG 1st and 2nd shift
business opportunity.
and chair Excellent condi- the Book Shelf (Paris) We and sleeping rooms Also
624 N. 4th
Welders and general help
pastoral care, preferable in a
Excellent retirement
rentin
buy
coins
g
for May Zimmerand stamps and
tion $400 negotiable
Murray. Ky.
328.8990
appraise estates
man Apts S 16th St
plan
753 8969
hosp
ital or similar environment
753-6374
753-6609
502 753-4161
INSURANCE
QUEEN size waterbed with
To qualify for interview
is required.
NEAR University Large
APPRAISER/ADJUSTER.
2 sets of drawers New TOPSOIL
pickup or we
please call 753-5986 on
Independau adjustment corn
2-bedro
om apt Has large
motionless mattress
deliver 753 0277 or
140
050
pany seeks auto appraiser/
hying room Large kitchenMonday & Tuesday
Dresser with mirror, chest 759 1090 Welch Sand and
Want
Lost
adjuster for Northwest Tenn
dining area and ample
For details contact:
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo
of drawers
9 a m..5 pm. and ask
$350
To Buy
And Found
area Will consider part time
MURRAY
closet space Range. re
l'er•omitel Dept
753-6
Ky
588
for Allan Grogan
or full time employee Applic•
too ACRES (more or less
frigerator, dishwasher dis
(502)
762-1
106
(,A
IL(WAY
REWARD Lost dog Smal ant must have
WOODEN storage buildof rough land, within 15 QUEEN size waterbed
fic prone riterviews please
posal, and washer-dryer
pnor insurance
brown Chihuahua No col claim expene
Has
ings
bookc
8x16
moles
ase headboard
of Murray 753-4658
starts at $1095. hookup Fully carpeted
CXX:NITY
nGe and furnish
1. I
lar Center Ridge area nea transportation
with mirror walnut stain
1016 $142450 12x24' Electric heat and air Well
Submit resume NOW hiring in housekeep
ANTIQUES by the piece or $100
lake 436 2402 or collec to: PO Box
HICNITAL
0130 Fisher baby $2395 Other sizes avail- insulated
ing department Must apply collec
1304, Pans, TN
5275/mo
tions Call 753-9433 bear wood
615 790 0947 after 5pm
38241
able Acree Portable Build- 5275/dep 759-1301, Mon
stove $50080
in person at Shoneys Inn
after 5pm
)4413 Poplar Street • Murray Kentut
753-8953 after 4pm
ings 502 247 7831
ick 12071
thru Fri 9am 4pm

NOTICE

1991-92 CITY OF MURRAY LICENSES NO

W ON SALE:

AUTO STICKERS
BUSINESS LICENSE

MOTORCYCLE STICKERS
DOG LICENSE

EXPIRATION DATE: MAY

1, 1991

PENALTY DATE: NG JUNE 1, 1991
PENALTY DATE: 100q JULY 1, 1991

Ire •

BOB HAI
Sales a
Roberts
or 489-21

KOPPER
fers a a
Real Esta
wide sek
homes,
75 3 1 2;
1 800-2!
711L

3BR 14 b
mobile hc
Shores
near lake
$8.000 C
erty in ci
Estate
753-3263

IF ORDERING BY MAIL, PLEASE INC
LUDE CUR=\:T LICENSE PLATE NUMBER

:-50.00 PENALTY FOR FAILING TO PRO
PERLY DISPLAY AUTO STICKERS.
, L -ass
Clerk {502-762-0350)

11.,01(

LOCUS
SHOE
REPAIR

—`"cQ;
()11

VCR Service
ward-Elkins

4x

753-1713

KEN BARNETT
APPLIANCE REPAIR

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT I1SCRA\CE

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199

Management
Trainees

r.ifjJ_LA:Lika
r0

a

.Jér.rt.
•

Contact Video Elite
611524-3388
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Reduc
3237
Und

New 4 BI
family
kitchen/di
lion, uti
baths, lo
doubie gz
double di
sidewalks
parquet f
dishwash
cient, !arc

sta

Nights

3BR 2 ba
livingroom
Large kitcf
painted cat
stove. 20x;
with wood
built-ins
paper and c
tile patio E
Walking dis
ping Quiet
nably p,
753-2206

3BR brick
east 1360s
acre woode
and septic
436-2742

BEAUTIFUI
Oaks Estati
cherry fire
baths
Al
kitchen car
gas heatair
Lots of do
dryer includ(
Hal Nance
fessional R(
COMPLETE
2br 2 bath
new cabin
hwasher A
New carpel
room and
Floored attk
borhoocl in '
mid $30s
6pm
BEAUTIFUL
ranch brick
area, warm
gas heataii
carpeting
stove, mai
Don't MIE
$69.950 M
Nance 759
sional Real
HILLTOP H
3bedrm 11
garage 4
Fruit trees
'I. acres $
able 502-4

Offerir
Tues

5vvk

Immacul
lag wood
barn an,

Kc
711 Mai
Do,
EARNE
Wall than cit
tinencal ger
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lor trkirs
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CLASSIFIEDS
530

530

Services

Services
Offered

Offered
BOB HALEY Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753 1651
or 489-2266

Train 1991,
ersity

KOPPERUD REALTY of
tars a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 800-251 HOME Ext
711L

I sad
:lc for
Roger
545

11
Dane
chest
Call
;sage

3BR 1 4 bath on Broad 2br
mobile home in Pine Bluff
Shores 3br central HA
near lake 2lor on Ash St
$8.000 Commercial property in city Wilson Real
Estate 302 S
12th
753-3263

„apples
$125

HOUSE in country on 1'.
acres 3becIrm 1bath, central gas/heat 8. air $28,500
or first reasonable offer
489 2362
PRICE reduced on spa
cious 3br house 1 bath,
dining room kitchen. utility
room shop and carport
Central H A $26000 OBO
Owner relocating
492 8595 after Spin
THREE
bedroom
1 /, bath brick excellent
condition on quiet street in
city Central gas heat living
room dining room kitchem
utility room large sunroom,
paved driveway, carport,
detached garage or workshop fenced backyard
Lots of extras Call
753-1893, Chuck Foster
d110

Regis
s $75
after
safe
some
onally
ay for
8
auzer
irmed
Ile 2

II
$600
Yard
rid ay
rains
res

shop
sep
Utility
Col
32

ity
S
.r eff.

S

Reduced to sell
3237 Sq. Ft.
Under Roof
New 4 BR home Large
family
room.
LIR,
kitchen/dining combination, utility room, 3
baths, lots of closets
double garage,concrete
ocuble driveway Patio,
sidewalks, carpet, oak
parquet floors, range &
dishwasher, energy efficient large wooded lot
489-2126
Nights 4.89-2387
3BR 2 bath brick Large
Irvingroom with dining area
Large kitchen with white
painted cabinets, Genn Air
stove, 20x28 family room
with woodstove, lots of
built-ins Shutters wallpaper and ceiling fans Nice
tile patio Energy efficient
Walking distance to shop
ping Quiet street Reaso
nably priced
Gall
753-2206
3BR brick 5 miles southeast 1360sq ft , 1 bath 1
acre wooded lot new well
and septic Mid $40's
436-2742

Auto
Services
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

1967 FORD Custom 400
436-5269 after 5pm
1976 CHRYSLER Cordoba Good body, motor
transmission 98xxxx actual miles 1976 Cheverolet
350 van 753-9673
1979 BUICK LaSabre full
size Attractive light blue
Small V8 automatic, with
cold air Fine condition
$1400 firm 513 Whitnell
Murray. 759 4510 after
5pm
1979 FORD LTD very dependable and reliable used
car
Call after 3pm
753-3510
1979 VOLVO 242DL 4
speed blue runs great
436-2174 evenings
1980 HONDA Prelude 5
speed air, sunroof $1000
753-9778
1980 MAZDA RX7 red air
$1350 753-9710
1981 CHEVY Citation
33xxx actual miles V-6
auto ps pb ac 753-3742

BEAUTIFUL wooded lot
Oaks Estates Brick, with
cherry fireplace, 3br/2
baths Also modern 1985 OLDSMOBILE Cakitchen, carpeting. central lais Blue 2 door loaded.
gas heatair, 2-car garage 61,000 miles $3750 Call
759-4808 after 6pm
Lots of closets Washer
dryer included MLS 13201 ,1 1987
HONDA Prelude
Hal Nance 753-7955 Pro- Power
sunroof. AM/FM
fessional Real Estate Inc
cassette, air
Day
COMPLETELY remodeled 753-5500, evenings
2br 2 bath Large closets, 753-3813
new cabinets and dis1987 OLDSMOBILE Delta
hwasher All appliances
88 Fully equipped 90,000
New carpet Large utility miles
Must sell Excellent
room and half basement
condition
$5600
Floored attic Quiet neigh
753-5211
borhood in town Priced in
mid $30s 753-6855 after 1988 WHITE Firebird fully
6pm
loaded t-tops new tires
BEAUTIFULLY decorated Low mileage 492-8500 afranch brick Great family ter 4pm
area, warm hearth, central GOVERNMENT
SEIZED
gas heatiair paddle tans
vehicles from $100 Corvetcarpeting woodburning tes, Chevys Porsches
, and
stove, manicured lawn
other confiscated properDon't miss this one
ties For Buyers Guide
$69,950 MLS (3212) Hal (800) 772-9212 ext
1774
Nance 759-1591 Profes- Also open evenings
and
sional Real Estate Inc
weekends
HILLTOP Home Must sell
PUNCH 45 $225 15th An3bedrm lbath attached niversary Special!
Sunset
garage 4 out buildings
Blvd. Music Murray's
Fruit trees On Hale Rd
Rockford-Fosgate authonzed
V. acres $25,000 negoti- dealer_ Dixieland
Center
able 502 436 2010
Chestnut Si, 753-0113.

Offering low impact Aerobic Classes
'rues & Thurs. Morning 9-10 a.m.

Mon. &

OR

Wed. 12:15-1 p.m.

5wk. session $25 payable at 1st class

Beginning April 29

•

Class limit of 10

To register Must. Call:
Robin Brittain 753-7597

•

w

989 BLUE Firebird 25.000
miles Extended warranty
excellent condition $8900
firm 753 4286
1990 GRAND AM. 2dr One
owner, white, 18xxx miles
Auto, tilt, cruise, AM/FM
cassette, sport wheels
Would consider trade
753 6015 or 753-8648
1990 GRAND Am 5000
miles loaded $9500 Call
after 5pm, 753 8778

Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calvert • Greg I3,adsf•aw
Torn Thurman
Chris Beanden, Bus. Mgr.
Chad Cochran, Gen Mgr,

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

DON'T YOU THINK FT'S TIME YOU
EARNED AS MUCH AS YOU'RE WORTH?
We then do ft! You can is a reprimsertatree sang ,nsurance and oihre

finemalforme products to,The Prudential Yoi.I be work rig tor one at
rhe IOC Pret companies to soil lor Yogi st solid training stale outhe
an suppon a comprehensive cornpensaton package are opportunity
for unlimseet earnings provrth
For more rdorriabort call me today, Rsdi Mann 1553 Pant Plaza
Rd
Packeah Sy 42001 1400 264-0950
'Pa ix bag Cavisurras a Sd Fa MO
Haritary ust TS• %hp Uel Group
ottilfewil b• Jar WIN C Sons, Inc. Nay Tea litaa

Be a pert of TM Rock.'
An awl ariptranay wiailarar.

ThePrudenbal

01003

Pnafaral Murano) Caapany

Aeimexa

PAINTING, remodeling
deck and landscape construction Free estimate
436-2744

BUD'S WELDING SER
VICE EXPERIENCED
7am 6pm
Mon Sat
492-8419

PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200

Campers
1978 BROUGHAM mobo
home 24ft Good condition
$10.000 1989 Winnebago
mini motor home, 24ft
loaded. 5xxx miles
$26,500 1988 International 32f1 travel trailer
Like new, used 3 times
$8500 753-4389 or
753-5960
CAMPER top for small
LWB pickup Fiberglass
Sliding front window $275
OBO 753-4359

14ft SEMI-V aluminum
boat and trailer 40hp Johnson 4-36-2418
169" HYDRASPORT
115hp Mariner, trolling motor, ski bar 436-2420
after5pm

AlA T ENTERPRISE Ex
cavating Dozer backhoe
trucks Levies, roads, drive
ways, parking lots septic
tanks, foundations basements, gravel dirt, ponds
753-0577
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816 753-0495
ALPHA Builders Carpentry, remodeling porches,
roofing concrete driveways, painting maintenance, etc Free estimates
489 2303

TOYOTA

OF MURRAY
515 S 12th
Murray. KY
753-4961

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mator
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
pliance Works, 753 2455

495

Vans
1985 DODGE Caravan
$1800 1989 Dodge Grand
Caravan Air AM/FM cassette, ultra wheels $9800
753-3632 nights, 753-4424
days

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30 years experience Bobby Hopper.
436-5848
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, operator 30 years experience
Septic system. drive ways
hauling foundations etc
759-4664

1989 FORD Aerostar XL
V6, auto, air tilt, cruise,
cassette, 7 passenger. 1
owner Immaculate $8900
753-7527

BLOCK, brick, concrete fin
ishing Basements foot
imp. garages. drives
walks 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett

son
Used
Trucks
1971 CHEVY LWB pickup,
auto $600 LWB topper
$50 4 radial tires $103
753-7925, leave message

BOAT DOCKS Over 20
yrars of satisfied customers in
the building and repair of boat
docks, rails and lifts. AU work
approved by TVA or Corps of
Engineers. Former owner of
Twin Lakes Moonng Call
Mark (Tony) Krimm at
354-8695 before Sam or after
5pm for free estimates

1973 FORD Ranger F-100
with topper Runs good,
new tires $750 759-1860
1974 INTERNATIONAL
pickup $600 492-8364
1982 JEEP CJ7, 1979
Celebrity 1 7ft ski boat
753-0810 after 7pm

BOGARD Paving Paving
and sealing driveways and
parking lots Over 20yrs
experience Free esti
mates 753-9552 or
437-4391

1989 FORD Ranger XLT
Red, 50,000 miles $6000
437-4751 or 527-7894

•,

• • •• ••'
,
•

••

•
'

,
•

QUALITY lawn mowing
with references 437-3046

CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Profes
sional service Glen Bobber
759-1247. leave message

REMODELING and concrete work Experience and
references 759-9254
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing. concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

CHINI Chim
Sweeps has 10% senior cm ten discounts We sell chimney caps and screens
435 4191

CUSTOM garden tilling
with Troy Bin reartne tiller
Small size garden $40 and
up 436-2003

WILL do plumbing All guaranteed 435-4169

• '• " •
• • ,•

"•

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning servicing $15, most repairs
$35. all brands 3rd Street
Almo, Open 9-12. 1-5,
Mon -Fri
9-2pm Sat
753-0530

-Drop by & see our showroom
.1,0g s,se 2:1,
" VARAv iger,r0 Burry Bread)
SWO

IS
N•
\

01/1"ita

APPLIANCE REPAIR

WILL bushhog and do
blade work Reasonable
prices 492 8722

Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges.

Factory Authorized Repairs For
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Alibritten, Inc.

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Co mmercioll
and

Poison Control
753-7588
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
762-1100

I will mow yards and do
yardwork Superior service
quality work and the best
prices in town 753-3665
KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff s Re
covery Murray 436-5560

Renidential

,l(zm('s C. Gallim ore
Electric Service
Rt h, Box 1075
Phone
Murray,

DESIGN SYSTEMS GROUP

RANDY NEALE

Travis Trucking

MOODY S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753 5668

Gravel 'Sand •Whiterock •Topsoil Dirt
Rt. 3, Box 344-H, Murray, Ky. 42071

Backhoe Service
Septic Tanks
& Sewers

502-759-1039

489-2470

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

MOWING landscaping
and tree work All odd Os
Big or small Free estimates Good rates Have
references 753-4254,
753-2869

Septic Tanks & Sewers

MOWING. ROTO-TILLING
in town only Will take kmded number of small to
medium size yards for 191
season 753-0611

ALPHA BUILDERS

Call Us Anytirm,

Remodeling, garages, decks. porches,concrete
v.ork, chain link fences. Home maintenance

759-4685

489-2303

Mitchell Paving
"Oyer 110 Vmor.

E•IM.110
,
•

Hauling •Din Gravel 'White rock 'Excavating 'Seal Coaling
Rt. 4 Bx 257, R4 8 Bx. 515, Murra
FPer Eshwrie

call:

753-1916

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat. 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

To place your ad

(502) 753-1537 or 753-1221

MOWING, trimming, weedeating City or county No
'fob to large cx to small. Call
759-9708 day or night or
759-9505

.•
r• •

MR Chimney Chimney
deaner 492-8561

;N.

MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence dog kennels, residential, commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254

•,
,

(502)759-1835

753-6952

(502) 759-1487

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GALLIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential fast
courteous and efficient service 759-1835

KY 42071

Calloway County Flre & Rescue Squad

Custom Home Plans
'
•New Home Construction
'Custom Remodeling

LAWNMOWING Depend
able person 753-7027

..,,

alr

Dial-A-Service

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
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All Types Of:

TREE trimming, topping
removal at a lower competitive cost Call 753-7931

Murray
Ledger & Times classified department

HOUSE wife will clean your
home or office 436-2818

•S:I., .N

•

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABJNETS
CUSTOM WOOOWONKING

For assistance call. 753-1916 or come by

HAULING yard work, tree
removal mowing Free es
timates 759-168.3

'•

FREE puppies 436 25(7
after 5pm

We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.,
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.

HARDIN Painting Residential or commercial References on request For
tree estimate call 437-4221
or 354-8985 20 years
experience

. • • .... '... .

Ai'1

WILL mow yards 436-5269
after 5pm

Now that we are entering our "garage sale season." we
want you to be informed on our policies.

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper carpentry
floor covering No lob too
small 753-4251

• •,

YARD Work Mowing, trim
ming odd lobs of any kind
Free estimates 753-8463

WILL mow yards Reason
able rates Free estimates
No lob to large or to small
474-2300

TOTAL lawn service Free
estimate 436-2744

WILLIAMS Concrete Finishing Service centrally located to serve Calloway
Graves McCracken, Marshall Trigg and Christian
Counties Low prices Free
estimates 354-9397

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

WILL mow lawns and do
other lawn work 436-2528

T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Plumbing and
Electrical Cleaning
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm

WILL do yard work and odd
tabs of any kind No job too
small 759-4401

ROGER Hudson rock hauling gravel, sand dirt, driveway rock 753-4545
753-6763, 759-1823

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754

•

•

SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corn
petitive cost Free esti
mates without obligation
Day or me, 753-5484

PROFESSIONAL lawn
care Mowing, trimming
hauling, landscaping Reasonable rates Satisfaction
guaranteed Free esti
mates 759-4440

BULLDOZING and backhoe work Call after 4pm
354-8161
Financing
available

•
.
,
•,

McKINNEY Bookkeeping
service now taking new
clients 759-4173

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

BUILDER new homes
garages, additions, remod
,eling framing, decks, pa
tios, solar green houses,
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams
753 0563 after 5pm

DAVIDSON Roofing New
1974 24ft HARRIS Flote roofs and repairs Tear offs
boat 1980 55hp Evinrude, and re roofs Written guartrolling motor, depth finder antee Local references
Boat re-built 1990 New 753-5812
top, deck, carpet $4000 LICENSED
for electric
759-4464
gas, refrigeration Installa1983 ASTROGLAS fish tion and repair Free estiand ski 18ft boat and mates 753-7203
trailer 200hp Johnson
FENCE sales at Sears
New Eagle fish locator, now
Call Sears 753-2310
Johnson trolling motor for free
estimate for your
Very good condition
needs
753-2922 days, 753-5490
GENERAL office and
after 6pm
house cleaning Refer1986 JC pontoon 28ft with ences
supplied 753-4897
140hp Evinrude motor
GENERAL Repair plumbused
very little
ing, roofing tree work
901-232 8531
436-2642
1988 20' SUNCRUISER
pontoon, 60hp Johnson oil GRAVEL dirt sand, white
infection motor, power trim/ rock and all type
ty
hauling
tilt, live well, trolling motor, Call Kenney Travis
gas grill, depth finder, cus- 759 1039
tom made cover and trailer
GUTTERING By Sears
$6500 753-4364
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
1990 STARCRAFT 24ft
pontoon deluxe, 1990 Mer- installed for your specificacury 90hp, trailer, trolling tions Call Sears 753-2310
motor 12/24 foot control, 2 for free estimate
fishing seats, grill, AM/FM
G 1N CONSTRUCTION
cassette, full furniture All Gerald
Walters roofing,
new condition 436-5684
panting, vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
36ft GIBSON houseboat
489-2267
436-2312

ANTENNA repair and installation Replace or install
channel master antennas,
rotors and amplifiers Randell Beasley Buchanan,
Tn 901 642 4077

1988 GMC mini van Sharp
Priced to sell 753-0603
N11.5 2919
NESTLED IN THE TREES
Immaculate home with central heat and air overlooking wooded hillside Property includes 13 acres with
barn and fenced area for horses Only 859,500

1991 CHEVY S 10 43 V-6
loaded $9500 437 4020

BREAKING and disking
gardens Yard landscaping
and bushhogging
436-5430

510

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

15 Piero, Coin PA ....1937
35 Chevy Celebly...........1487
'85 Buid Park
'84 Bud
84 Toyota
'82 Chevy Norte Celo....'2117
12 Toyota Corolla..........
79 Volkswagen Ratit.......2737
TRUCKS
'90 Chevy Silveado......211437
'89 Toyota ildoruiser...16,987
'89 Ford Convers6n Vr116,487
19 Toyota gab 414..210,487
19 Ford Range Xl1.......'7,787
19 Chevy
'88 Ford F.350 Van ......21.717
11 Toyota 0 Runner....'11,487
'88 Pyrcuth Voyager 10487
17 Fad 113nger Xli....._`5.987
'87 Toy, SR5 4 Runner .210187
'87 Nazda 414,,...........- '6.981
17 Toyota 1
'6.987
16 Ford F150 XII 414 „ '7,987

ANY remodeling building,
painting & roofing Free estimates References
435-4632

91 S15 SONOMA 4 3 auto,
ext cab hit in right side
$4500 527-3512

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from MSU
dorms.

CARS
'10 Toyota Camry,........11,987
10 Toyota Caolla „.........S8,987
'89 Prtlac Greid Am... 18.487
19 Pont, Grand Prix LE ..'8,917
19 Toyota Camry.........21,917
19 Toyota Unica CT...,. 1087
99 Cressida .......
Toyota Corolla
Ilcrda
Oda 626
BLid PA A*,
38 Toyota Cressida......213,437
'81 Chevy Ceara.......*.27,987
11 Toyota Camry...,
11 Pont, Reline. LE........17.937
'97 BMW
'17 Toyota
....15,987
17 Taurus Li9n...........
17 Toyota
16 Toy, Corolla

1990 FORD Ranger Super
Cab d 0 liter auto, cruise,
PW/PL AM/FM cassette Extra nice Good
truck 753-7275

91 510 BLAZER 4dr
Stripped needs tran motor
parts tires wheels back
glass $9700 527-3512
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OBITUARIES

PUBLIC SERVICE

Hassel Windsor
Hassel Windsor, 83. Rt. 1.
Brown and husband. Keith. Kevi
n
Hazel, died Sunday at 2:28 p.m. at Chambers and
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. three great-gr Robert Arnett. and
andc
A retired farmer, he was a mem- Chambers. Dust hildren, Daniel
in. Chambers and
ber of Mt. Pleasant Cumberland
Tara Van Horn, all of Rt. I. [laic
:.
Presbyterian Church.
to sisters. Mrs. Anna Owen
and
Born Nov. 11, 1907, in Callov•a.x
Mrs. Lottie Hall,. Murray:
one
County, he was the son of the late
brother. Cecil Jones Windsor
an0
John H. Windsor and Eulala Fagan
wife. Maxine. Buchanan. Tenn
.
Windsor. One sister. Mrs. Johnnie
The funeral will
0. Galloway, and four brother.. p.m. in the chapel be Tuesday at 2
of Miller Funeral
R.B., Tilman, Ira and Laverne
Home of Murray. The Rev. L.E.
Windsor. also preceded him in
Moore. the Rev. Jim Lawson
and
death.
the Rev. R.J. Burpoe will officiate.
Survivors are his wile, Mr.. Dais,: Windsor
Will he pianist.
Beauton Simpson Windsor.
Burial will follow in Stor
y's
whom he was married on Aprii
Chapel Cemetery.
1934: one daughter. Ms. Georgia
Friends may call at the fune(al
Arnett, three grandchildren. Car::a
•1:1C7 5 p.m. today Mondavi.

Mrs.()Ha Parker Lassiter
Mrs. Olia Parker Lassiter, 96. Rt.
4. Murray. died Sunday at 5:40
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Her husband, Joe Lassiter, died
in 1976. and one son. Lynn Lassiter, died April 1 of this year.
She 1k as the oldest living member of Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church. and a member
of Friendship Sunday School Class
and United Methodist Women of
the church.
Born Nov. 18, 1894. in Calloway
County. she was the daughter of
the late R.T. (Dock) Parker and
Beadie Daniel Parker.
Mrs. Lassiter is survived by one
daughter. Mrs. Mildred Smith add
husband. Hafford. Rt. 4. Murray: a

BETTER
BUILT
GARAGE CO

Lloyd C. Lester Sr.
Lloyd C. Lester Sr., 73, New
Concord. died Sunday at 1:25 a.m.
at Nlurray -Calloway County
Hospital.
He
a member of Glass

Charlie B. Travis
Services for Charlie B. Travis
were Saturday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Brown Funeral Home.
Mayfield. The Rev. Ronnie Stinson
officiated.
Pallbearers were J.D. Schroader.
Kenneth Schroader, Kerry Schroader, Joe Connor. Joe Puckett and
Jimmy Holt. Burial was in
Maplewood Cemetery. Mayfield.
Mr Travis. 84, Rt. 6. Mayfield,
died Thursday at 11:45 p.m. at
-Massac -Hospital; :Metropolis, IR.
A World War 11 veteran, he was
a bull doter operator.
His wife, Mrs. Dolly Travis. and
his parents. John Travis and Ellen
Gream Tra‘is. preceded h.m in
Cleat.
Survivors include one son. Danny Adams. Mayfield: one foster
daughter, Mrs. Shiricy Schroader.
Alm. one g%ndehlld: several
nieces and nephews.

Memorial Baptist Church, Hayti.
Mo.
Born April 11, 1918, in Pemiscott County, Mo.. he was the son
of the late Thomas Lester and
Anna Fogie Lester.
One son, Thomas C. Lester. died
in 1945.
Survivors are his wife. Mrs. Pauline Jenkins Lester. to wham he
was married on July 5. 1938: two
sons, Billy Arnold Lester and Clinton Lester Jr. and wife. Linda. a!!
of New Concord.
Services will be Tuesday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Jerry
Norsworthy will officiate.
Burial rites will be Tuesday at 3
p.m. at Hayti Cemetery. at
Mo.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 5 to 8 p.m today
Monda‘

NEED A
GARAGE?

United Way

2' 2 Car Vinyl
Level Lot

It brings out the best

ONLY

$4325

in all of us.im

MSU

Other Sizes Available
Free Estimates
CALL 502 674-5530

cj
x)ST OM CAR CA

Automotive
Accessories & Installation

R
t
A.

Accessories: Bug Shields, Luggage Rac
ks, Sun Roofs
10% Off Installation
With this Ad

615 S. 3rd

New Body

Car Wash Wax,'35 base price
Vacuum & Clean Windows

wub) Eddie Rhodes, Owner
-753-8558

\I-s. Marjorie
d-anticiauahter'..
_
Marfadlock.
Over 150 Styles in stock
to choose from.
k
three greatSelect Early!
grandcb:
er:\ Tadlock,
Also Formal Dresses & Accessories
Ellen Iloganta::::.:
HozanRegister for Wind Surfer to be give
n away.
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Harold Hall
Thompson

Olympic

Masa, .

; tinuthgale Plata.

a.m • p.m..
Sal. 1 a.m.-4 p.m. %gm.
I 5 p.m.

Anniversary Special!
$25 OFF

Mrs. Mattie Downs Heath

Summers fOjitical

Chuah.

,1
0
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You

N.

tki

Carnell Wells

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

;

Mrs. Lucille Beavers
Mrs. L..c Beavers. 9-41,
Hazel &led Friday at 10:10 p.m.
West View Nursing Home.
The widow of John H. Beavers.
she was a member of Hate:
Charch.
Born Dec. 27. 1898, in Russellville. she was,the daughter of the
late Charles Mason Harverson and
Edna Boyd Harverson.

.
R
G•17,•,:r,
one son. Charles Beavers. Hate..
one s.,ter

.
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Union asks legislators
to investigate OSHA
CALVERT CITY. Ky. (AP, The Oil. Chemical and Atorni:
Workers union has asked Kentuck
legis;ators to investigate the state
Occupational Safety and Hea::n.
agency.
It requested the House Labor and
Industry Committee to consider
turning the safety agency's responsibilities back to the federal government if its performance is found
to be faulty.
James K. Phillips Jr., an international union representative based in
Calvert City. said the union alerted
the state OSH program to alleged
safety problems at a York International plant at Madisonville.
He said state inspectors visited
the plant but failed to find safety
violations, even though alleged
violations had been documented by
a private industrial hygienist hired

614 South

Nen-yr," hew Yodo km*
,a" r 1 ••••
',tang., and S

HOG MARKET

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Treated Cross Ties

\ ."

A

435-4343 Bob Kemp
or
435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr.

.̀1•.

4th Street Murray, Ky.

OUR DAILY SUPER
SPECIALS!

WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT.

•

Tracy D. McKinney

MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYA
LE

NOTICE

Mechanically Removed
24- Deep. Free Estimates

L... '-•
Ca7;,74..• ,..
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EVERY MONDAY
8 oz. Top Sirloin
Only

$4.95
$3.95

Lasagna Dinner

the
Sre .:
be
that

feel d

hoar;
tior.ers

(Before the Need Arises. .

rhi

c77;70.0!..
nC neat

p
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S.nk, York's employee
and ciirr..-r,:an,ty relations rnar,4:c.:eclin.ed to ,:.-‘rriment. except to
:hat the
safe:y agency ha,
n.pe:ud the York plant. and ttwo -r•ror safety problems
by the inspector were immediately
corrected.

Spaghetti Dinner

$2.95

Veal Parmesan

$3.95

A
Our Famous Grilled Chicken
Shrimp Basket

Preston Barrett

••'. • • "'""
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A

Only $6.45

10 oz. N.Y. Strip

$6.45

Our Steaks Are Huge 1111.S.DA.
Ckidce

Ask Us About

p

'4.95
$3.95

EVERY THURSDAY

A

Keith York, Kelvin York and Jam
es Coleman

•

A

EVERY WEDNESDAY

14 oz. T-Bone

To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

1

EVERY TUESDAY
0

Forethought' Funeral Planning
COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANG
EMENTS

A

*FREE SALAD BAR WITH ALL SPE
CIALS!

R

1

Thursday Fashion Show 12 Noon
Fashions I Models From The Susie
0 Shoop@

0

Blalock-Coleman

f(rdie

A

00

Funeral Home, Inc.

Efficient, Dedicated Service -

Liaellent Dining

Modern Facilities

7.13 South Fourth St.

1-VN_Ct.a9 DA.A:

We Accept Iesereatisas fir Small Sr Large Parties. lecee
that Creed

Hwy. 641 S.. Murray, KY 753-1505

753-680y
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MSU Presidential Inauguration/Alumni Weekend Section
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Murray Ledger & Times — MSU Pres
idential Inauguration/Alumni Week
end Section — April 22, 1991

Kurth inauguration set for Saturday

(`-• -12*- ,

Inaugural ceremonies to install Dr.
Ronald J. Kurth formally as the eighth
president of Murray State University'
have been set for Saturday afternoon.
April Y.
llegin d: 2 ""1' p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium. the investiture is being
planned in comunJion with traditional alumni Aivikad activities. The
inaugural schedule also includes a
choral ,..oncert April 26 and a pos:inaugura: receFtion and inaugural
ball.
A 15-mcmhe- Inauguration Committee from the campus and local
comm: headed b Dr. Anita Law son.. a,is•.ant- to.
- president • fir
instiv.::.ona: planning. has been
flamed :o plan inaugural 3(11‘11C•.
Representing the cormnunity on the
„,-)r - ce are Joe Dick, president of
hank
dh.d FLold Dora.
of Peop:es Bank of Murray
‘lcmhe-s !rOrn 1:".c eannpus a7c.
pr,:s.dent of the Sta.,en. (e•
7-nrnent Association, B:11
Eic7;1‘2n
o! food servas.

Symbolic objects to be found
2,; Satt.rjJ.Cs inau
tion cerembnies include MSI .• Liql1;,:tive shiel gurad and
mace. Find out more about the :
(.; kftirra State's
symbols on page 10.
•

•

•
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The
schedul
April 2
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and resi
April 2.
urcd by
762-30:
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Dr. Ronald .1. Kurth and Charlene Kurth
in ite the community to the, Murray State
t
this weekend for the combined Alumni Week
s ty campus
end and Presidential Inaugural ceremonies
. I/r. Kurth' inauguration as NISI 's eighth president was
combined with the Alumni Weekend in order
to afford \1St 's
alumni the ma mull opportunity to parti
cipate in the e‘ents.

;•7:

,Conid on pat:t 1+

Familiar faces in procession of academicia
ns
:he •... .
the
-Mary
The order of the proL:..on is in
t order of the founding
a7:j societies

,

,ess,on

,:,.egale
a -1

a

-

hen

4.

ral_ ..after a_ .36 -year . career that Ke:.- .tu,iy State,
Dr.
included service as an aviator. promcediti:, Western
fessor. Pentagon administrator and C. Nelson Grote.
S'..
diplomat.
ahd Dr Leonard f'. Q H
P
Three of Kurth's brothers will :.an Community. Colle
ge.
.also attend the inauguration
Other presidents fro7.: ke•::
Harold P. Kurth of Cross Plains.
Dr. Eileen Nl.
Wis.. Jerome J. Kurth of OconomoUmversity. and Dr. KL.7.yo;.•.. Wis.. and Kenneth G. Kurth
W:nters. Camphells‘ile Coi.L _
of Mendota.
former dean at Murray State
Four presidents of universities in
Austin Peay- State Un:vers:i,
thc Kentucky system of higher eduClarksville. Tenn. will he re:
cation. two presidents of private
ser,ted by its president. Dr. Os,
schools in Kentucky and the presiC. Page.
den: o! a lennessee university in
Kurth %.1.:1 he 1:1•1dice :T•
the Ohio Val:ev Conferen.c have
and . presented :he presider.t..:
:he% will he
:ne
medallion hy Kerry Harvey o! Be
proLess:on.
ton. chair:Tian of the hoard
Presiden:s from the'
system are: Dr. John T. Wo:e Jr.. (Coed on page 3)

,••:

_
—

rs

a:: engineer in
represent :he,,Univer:-e Dame. and Sicven J.
.L.S. Nav n ear engi.h Washington. D.C.. will repUniversity.
son. Douglas. is also a
of Cornell wL:'. a degree
.h!teCtUre and .s no
an
- - :-h in - the N-avy.- • r:..7.7„ who personally commisc.ich son as an 0:'.icer in the
. rnred .from Ihe Navy in
at the rank of rear a-dmi-

2:3( 1
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SATTER WHEN MINUTES MATTER

Pier l's Most Popular White Wicker...

SANTA BARBARA Collection

1/2 PRICE!
Prices Good Through April 2, 1991

Pepsi
ur
m
i&-joeit
•••

-- •
14

Pepsi

99c

•*

S399
Natural Lite

Super Snacks
Buy One Get One

S879
-

FREE

Settee: It4.-g. S239.99 '119.99
End Table: 1{4.g. S119 .'•39.99

$789
BUD

12 Pack

c

PLUS...

1/2 PRICE!

WE'RE
YOUR PICNIC
HEADQUARTERS

PLUS...
White Wicker Plant Stands, White
Hanging Planter Baskets And More WhiWicker
te Wicker

•Kingsford Charcoal
*Gulf Lite Lighter
Fluid
•Paper Plates
'Plastic Cups
'Much More

Off Reg. Prices!

First Time Any Of The Above Mer
chandise Has Been
Reduced To 112 Price. Shop Early As
These Prices
Will Be Good Thru Sunday, April 28t
h Only.

Merl imports

NIT MART

WHEN MINUTES MATTER s
641 South

40 to 50%

Reduced

•
•

Open *Sunday 1:00-5:00

Puryear, TN

'Monday-Friday 9:00-6:00

1205 B Chestnut St.

WHEN MINUTES MATTER WHEN MINUTE
S MATTER WHEN MINUTES MATTER
••
•-•'•

Chair: Reg. $09.99 69.9.9
Coffee Table:)1(wg i;1:9 99 '69.99

Selected Stained Wicker & Rattan, Inc
luding Set
Chairs, Tables & Trunks, Each Piece:.. tees,

Budweiser, Bud Light
and Bud Dry

ikOli

crEN't 9

*Saturday 9:00-5:00

University Plaza

753-1851
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Murray Ledger & Times — MSU
Presidential Inauguration/Alumni Weekend
Section — AprU 22, 1991

'Charting a New Course' theme of Alumni Weeken
"Charting a New Course," will be
the theme for Murray State University's annual Alumni Weekend April
26-28.

A special event during this year's
Alumni Weekend festivities will he
the inauguration of Ronald J. Kurth as
the eighth president of Murray State
University at 2:30 p.m. Saturday.
Apnl 27 in Lovett Auditorium.
The traditional alumni banquet is
scheduled for 11:30 a.m., Saturday.
April 27 in the Curtis Center ballroom. Tickets are S12.50 per person
and reservations should be made by
April 24. Reservations may he secured by calling (502) 762-3737 or
762-3023. The Distinguished Alum-

nus Award and Distinguished Professor award will be presented at the
banquet.

The recipient of the Distinguished
Alumnus Award is Thomas D. Hutchens of Dallas. A 1961 graduate of
Murray State. he serves as president
of the men's divisioa of J.C. Penney
Co. in Dallas. While at Mg]. Hutchens was president of Sigma Chi
fraternity, vice president of the student council and a member of the
Dean's Advisory Council for the College of Business .and Public Affairs.
The class of 1941 will have a
chance to remember their college
days talk to former classmates during
a coffee and reminiscence hour begin-

d

ning at 9:30 a.m.. Friday. April 26 on
noon on the intramuril field. Mudball
the third floor concourse of the Curtis is a volley
ball tournament played in
Center.
10 inches of mud. Registration fee is
Members of the class of 1941 will 530
per team and the deadline for
he honored at the Emeritus Club reg:stration
is April 17.
luncheon at noon. Friday. April 26 in
- Tours of the Murray State
the Curtis Center ballroom. Dr. For- campus. conduc
ted by Student Amrest C. Pogue. class of 1931 and class bassadors.
will begin at 2 p.m. from
faculty adviser, will be the featured the Curtis
Center.
speaker. The class of 1931 will also he
- The MSU Spring Choral Concert
honored at the luncheon. Tickets costs featun
ng John Rutters "Gloria." with
S7.50 per person and reservations
the Concert Choir. University Chormay he secured by calling (502) 762- ale. Chora
l Union and brass ensem3737 or (502) 762-3073.
bles, will he presemix1 at 8 p.m. in
Other events Fridav April 26 Lovett
. Auditor:am: .Admission is
'''''
free.
- The third annual Mudhalltourna- Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity will
ment, sponsored by the Student host
a social hour at p.m. at the Pike
Alumni Association will begin at Lodge. Pike
alumni and guests are

Familiarfaces in procession...

IS

(Cont'd from page 2)
regents, and Dr. James Hammack.
faculty regent and vice chairman.
before he delivers his inaugural
address.
Another highlight of the ceremony will be the conferring of an
honorary doctor of letters degree
on U.S. Sen. Claiborne Pell
(D-R.1.) by Harvey and Dr. James
L. Booth, provost and vice president for academic and student
affairs.
Salutations will he extended hv:
George E. Overbey Jr. of Murray. Chairman of the Kentucky
Public Service Commission. from
Gov. Wallace G. Wilkinson on
behalf of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky; Calloway County
School superintendent Dr. Jack D.
.Rose, member of the Council on

Higher Education; Murray mayor
William Cherry: Ray Conklin.
president of the Faculty Senate;
Eddie Allen, president of the, Student Government Association; and
Jeff Green of Mayfield, president
of- the MSU Alumni Association.
Booth will extend a welcome
and Dr. Billy G. Hurt of Gilbertsyule, a member of the hoard oi
regents, will give the invocation.
Other members of the platform
party will include: Dr. Robert
McGaughey. chairman of the
Department of Journal-ism and
Radio/Television and the 1990-91
Distinguished Professor. v. ho will
-head the procession as mace- hearer; other members of the board of
regents: Dr. Harry M. Sparks. president emeritus: and Don W. Kassing of Gunnison. Colo.. who will

become vice president for unh.e7.:ty relations and administra::—. s, vices_ on June 1.
Other dignitaries expected to be
in attendance at the inauguration
include:
First District Congressman and
Mrs. Carroll Hubbard: Chief Judge
J. William Howerton of the Kentucky Court of Appeals: State Sen.
Greg Higdon of Fancy Farm; Slate
Sen. Pat McCuiston of Pembroke:
State Rep. Freed Curd of Murray:
State Rep. Richard Lewis of Benton: and Calloway County Judge Executive George Weaks.
Music for the program will be
provided by • the Choral Choir.
Choral Union and Symphonic
Wind Ensemble with Dr. Steven
Michelson and Dennis L. Johnson
conducting.

listener support from the College of
Fine Arts and Communication at
Murray State, will begin its broadcast at 2 p.m. and will include the
entire ceremony.
Underwriting support for the
broadcast will be provided by Bank
of Murray, Kenlake State Resort

Park, Peoples Bank of Murray and
Turner Publishing Company of
Paducah.
Anita Bugg, news and public
affairs director of W'KMS, will
anchor the broadcast originating
from Lovett Auditorium on the.
campus,

- Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity will
sponsor a Fun Run for kids beginning
at 8 a.m.. Saturday The 5K run will
benefit underpnviledged children in
the area. The entry fee is S 10. For
additional information call Kerry Colat 502) 753-7636.
- A Letterwinners Club meeting
will he conducted at 9:30 a.m. Saturday . in the Barkley Root of the
Curtis Center. The meeting is open to
anyone who his _lettered in -a. varsity
sport at MS U. Addiuonal-information
is available by contacting Bill Rayburn at (502) 762-68:3.
The Student AHmr.

ill sponsor a post-inaugural rece.
Lion in the Clara M. Eagle Galle
beginning at 4 p.m.
- A Dance Theatre performan
will he at 7 p.m in the Robert I
Johnson Theatre at 7 p.m. Saturda'
Admission is by season ticket
general admission of 55 for adults at
54 for students or senior citizen
The cap to the dav s events ull
the Inaugura Bali beginnir,g at 9 p.r
in the
Centalir(x)m. Spoi
.ored!he NISl. Department
bal ii! honor Dr an •
aid J Kurth. TiLkets are SI
- pe- :•crson and reser\ ations may t
(.
the A:umn: Affa
1"le.7 Back tie is ot

Kurth inauguration...
Kurth Ind his ife Charlene will
greet guests at a reception in the
Eagle Gallery of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center at the conclusion
of the ceremony.
- All inaugural activities are open
to the public. They also include a
choral concert at 8 p.m. Friday.
April 26. in Lovett Auditorium and
a black tie-optional inaugural ball
from 9 p.m. to midnight Saturday
in the ballroom of the Curtis
Center.
Tickets for the ball. which will
feature the Alumni All-Star Big
Band., are ,510 per person and may
be purchased at several locations
on the campus and in Murray.
including the office of Alumni
Affairs in Sparks Hall (762-3737 or
767-30"

Inauguration ceremony to be broadcast
over five-state area by MSU WKMS Radio

Listeners in five states will be
able to hear the inauguration of the
eighth president of Murray State
University. Dr, Ronald J. Kurth. on
Saturday. April 27. on Vv'KN1S-FM,
91.3 on the radio.
WKN1S, the Nation-al Public:
Radio affiliate that broadcasts with

invited to attend.
Events Saturday. April 27 include:

W'KN1S broadcasts with 1 fX.1,000
watts of power to western Kentucky, northwestern Tennessee, southeastern NLssouri. southern Illinois
and southern Indiana. The station's
transmitter is located at the former
site of Mont in TVA's Land
Between the Lakes.

(Cont'd from page 21
versity information services. .
Payne. instructor of home economcs.
Dr. Roger Reichmuth. acting ass:stant
dean of flu.an and communication:Sandra Rogers. administrative assistant in the president's office: Barhara
Rose. administrative assistant to the
provost: and Ed West. director of the
physical plant.
Subcommittees are: deti and
printing: invitation list; installation
ceremony agenda: installation ceremony arrangements: publicity: ball
arrangements: mailing and records:
.accommodations and travel; alumni
invol v ementlalumn weekend coordination: faculty involvement: staff involvement: student involvement: and
_community inv,olvement.
.
Kurth assumed responsibilities as
president at Murray State in July 199(1
following hts retirementfrom the U.S.
Navy at the rank of rear admiral after
16 sears of servic.c.
He served his nnal three years as
president of the U.S. .Naval War
College in Newport. R.I. His naval
career also included service Is an
aviator, professor. Pentagon administrator and diplomat.
A native of Madison. Wis.. Kurth
earned the B.S. degree at the U.S.'
Naval Academy where he was a
distinguished graduate and company
commander and both the M.P.A. and
Ph.D, in political_ science (Soviet

Union) at Harvard Ur .‘ersitv.
Fluent in Russian. Kurth taught th,
language at the Naval Academy .
teachings experience also incliAed
appointment to the Harvard facility a
a Teaching FellOw in
tonal government.
From 1977.10 1979. he was conrnanding officer of we Naval A!Station at Milltrigton. Tenn.. nea Memphis. He also served two tours if
the. American embassy in Moscow
USSR,first as I..S Naval Attache am;
subsequently as U.S. Defense Attache.
While serving as a p4itico-ml. ,177
policy adviser to. the Chief of N,:‘
Operations for the- Soviet Unor
Eastern and Western Europe an
NATO. Kurth went to Moscow
October. 1971 to negotiate the Iry
dents at Sea Agreement v. ith th
Soviets.
As a pilot, he had extensive
time in U.S Navv a:rborre ear:'
w amino.. hurricane hunter and anti
submarine warfare aircraft.
Kurth was recoL2,n7cd in a specia
',.hinker. He and r.
:c.
lene Schaefer of Mad.,
four adult children
Steven. John and D
daughter Audrex.
—
commissioned each
in the U.S. N.:‘

..sons

and a.

FRANKIE E. MeNUTT
Invites you to call her to see these outstanding
properties or any other listed properties in
Murray-Calloway County - 753-1580 or 753-1222.

officers and staff
of the
Bank, of Murray
extend a warm
"Murray" welcome
and best wishes

1990 Sales Associalc and Realtor
of the Year
Over 19 Million in Sales Production
For Past Ten Years

Homes FOR LIVIFIG.
1111=Man.lhd.

,
r

.1

4144 I

This truly exceptional home has all the
.extras you have been looking for
style location livability lovely lot
master bedroom suite with dressing
area & 3 baths A must to see Just
reduced

Choice home in choice location. describes the almost new 3 bedroom
and 2 bath Ranch featuring a huge
greatroom with fireplace, formal dining room fenced backyard and side
entrance to garage

Color-al buy of the year describes this
extremely well-maintained 4 bedrodm
22 bath home in a lovely neighborhood Beautiful hardwood floors'
study or hobby robm and fenced back
yard with lots of trees are only a few of
its many features $115 000

411111111Lmui
I
. Ls quality built home is waiting for
your family to enjoy Beautiful oak
cabinets, fireplace spacious rooms
and private back yard Three bedrooms, 2 baths Low 90's

Opportunity is knocking on th.s 3
bedroom brick Ranch that has been
newly decorated with both bathrooms
totally remodeled Large spacious
rooms with formal family dining areas
Nice corner lot with side street entry
$70's

Relax 8 enjoy this 4 bedroom, 27
bath Canterbury home that has just
been completely and attractively redecorated and is waiting for you and
your family's enjoyment Reduced to
$119900

Akr,

Enjoy the convenience of today in this
remodeled historic home of Calloway
Cour,^,/ Only minutes from town

Live and earn in lake area with th.s
beautifully maintained home and ad
racent duplex All in the $70's

Beautiful lakefront home awaits yoL•
enjoyment with over 200 hundred fe.
of lake frontage with good dock

livt
.53
1
4 i1
41,t
•••

Assumable VA Loan on this great 4
bedroom. 2 bath family home in good
location Fenced-in back yard and
price reduced to mid-$60's

Start up or slow down in this nice
home with large detached garage
Located close to shopping and
restaurants Priced in $30's

Nicely located brick duplex with
bedroom on one side and 2 bedroom
on the other Central heat and air
Priced in low $60's.

4
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Everyone
Invited...
Regents
'Board oi ilniv
'The
ersity
State
g4Auflay
proence
of
uour
-0
hono
r
requests the Inauguio
rat n of
at the
'Roca
versity
e
th
of
(President
April
-seventh of
eighth
as
tventy ninet
y-one
Saturday, the
on
hundred and afternoon
''sLineteen
tie° in the
after
Auditorium
at fidf
Lovett
QInt-Cers:ttt
14ifii,rray State

INTR(
RECO
TOAS-

DISTP
President and
evend to

you their

Curtñ
cordial
invitation
tojoin them
at
The
Inaugural-Ball
on
_caturday, the
at ''le
twenty-seventh
of.qprzi
lock in
the
evening
;\:neteen
hundred and
'The Curisr
ninety-one
Center
Ballroom
lturrayStat
e
r•Yialfet
'Breakfast
eLerr,i
caock

71k4 a

ALUM
ALMA

Airs. .7pna

Thriversity

4

IN VOI

DIST1!

icact`

..aft"

PRES1

"lie or

(1

"1"he
11 Inauguration Ceremonies
are open to the public at no
charge. To reserve tickets for the Ball at
$10 per person, please call 762-3023.
+4++++

'Murray Staite,University
For information on inauguration or Alumni
Weekend events
contact the Alumni Affairs Office at 762-37
37 or 762-3023

Dr. Ronald .1. Kurth will be inaugurated Satur
day afternoon as Murray State's eighth president.

MSU ushers in eighth
president in 68 years

1964—CS
1965—Liza
1966—Max

1967—Walt

1968—Evet

- When Dr. Ronald J. -Kurth is inaugurated as president of Murray State
Universityn....Saturday. April 27, it
will have iFeen 'almost 6R years since
the school first opened its doors to
students as Murray State Normal
School in 1923.
His formal installation at 2:30 p.m.
in Lovett Auditorium will be the final
step in presidential transition for
Kurth. who took office in July. 990
following his retirement fron tht
Navy at the rank of rear admiral after
36 years of sersiLe.
As the eighth president, he is the
latest link in the chain of leadership
that has led Murray State from its
humble beginning as a two-year nor4
rnal,school to university status in 1966
and to a multi-purpose institution of
about R.100 students today.
Those who sened as pesident
Dr. John W. Carr
fore him were:
NN1 's 1st president
Dr. John ‘,V. Carr. 1923-26
1933-35: Dr. Raine T. Wells. 192(1tai•ic
State
32: Dr. James 11. Richmond. 1936-45; and Teas.
• ••(
Dr. Ralph H. Woods. 1945-68.- Dr. ,ilitor
r,‘ •
(1C:.7•Ci"5
Harry M. Sparks. 1968-73; Dr. Von- grante
d/
,s as accredited hyi the
stantine W. Curtis. 1973-83: and Dr. Southern
In of Col eges and
Kala -NI. Stroup, I9R3-1990.
SCh(X)k 171 H::'N.,17,0.!n 1`0 31)lne r.:71e
Carr took the reins shortly helore
was ch;ingef", MI.Tras S'itt:
the first classes began on Sept. 24. etc
College arat the sLliool began to
1923. at Murray High School with 87
offer 1127•1 arts atid
students enrolled in six classes taught course
s
hy a faculty of five.
VvIen the long shadow of World
-I he old administration
War Ifrdrained tinarh. a! 7..+Iurces and
./
1
4 the Wrather West Kent,JA)
crippled enrollment Imm the eari
\t.seum. was the first building con1940s. two naval training program structed on the campus. Built with on the campus
enabled the college t(i
more than S100.000 donated hs the sursive
with limited acaitimic
people ot \l'irray and Callowav . it eAtracTurric
ule oflerimIls
as lirsti o(A ;pied in 1924.
The name v.as changed again ir
Among the other earliest constri,,:1948 to 8
1 11,m Staii
earls
iiiin projects on the campus we•c• the 13 wars
it Woods. who
.•'• •on Hall. a Llassroom
served ;0!li:Cr I an
the other
Hall. a residence hall for .wo- presidents 11,2 ii,ok
1 ce mmedi
- • Ilhe 'framing School: 0-(t-i. ay
ately after Wort War II and became
-tisid,:rice hall for men 1.m. et! well known fi ,• his
leadership in the
and Pogue Lihrar‘
'lute Normal School he - (Coned on page Iii

1969—Robt

1970—Wtliii
1971—Karl
1972—E B

1973—Rubm

1974—Robe

1975—Richz
1976—Rex
1977--John

igoimmm

After 21 Years in Business
We've enlarged from
2100 Square Feet to
Now 7,000 Square Feet

Cr and Opcnina
Saturday April 27

(still same location)
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The Future Lies in the West
So go West
To:

WEST WOOD WINES
Fred Peel, Jr.
&
John Peel
901-642-7714
LI
QU
ORS
West Wood at the "Y" • Paris, TN
Watch for More Details in Next Week's Pa
per
Also Coming Soon "West Wood Wa
rehouse"
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MSU campus welcomes back its alumni
1991 Murray State University
ALUMNI BANQUET AGENDA
April 27. 11:30 a.m. — Curris Center Ballroom

PRESIDING

Jeff Green
President. MSU Alumr, Asso: 3•

BanquetiMusic provided by MST Dept. of Music

INVOCATION

Dennis Jackson
incoming Vice President, MSU Alumni Assoc.,atc.,

INTRODUCTIONS
RECOGNITION of 1941, 1991 classes
TOASTS

Jeff Green
Jeff Green
Louis Walters
Class OP !y..:*

Kayla Barrett
crass ot
Dr. Ronald J. Kurth

DISTINGUISHED ALUMNUS AWARD

President Murray State U-

THOMAS D. HUTCHENS
Class of 1961
DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR AWARD
Dr. Robert H. Mc(aughts Ill
1L
990 astngs
,
reci

ALUMNI ASSOC. (H411CER INSTALLATION
ALMA MATER

DISTINGUISHED
PROFESSOR AWARDS

fur1964—C S Lowry

Humanities

1965—Liza Spann

Biology

1966—Max Carman

5

Jeff Green
Joeli Stale.%
c,ns

1967—Walter Blackburn
1968—Evelyn Lynn Albritten

Home Economics. .

1979—Robert L Hendon

Agric,,:ture

Mathematics

1980—George N

Britt Jr

Chemistry

1981—Robert W

Head

Art

1982—Howard C G4ies

Economics

Mathematics

1969—Robert Baar
B

1978—Frances Brown

Music

Taylor

MathemaLcs

1983—Charles Homra

Psychology

Physics

1984—Harold Eversmeyer

Biology

1971—Karl Hussung

Chemistry

1985,-John A Thompson

Accounting

1972—E B

Howton

Agriculture

1986—Howell P Clark

1973—Rubie Smith

Elementary Education

1987—Ray Motield

1974—Robert Alsup

Elementary Education

1988—Harvey Elder

1975—Richard W

Farrell

1976—Rex Alexander

Music
Health:Physical Education

1977—John C Winter

Chemistry
Journalism & Radio -1"V
Mathematics

1989—Charles Smith

Biology

1990—Robert H McGaughey I:1

Journalism & Darla -7.;

Music

Thomas Hutchens
is 1991 recipient
of Distinguished
Alumnus citation
Thomas D. Hutchens, formerly
of Murray. will receive the distinction of Distinguished Alumnus of
Murray State University during the
Alumni and Friends .Banquet on
Saturday, April 27, at 11:30 a.m. in
the Curris Center ballroom.
The traditional banquet is one of
many activities planned during
Alumni Weekend April 26-27.
Hutchens serves as president of
the men's division of J.C. Penney's, headquartered in Dallas. A
19-61 graduate of Murray State with
a bachelor's degree in business
administration', he began his career
as a management trainee in Jacksonville, Ha.
As a Murray State student,
Hutchens served as vice president
of the student council and president
of Sigma Chi fraternity. He
remains active at his alma mater by
participating in the Dean's Advisory Council for the College of Business and Public Affairs.
Since graduation, he has aiso
served on the Penney Store Management Team, the Management
Council and the Geographic Business Planning Team. He was chairman of the Penney Store Management Team and Support Group.
Hutchens is also a member of the
board of the Goodwill Industries of
Dallas, the United Way of America
and serves as chairman of Gifts In
Kind America.
He is the son of the late Walter
arid Vera Hutchens of Murray. His
tiroKt. Porter, lives in Murray and
another brother, Bob, lives in Boca
Raton. Fla. Hutchens is married to
the former Nancy Owen of Kuttav.a, a 1961 graduate of NISI:. Her
parents are Mr. 4nd Mrs. Adrian
0Aen of KuttaAa.
Mr.- and Mrs. Hutchens are the
parents of four children — Carole.
27: Tom Jr.. 23. and twins Kristi
and Karen. 17.

••••••

'

• .•

Thomas D. Hutchens. cIas if 1%1, 1'ill
ill Distinguished kluninus of Murray Slate I My ersit% dorint!
the 1Iumni
and Friends Banquet Saturday at I I:311 a.m.
Selection of the Distil'.
')
0:1 fnas. April
Alumnus is based on sigran:
members of
contributions to a person'.••,-.- ofe,
on :he 50th
• sion on a l(cal, state or
o: 1: e.r t2-,1,2,.a.::on. and
level Nominations
o' l)- Ronald J
by members of
of
ation and are s,:recned 7,\
S.
7. \L5L,5
2'i()
Hon eommillee.
N11.77,1

eligible- for the
In addition to :he \.
Friends Banquet.
Weeker.d events inclu.de e I
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Weckend
7-•.%I:k.trtturn

Announces Their
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° ANNIVERSARY
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The staff at FLICKS Video would like to
thank everyone in Murray and the surrounding area for making our first year a
great one!
Wednesday, April 24th Only

New Releases
Old Titles

.

$1"
.
50°

When You Want It Get Your Pick At Flicks
Open Daily 12-10
Friday 12-11
Saturday 10-11
Sunday 1-10

753-0959
305-A South 12th St.
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Banquet highlights Alumni activities

Murray. State University alumni
will gather for a banquet prior to the
inauguration of Dr. Ronald J. Kurth as
the eighth president of the university.
The traditional MSU Alumni and
Friends Banquet,one of the highlights
of Alumni Weekend at Murray State.
will begin .at 11:30 a.m. Saturday.
Apnl 27, in the Curris Center ballroom. The inauguration will begin at
2:30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium and
was schedule ..to coincide with
Alumni we
d activities to afford
alumni with the maximum opportunity for participation.
This year's theme,"Charting a Nev.
Course. was chosen because it reflects Murray State's new leadership.
Faculty. staff. graduating seniors
and other friends of the university will

join alumni for the banquet. The hrief
banquet program will include presentation of the Distinguished Alumnus
Award to Thomas D. Hutchens. class
of 1961. and announcement of the
Distinguished Professor of the Year
Hutchens is president of the men s
division of J.C. Penney Co.. in Dallas
A native of Murray, he is a member ot
the Dean's Advisory Council for the
Murray State College of Business and
Public Affairs. While a student at
Murra State. Hutchens was president
of Sigma Chi. fraternity and vice
president of the student council_
The
Distinguished
Alumnus
Award honors alumni who have held
responsible positions and made significant contributions to their profession on a national. state and local

lese ominations are made tIN mem
hers o:- the Alumni Association and
are sqrNned by a committee.
Nev, offIcers and ekecuti‘e counc
members of the Alumni Asoca:.0n
will he insi,illed at the
the banquet program.
The graduating class of 1991 and
the class of 1941 will both he rek:0.4niied a: :he h-anquet
The tree golden stars of the N1,.•
rav S:aie I. niversitv Shield will he
used as the banquets theme. according to Amni Affairs Director Donn,:
Herndon The three stars
hope
endeawr and inspiration. The star 0.
hope wi he represented h the
Ilra(Lang class of 1991: the star ot
endea‘,'!- h‘ the class of 1941 tor
:living the world their best over the

pas; !1‘ears . and the star of achieve.
men: h‘ the award recipients.
Reserv ations for the banquet are

being accepted through Thursday, call the
Murray State Office of
April 25. Tickets for the banquet are Alumni
Affairs, (502) 762-3023,
512.50 each. To make reservations (502)
762-3737 or (502) 762-3437.

New officers to be inducted
at annual Alumni Banquet
A slate of new officers for the
tor of alumni affairs at N1SU.
Murr.i. State . University Alumni
New members of the Alumni
Asso..iation will be inducted at the
Association's executive council for
annual Alumni Weekend Banquet
three-year terms are:
on Saturday. April 27.
*Betty Veatch Adams. HopkinsvilCharles "Steve" Story of Max11e.
955c;lass of 1977;
field will assume presidency of the
*Nanc
y Williams Offerman, Evansorganization. A 1969 graduate. he
ville, class of 1937:
serves as president of the Liberty.
•Bob Swisher, Paducah, class of
Savings Bank in Mayfield.
Stor succeeds Jeff Green. a
•Tomm.I.Valice,p,- Nashville, class
Ma field attorney and class of
of 1947; and
197-6.
19
M8i3k.e Young, Murray. class of
Dennis Jackson of Paducah will •
serve as vice president of the orgaCouncil members who are comnization. A 1966 graduate, he is a
pleting their terms include:
Paducah Middle School teacher.
Mack Bushart of Benton will be 'Buddy Buckingham. Murray, class
of 1955:
installed as the president-elect. A
1980 graduate, he is the Marshall 'Mary Lindsey Wooldridge, Murray, class of 1985:
Count
property valuation
'Jill
Lyn Giordano. Princeton.
administrator.
class of 1983; and
Donna Herndon of Murray will
1913 5b. T. Long Jr.. Paducah, class of
serve as executive secretaryi •
treasurer of the organization. A
196-1 graduate. she serves as direcThe banquet begins at 11:30 a.m.

Dr Fo-est C

1962
a"or

1971
governme-t
author Journaiism
sc,e-ce researcn

1983
Lewis R Applegate Sr 39 education government relations
Cr Roy L Pruett 44
chemistry research
resea,cn
1984
government business
"•:;.-.ber1 G Burton 62
business, publishing
• - law government
ot-in Mack Carter, class of 48
jourr a'sm
genet,os researcn
education
1985
MG Bobby F Brashears 56
military service
LTG John I Hudson 71
military service
education BG (ret I Mary Opdyk
Marsh
e
51
military service
d•Joation Dr Joseph N Prince 59
arts & education
actor • Dr Jerry A - Shield's 6.0
medicine

;:obEr•,ssn

,Lert Cecil6.
.a•ry
Waterfie
mario.n E Burks 35.
Picnard Max S,
Cr James Hooker

Outstanding Aturrinus of 19.91

1975

Dr Joe Morgan '35
2.Corothy 4
4 a- Har.c. • - ; •

4

C' wan ,2:74 -•-.1

1976
4•

2/

2 'I.' a

c,!'y

- a srr

M

1977

and extend our
/sincere congratulations to if Oil.

Samue

.aw government
_1..',re government
-ess & industry
business
education

-

Harry

.•

1978
g --•,-1979

Pat M
Jorin 4
Char:es
Dr Thomas

Dr

Dr M

author playwright, screenwriter
law
education
1982
Alex Harvey 64
songwriter, singer, actor
BG fret Billy B Morgan 50 business military servic
e
Dr John C Ouertermous 38
medicine

a.thor histcnan

1974

IC Penney, Murrray
welcome our _friend
Tom 9-futche,ns back to Murrau.
We're proud of your being Milne

Tom R.okr7an 65
Ed Norris 50
Cr Ray Mofield 43

-1ournahsrrr

1964
Po

.oe "•orrence 36
Jn Fetterman 4C
Cr J Paul Hoga^

The associates .0/

in the Curris Center Ballroom, A.
brief program will include recognition of the Distinguished Alumnus
Award winner and the Distinguished Professor.
Entertainment will be provided
by a jazz combo featuring Murray
State faculty and alumni. Performing will be Don Story, clarinet:
Chuck Simons, drums: Elmo Reed.
string bass, and Todd Hill. piano.
Tickets for the banquet are
S12.50 per person. To make reservations, call the Murray State
Office of Alumni Affairs at
762-3023, 762-3737 or 762-3437.
Other highlights of Alumni
Weekend include the inauguration
of Dr. Ronald J. Kurth as the
eighth president of Murray State
University at 2:30 p.m. Saturday.
April 27. in Lovett Auditorium.
The inauguration was scheduled to
coincide with Alumni Weekend to
allow maximum opportunity for
participation.

DISTINGUISHED
ALUMNUS WINNERS

Sene3 Graham

••

ty

service

vsicist research
education
rned,cine

s:(^ce

•-•
-

4-

1980

JaQe

5r: .

Charles W

dice

1981
Dr, Gene Pay e3
Dr Gape Dcu7;as F wn—rn 61

•••,

1986
Jerry Don Crutchfield class of 59
Dr Charles W Mercer 56

1989

Dr Ted Callicott 49
Dr John C Snider 61

FIFTY

PATRI
ENIER

The 1941
Emeritus
Student

G(

Clarence (F
Albert B
Otlie J Alle
Jane (Sexto
CharleiBa
Joseph L E
Virginia (Gr(
Charlotte iC
James R 2
.Ruth (Man
'John Lynn
..Tenn* iRc
Jack Maddo
.Novalee
Mary (Simp
Foi
Chloe (Hayr
Henry G Br
Roberta (Mc
Joe 0 Bros
Shirley Matti
Robert C C
--Edward A (
J Snead CI
Wilbur H C
-James H
Dixie Forest
.Edward Ea
.Mary (Hawi
Eleanor (Ga'
•Werter Lew
Virginia (Odl
--James Hoin
.Marjorie (R
.Hallett Burt
'Adline (Pani
•Homer Ray
Wilson Gantt
E Garng
..Clara Marg.
'Thelma (Brc
Lowell Gingli
Maida (Ray)
Julie (Jeffrey
•Ceiia Evely
.0dine (Swa

rdi

education
buS ess
mecbcine

public servife science
education

1990
Jackie Hays Bickel '79
Dr Patrick I Brown 65
Dr Henry Earl Jones 61
Carl Mays 63
Thomas D Hutchens 61

MURR

law, government
medic;ne
educaticn

1988
Dr Wanda Durrett Bigham '56
Dr Dougias C Harris 61
Dr Frank C Miller '58

-,prrent

education

music industry
medicine

1987
David L Armstrong 66
Dr Thomas B Logan 61
Dr Jerry Pritchett Owens '69
J.:de eva
Jude Gtham VVh4e

broadcasting
education
medicine
communications

1991
bus

GOLDEN HORSESHOE
AWARD WINNERS

We are proud to support the inauguration

1987

Evelyn Linn Albritten 26
Sid Easley '62
S Jack Gardner 27
Max B Hurt '27
Auburn J Wells '29

of Dr. Ronald Kurth and the inaugural
activities.

--

1988

James W 'Bill Carneal 40
Lochie Broach Hart 32
George R Sheridan 47
Dr Richard H Stout 60
Harry Lee Waterbeld 32

W are happy to announce that we will

Bec
•4 P
•A

1989

Robert G Burton '62
J D Rayburn 35

donate 10% of proceeds from all gown
purchases and tuxedo rentals to your choice of
either 'The MSU Scholarship Foundation or
The new gfrISU Regional- Special- Events Cen
ter.

1990

William Ben Humphreys 50
Emma Sue Gibson Hutson 43
L 0 Miller '37
Forrest C Pogue '31
• •IT

Mach
Al.V. A 515114
•11It Scar' I
ths sun ...arm eloa
ihti horns. ot 'slur As Silk.
f .nesir plase At: am,.

9-tome of 'Beautiful Gowns and Gifts.

74 S44ted4e
Owner Janet J armer
Hwy 121 By-Pass, Murray

IN V0(
ALNIA

•

JCPenney

PRESI
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Mx,
therish ills i radii ins
I fold thy banner high
f-ser guard Ills name and glory
and do or die
Though sve lease ohs halls loreser
Mans ffliki Kt) ht tux
\las our love fon airna fn•Icr
Only have sommenced

Manager Greta Gargu_c
Open Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5:30
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guration/Alumni Weekend Secti
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EMERITUS CLUB LUNCHEON
April 26 - Curris Center Ballroom

PRESIDING
e of
3023,
3437.

Stoe Stoo
President elect MSU )4(urTin: Association

INVOCATION

Dr. Lou Walters
President. Class of 1941

ALMA MATER

Jane Sexton Atkins
Class of 1941

MURRAY STATE WELCOME

Dr. Ronald J. Kurth
President. Murray State University

FIFTY YEARS OF MEMORIES

TI. A
Dgni=us
istin-

Jane Sexton Atkins
Dr. Ronald .1. Kurth
Jeff Green

Pres dent
A:unnni AssocAtion
The 1941 class reunion photo will be made
by Barry Johnson, University photographer. immedi
ately fo,'"26,
Emeritus Club certificates
,ng tne c,ecenta1on ct
Student Ambassadors

vidcd
urray
formrinet:
Reed.
iiano.
are

host a driving tour of the MSU campus Meet
outside the Ba,.noc-

c'ass Pct -re

GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY CLASS OF 1941
Clarence (Fentress) Abshier
Albert B. Adams
011ie J Allen
Jane (Sexton) Adams
Charlet Baker
Joseph L Banken
Virginia (Grant) Barfield
Charlotte (Owen) Barker
James R Barkett
.Ruth (Marine) Barnhill
'John Lynn Ban/ow
*_Tennie (Rogers) Beaman
Jack Maddox Belote
.Novalee (Roberts) Black.e
Mary (Simpson) Boggs
*William Foch Boling
Chloe (Haynes) Brasher
Henry G Breckenridge
Roberta (Morrow) Brockman
Joe 0 Brown
Shirley Mattison Castle

7eserS[ate
S

Dr. Forrest Pogue '31
Faculty Adv,ser Class of 1947

PATRIOTIC MUSICAL TRIBUTE
EMERITUS CLUB CERTIFICATES

It

at

3437.

imni
'ation
; the
State
rday.

fIUM.
ed to
rid to
: for

*opal (Rogers) Hale
+Harry Ellsworth Haney
James C Hart
Virginia (Coleman) Haynes
Albert H. Hjerpe
*Sydney Byron Holloway
Charles G Hook
Anna (Ouirey) Hortin
Desiree Murelle (Blalock) Hughes
*Inda Lou (Pryor) Johnson
James H Johnson
Dewey H Jones
.Elmer Reid Jones
Samuel C Jones
James G Juett
Trucille (Reeves) Kemp
Emma (Puryear) Kirkpatrick
*Monelle Lawrence
. Alma (Wallace) Lesch
*Edward Guy Lovins
-.Mary Anna (Jenkins) Maddox
Maddox Sr
Jimmie (Webb) Mahoney
Frances (Williams) Mattingly
Acialine (Hayden) Mayo
*Charles Edward McClain
*Butler Eugene McGarvey
*Char)ie Irene McGehee
*Leslie McKee)
Norma Jean (Waggoner) Moon
Ampless L Moore
Mary (Hopson) Moore
Adrian (Baucom) Myers
Walter P Nance
-Thomas Neathmer
-Dorothy Nell (Stark) Outland
Katie (Cost) Parrish
Clarence H Perry
+Gayle Barber Perry
Julia Frances (Curd) Pinkie/
William F. Pollard
Rubye (Ledford) Powell
--John Edwin Prichard

J Snead Cliff
Wilbur H Collins

Tom S

-James H Copeland
Dixie Forest (Myers)
-Edward Earl Davis

Dav.s

-Mary (Haworth) Davs
Eleanor (Gatlin) Diuguid
.Werter Lewis Drake Jr
Virginia (Odlei Ellison
-James Howard Elkins
-Marjorie (Rails) Farris
.Hallett Burton Fisher
"Adline (Parker) Fowler
-Homer Ray Futrell
Xlson Gantt
E Garngus
.Clara Margarette (Isharru George
'Thelma (Browning) Gilman
Lowell Gingles
Maida (Ray) Greene
Julie (Jeffrey) Greenfield
-Ceiia Evelyn (Miller) Grogan
•Odine (Swann) Grogan

riter
law
tic^
ctor
vice

ons
Itch

iing

William S Rawls
-Nell (Wright) Reivis
•Lee Redden+Lois (Outland) Roge's
+Virginia Ann (Miller, P-ur.)!)-r.d
Naomi (Turk) Rushton
...Louis Charles Ryan
Martha (Key) Ryan
*Margery May (Price) Scholochta
Sue (Dyer) Shively
May Boaz (Cooke) Snmons
John Henry Singleton Jr
Maxine (Pybas) Snell
Bernice (Arnett) Stasio
Carl A Stettin
Georgia (Furgersoni Stevenson
R C Stewart
Mary (Elkston) Stich
Louise (Sumner) Thomas
Elizabeth (Jones) Thomason
•Alfred Vorace Tynes
Lucille (Kemp( Van Hooser
Annie (House) Vigil
Pauline Waggener
•Carl E Walker
+Thelma Laverne (Marcum ) Walker
Marie (Ciodtelter) Wallace
Mary (Parks' Wallace
Louis Walters
A B Waters
-Nedra Bayne (Vannoy) Wear
-Lula Farris (Adams) White
May (Campbell) Whitecotton
-Dorothy Kathryn (Schultz) Williams
-Harry Douglas Williams
Layton R Williams
Mary (Roberts) Williams
-James Paul Williams Jr
-James Raymond Wo,DgaH
Robbie (Erwin) Wooten
William T Wray
--(viable Catherine Wr gh,

Desiree (Jeffrey) Lowe
Bill MacMurray

Robert C Christian

-Edward A Chupa-

-Deceased '
•Lost Alumni

• Eugene Terry Ransom

ism

of 1941 will receive
Emeritus Club certification
Class

ice

The newest members of Murray
State University's exclusive Emeritus
Club will be honored on the campus
Friday. April 26. as part of the annual
Alumni Weekend.
A coffee to allow class members to
reminisce and visit is scheduled at
9:30 a.m. on the third floor concource
of the Curris Center.
Membership in the Emeritus Club
is attained by alumni celebrating the
50th anniversary of their graduation.
The class of 1941 will be welcomed
into membership this year at the noon
luncheon in the Curris Center ballr00111.

Other highlights of Alumni
Weekend include the traditional
alumni banquet at 11:30 a.m. Saturday. April 27. and the inauguration of
Dr. Ronald Kurth as the eighth president of Murray State University at
2:30 p.m. Saturday. April 27. in
Lovett Auditorium. The inauguration
was scheduled to coincide with
Alumni Weekend to afford alumni
with the maximum opportunity for
participation.
Dr: Forrest C. Pogue, 1941. class
faculty adviser, will he the speaker for
the Emeritus Club Luncheon.
Now living in Arlington. Va.. Dr.
Pogue is the author of a critically acclaimed
comprehensive
fourvolume biography of Gen. George C.
Marshall. Pogue. a 1931 Murray State
graduate.joined the history faculty at
MSU in 1933. He taught nine years
before he was drafted into the Army in
1942 and his service earned him
recognition as probably the foremost
historian of World War II in Europe.
His recorded on-the-scene interview s
with American soldiers earned him
Dr. Forrest C. Pogue. Class of '31. facult1 ad+ isor to the
the Brow Star and the French Croil
Class of '41.
de Guerre.
He was director of the Smithsonian
Murray State Alumni Asy,(kidllon,
01 :he :35 graduates in the 1941
Institution's Dwight D. Eisenhower
will present the newest 5()-‘045. orai!•,•:
.:;ass. S6 are living. 45 are deceased
Institute for Historical Research until
ales with Emeritus Club menl`;crs.:, and four could not be located.
his retirement.
certificates.
Rescrsations for the luncheon and
A former president of the NISI:
Presiding at the luncheon v+ ill be
other Alumni Weekend esents are
Alumni Association. Dr. Pogue vias
Steve Story. president-ele.ct of the
being accepted through April 25.
honored in 1964 as a distinguished
Alumni Association.
Lncheon tickets are S7.50 per person
alumnus and with an honorary docA class picture will he taken and
,iral-Fit-kets for the Saturday alumni
toral, degree in 1970. The special .each class member 'mil re,:ei+e
'nancuel are S12.50 per person.
collations library' on the Murra‘fi rlakc r,:serk
complimentary ticket to the aIumn:
atiors call ,..he !MurState campus now bears his name.
banquet. as will We class of 1991. ray State Office of Alumni Affairs.
Dr. Kurth will welcome the group
Both classes will be recogniied at the (50:.
501 -6'_.3737 or
and Jeff Green. president of the
alumni banquet.
.:;o1 . -6: ;4;-.
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2 Year Engine
Warranty
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•Brass Wand
•Use with a wide variety of
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Poly Tank Sprayer
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sale

12 HP/38" Cut
Coast to Coast Rider

899.99

Features electric start Briggs 8.
Stratton /C engine, 7 speed
transaxle drive high-vacuum deck, adjustable steerin
g

column and 12 volt alt/starter Comes with 5 height
positrons, combination clutch/brake, 14 amp
battery
plus a 2-year engine warranty P481-2251

.

.1 Gallon Container
•Asstd. Varieties
•Asstd Colors

1
L

Coast to Coast
Garden Hose
All weather reinforced hose stays soft and
pliable in cold temperatures and retains
it's strength in hot sun
x 60' (485-0558,

Bedding Plants
.4 Piants./Pac4
•Annuals & Vegetables
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charcoal
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•AssId
Varieties
-Shade and
Fruit Trees
Reg 8 44

Wal-Mart
Charcoal.

•1 Quart
•No Flare-Up
•No Odor
Reg. 1.24

$1 00

EVERYDAY

Machine Ball Trees

Wal-Mart
Charcoal
Starter

Tree and Shrub Spikes

Reg 7.47
$697

WALI

Aln

=I

•10 Lb Bag
•Outck
B-•r -g

Powerful, 3.5 hp Briggs &
Stratton Classic engine.
Easy extended rope
start plus 14 gauge
steel side discharge
deck. Handle throttle
control. (481-0016)

$1 94

Miracle Gro
•Rose or
Tomato
•1"2 Lbs
•Special
formulas
for balanced
nutrients
Reg. 417

1
I..
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Rubbermaid 37 Quart
Cooler Combo

sale

Fill it full of goodies for

1999

your next
outing' Family size combo
includes
37 and 5 quart coder
plus ½ liter lug
Holds everything you
need -and then some
Durable and
long lasting (620-31
60)

$347

S
Hale.P6r4lciesNo
Griohod mTuh rruaySun., April 28
Store Hours:

Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6
CI
\-)Pharmacy Open Mon.-Sat. 9-6

Amenca's

Mon.-Sat, 8:30-9:00
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753-8604
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•5 Sp•kes Per Package
.Especially formulated to
fertilize your trees
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Murray Ledger & Times — MSU Presiden
tial Inauguration/Alumni Weekend Section
— April 22, 1991

ALUMNI WEEKEND SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

Friday, April 26

9:30— Coffee and Reminiscences for the Class of 1941
, 3rd
Floor Concourse. Curris Center
• • • •
Noon— Emeritus Club Luncheon, Curris Center Ballroom
($7.50 a person). Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, '31, class facul
ty
adviser, will be the featured speaker. For reservations,
call
762-3737 or 762-3023.
• • • •
Noon-5:30 p.m.— Mudball Tournament, intramural
fields.
Sponsored by the Student Alumni Association, this
event
features volleyball played in ten inches of mud. Everyone
welcome to participate. For more information, call SAA
at
the Alumni Affairs Office, 762-3737.
• • • •
2 p.m.— Campus Tours; meet in Curris Center, 3rd floor
concourse. Hosted by MSC Ambassadors.
• • • •
8 p.m.— Inaugural Choral Concert featuring John Rutter's
brilliant work "Gloria" with Concert Choir, University Chor
ale, Choral Union and Kentuckiana Brass and Percussi on
Ensemble. Free admission. Lovett Auditorium. Dr. Stev
en
Michelson, conductor; Ray Conklin. artistic conductor;
Stephen Brown, organist.
• • • •
8 p.m.— Pi Kappa Alpha Social Hour. Pike Lodge. Welc
ome
for Pike alumni and guests.
• • • •
9:30 p.m.— Phi Mu Alpha Reception. Chapter Room
. Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center. Immediately following Spring
Choral Concert. For more information. call 762-3415.

Saturday, April 27
9:30 a.m. — Letterwinner's Club Meeting. Barkley
Room,
Curris Center. All individuals who have lettered in a varsity
sport at Murray State University are encouraged to atten
d.
For more information, call Bill Rayburn, 762-6813
.
• • • •
11:31.)
NISU Alumni and Friends Banquet recognizing
Thomas D. Hutchens. '61. as a Distinguished Alumnus.
the
classes of 1941 and 1991. and the Distinguished Profe
ssor:
Curris Center Ballroom. 512.50 a person. For reservatio
ns.
c31 762-3737 or 762-3023.
• • • •
2:30 p.m.— Inauguration of Dr. Ronald J. Kurth. Eight
h
PresiJent of Murray State University; Lovett Auditorium.
Remarks by Sen. Claiborne Pell. sponsor of the Pell
Educational Grant Program.
• • • •
4 p.m.— Post-inat.ural Receptiyri. Clara M. Eagl
e Gallery.

N

OY FOR

Bill Be
of Fint
bers ol
while

NISt: First 1.a0 Charlene Kurth third from left
I listens as Dr. Anita Lawson (left), chair or the Inaug
uration Committee. reports on the progress
of actisities to other committee members i from left Dsai
n McIntosh, Donna Herndon, Joe Dick, Harold
Doran, Sandra Rot!ers. John McDonald
and Linda Pierce.

Price Doyle Fine Arts Center. Hosted by
N1SU Student
Alumni Association.
••••
7 p.m.— Dance Theatre PerformanCe, Robe
rt E. Johnson
Theatre. Admission by season ticket or $5 gener
al admission,
$4 for students or senior citizens.
.• • • •
9-12 p.m.— Inaugural Ball. Curris Center
Ballroom. Sponsored by the NISU Department of Music in
honor of Dr. and
Mrs. Ronald J. Kurth. For advance reser
vatio
Alumni Affairs Office (762-3737 or 762-3023 ns, phone
). Black tie
optional. Ticket price of $10 a person inclu
des $5 contribution to music scholarships. a breakfast buffe
t at 11 p.m., and
music by the Alumni All-Star Big Band.

••••
April 25-26— Dance Theatre Performance. 8 p.m.
, Robert E.
Johnson Theatre. Admission by season tickets
or $5 general
admission, $4 for students or senior citizens.
• • • •
April 26— Retirement party for Dr. Charles Smit
h, Biological Sciences.; 2-4 p.m.. Curris Center Dance
Lounge.
• • • •
April 26-27— Tours of the new Martha Layne Colli
ns Center
for Industry & Technology: Friday/2:30/guided
tour, promenade deck across from the Curris Center; Satu
rdav/10:30
a.m.-5 p.m./tour at your leisure/main entrance
s open
Saturday/1 p.m./guided tour, beginning on promenad only:
e deck:
Saturday/1:30 p.m./guided tour, beginning on
promenade
deck.
• • • •
April 26-28— National Scouting Museum of Boy
Scouts of
America; Friday & Saturdav/9 a.m.-4:3
Sunday/12:30-4:30 , p.m. No charge for alumni 0 p.m.:
assoc
members with card or MSU staff. faculty. and stude iation
nts with
ID.

Additional Events
April 12-Ma,s. 10— NISU Annual Student
Art Show in the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery. 4th Floor. Price
Doyl
Center. Mon.-Fri./9 a.m.-9 p.m.: Sat./10-4; e Fine Arts
Sun./1-4. No
admission charge.
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Whether you're planning to pack
your bags for a sun-filled vacation, or
just daydreaming about the summer
days to come, now's the perfect time
to get ready with a tan under our Sun
Bronze Bulbs.
Monday-Thursday 8 a.m.-10 p.m.
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For all ofyour real estate needs give ROBERTS
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members ofthe multiple listing service.
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MONTH
END
DEALS
w

'

art.

—

'91 PREMIER ES
Loaded power windows/locks lit
cruise power seat premium
sound aluminum wheels Lis:
$18 49'

poL.....„1.....
Ai L.

'90 DYNASTY LE 4 DR.
Loaded car with all the goodies
Power windows, locks, tilt, cruise
power seats cast aluminum
wheels
company car
List
$17 882

114,710 Cash
'319.99/mo.

imeru
'12,639 Cash
1274.97/mo.

'90 LEBARON PREMIUM

agital dash power everything 2
This is
Ii 'or Iris price List $18
333

••:,,
, Intn:ty sound system
Bill Benriter Ilan director of food services, and
Dr. Roger Reichmuth, acting assistant
of Fine Arts and Communication, go over detai
dean of the lollege
ls for the black -tie-optional inaugural
hall. Both are members of the Inaugural Ball Arrangements
Subcommittee; Benriter is helping plan
while Reichmuth is a member of the
the breakfast buffet
Alumni All-Star Big Band which
for the ball.

Activities surrounding the inauguration of Dr. Ronald J. Kurth as the
eighth president of Murray State
University on Saturday. April 27,
were scheduled to afford alumni the
maximum opportunity for participation.
His official installation in a 2:30
p.m. ceremony in Lovett Auditorium
has become a Main focus this year of
the traditional alumni weekend. always planned around the final Saturday in April.
Dr. Anita Lawson, assistant to the
president for institutional planning
who chairs the 15-member Inauguration Committee,said several details of
the schedule of inaugural events are
still being finalized.
More than a dozen subcommittees
areot ‘xork,'' she said. and things are
taking shape nicely. From the outset.
Dr. and Mrs. Kurth made it very clear
that they want the public, and particularly alumni. as involved as possible.
"Murray State University belongs
to the people of Kentucky and takes it

E.
-al
zi-

.er
IC30

de

of
1.:

L111

th

real strength from its alumni — so
they felt it appropriate that his inauguration he done in conjunction with
alumni weekend, with all activities
open to the public."
Besides the investiture program
itself, a choral concert is scheduled on
the eve of the inauguration and a
reception and inaugural ball will
follow the ceremony.
In order to accommodate the inaugural schedule. the Saturday' alumni
banquet this year has been moved
from the evening to 11:30 a.m. in the
Curris Center ballroom. Tickets are
S12.50 a person.
The choral concert at 8 p.m.
Friday. April 26. in Lovett Auditorium will feature the Concert Choir.
We University Chorale, the Choral
Union and the Brass Ensemble. with
Dr. Steven Michelson conducting. It
is open to the public at no admission
charge.
Immediately-Following the inauguration, a reception sponsored by the
Student Alumni Association is sche-

of/.00/ mo.

'91 PLYMOUTH LASER

Air cond. rear defroster, AM/FM
cassette tilt, cruise, floor mats.
lots more, company car 8 miles
List $13.019

Combining events allows
participation from alumni

ress
nald

'14,61
8 Cash
atet

”OPIL.114
-

I —

'11,489 Cash
1249.97/mo.
uROMMIln

'91 SHADOW CONVERTIBLE

'13,329 Cash
1289.97/mo.

am."1111;16.11

'91 PLYMOUTH COLT

duled from 4 to 5 p.m. in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery of the Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
Sponsored by the Department of
Music. the inaugural ball from 9 p.m.
to midnight is a black -tie-optional
affair in the Curris Center ballroom
with the Alumni All-Star Band
providing music. Tickets of $10 a
person include a breakfast buffet at 11
p.m.
A highlight on Friday. April 26, is
the annual Emeritus Club luncheon to
honor members of the class of 1941.
To begin at noon in the Curris Center
ballroom, the get-together will feature
an address by Dr. Forrest C. Pogue.
class faculty adviser. Tickets are
S7.50 a person.
- Anyone who would like to obtain
additional information about the inauguration or alumni weekend activities
or to make ticket reservations for the
alumni banquet. the inaugural ball or
the Emeritus Club luncheon should
call the Office of Alumni Affairs at
(501 1 762-3737 or 761-3023.

A.r cond , ANLFM stereo, trim
rings rear defroster, floor mats.
company car, 1,615 miles List
$8,617

,

*7,809 Cash
1169.98/mo.
'91 DODGE 350 DUALLY
Cummins turbo diesel, 5 speed
air cond sliding rear window •
10,100 AGLVW
alone get a dea
_ • •,

'91 GRAND VOYAGER LE
,••
drive, power windows
!cc.< power seat cassette w
eq.,a•ze, sunscreen glass alio/
••••
company car
Lis:

22 495

'18,390 Cash
'399.98/mo.

Special
10.99 APR

'18,390 Cash
'399.98/mo.

min is t/

'Payments Are With Zero Down. 60 Months
10 99 APR WAG. Tax, Title. Pro Fee. Extra

ADVANTAGE:

CHRYSLER.PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray, Ky. •

(502)753-6448

Nx.--amaviwaTiwczemcw5

553ay•

IelTIGGINS FURNITURE • SHOPPERS MALL
2 Miles North of Murray

On 641 N. 4 Lane

Wiggins is BACK
4i nsurs---Bigger & Better Than Ever!
Selling all Quality Home Furnishings; Riverside, Caldwe
ll, Gentry, Pulaski, Berkline, Peoploungers and
Many, Many More!

#0

$1,149.95

V

4 Piece Bedroom
Suite
A
V
A

A

Reg •
price

price

Dresser, Chest. Bed
and Nite Stand

$2,850
A

A

0

3 Piece Sectional
With Two Recliners
and Bed.

Reg'
tatiCe

$504.95

'599.95

V

Berkline
Rockalounger

0

Reg.
Price

V

S

A
N
D

7 Piece Oak Finish

Table and
Six Chairs

A

A
V

A

Our
Price

$699.95

Our
Price

Our
Price

A

$1,749,95

Sofa, Chair
and
Love Seat

Our
Price

A
A

$239,95

$1,774.90

$299,95

r

A

Reg.

MI > SI > K1 >

Regprice

Our
Price
0
A

$1,069.90

A

We are back with the BEST PRIC
ES, Quality Furniture and Accessories.
*Entertainment
Centers *Curios *Desks 'Daybeds •Crun Cab
inets *Brass *Copper
.
/ Ceramics *Flower Arrangements 'Vines
*Trees *Lace *Lamps *Notions
'Bird Baths *Crystal *Bedding and MO
RE

•••`.
li

.L4Ni

You will ,find a friendly shopping
atmosphere and a thank-you for your busine
ss from Robert & Nell Wiggins - 34 years on 641 N.
t4

Open 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Saturday • 753-4566
To SAVE Money Today — SHOP Wiggins Furniture, Murray, Ky.!!
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Ball closes weekend's busy schedule
A ;:l CU1Mii

•••'7

•

s'.

c‘ents Fridav anct
/
Apr! 26-27. planned .1-ott.r.nal instaltation ,tDr
.1 Kurth as the eighth
MT, State Unirs,:\
tie-optiona'
n to midnight
.
.,orn of the ('
" t" :•

hi. the

Star B.z.

‘•
,1

tic 1)Cparir•leflt
.•aso be a fund

Ha;!
."son

Inaugura: actk Ines. planned in
cor.junction s ith the traditional
spring alumni v.eekend, dl also
T.,.lude an naliguration -ev e choral
consyrtatS
and the
n\ctiturecercrron‘ a; 2:30 p.m
S•!!':rila• in Lo%ett Auditorium
and a
nos'. :naz:gurtil reception at 4 p.m.
it
G.1!1•:'1"1/4 tit the Do\ le Fine

alumni. the band at the hall w illplay
three 45-minute sets. includmg a
"Presidents Special Set- of favorites
of President and Mrs. Kurth and a
medlev of serv ice themes on loan
from the LS Nav v Band
courtesv of Murray State graduate
Tom Metcalfe. ss ho is assigned to The
Pentagon.
During band intermissions. music
1).:‘ rc,,Th.i:rv.omanpf
the hd: Ail! consist of piano selections
from
subcommittee,
the atrium of the Curs Center.
that
hlack tie-optional
Members of :he Alumni A:1 -Star
—at persons ho attend have a
Big Band are:
‘' attire. hether tuxedos and
Saxophones
Roger Reichradh.
•
ns '0- dark suits and ties
Niurray ..kW,;ilto. and Larn Mlett.
4-orrna'
Murray. alto. Don Storv. Murra‘. and
7 irpose s to let ex ery one
Keith Spern. Pros idence. tenors. and
hoice of dress
Ed Adam:. fialard Count . bari:one.
• she sa d, so that no one
Trumpets
Bob Bishop. Bloomfeelino out
ington. Ind.. lead. Mike Pote, Jasper.
Ind.. ass•'tan:!cad. Fred As;.• M.trrav. an • ;
•t‘.

Combining the past with the future

Trombones — Alan Baker. Cadiz,
lead. Kevin Holmes. Somerset. Kevin
Sitton. Paducah. and Louis G. "Hap"
Bourgois. Frankfort. bass trombone.
Rhythm
Todd Hill, Milan.
'Fenn.. piano. Tom Lonardo. Paris
,
Tenn.. and Elmo Reed. Benton. bass.
Jim Frank. Murray . guitar. and Chuck
Simons. Murray. drums.
Outlets where tickets for the ball
are available include two campus
locations and six in the community.
They. are:
Office of Alumni Affairs (76237.17- or -762.-3023) or Student Gov;erriment Association (762-695.1)
at
Murray State. Chamber of Commerce
753-517Ii. Bank of NIurray. 7531893 Peoples Bank (753-323H. Mr.
J's-Lady J's (753-1300). Mr. Tuxe
do
(75940731 and The Showcase -53
11rs. Charlene Kurth and Dr. Ronald J. Kurt
4541
h %ill be your hosts at
the post-inaugural reception at 4 p.m. Saturday afte
rnoon
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Symbolism prominent in inau uration
are used h‘
for processions and decorative purposes at convocations. commencements and other
formal gatherings, with the school
standard subordinate to the r.at.:,)7'.a
and state banners.
When the medallion is placed ar
ound Kurth's neck by Kern Harvey of
Benton. chairman of the hoard of
regents. and Dr. James Hammack.
vice chairman and faculty. regent. it
ill signal the formal installation of
the retired rear admiral in the office he
assumed in July 1990.
Presented to the president to he
v.orri at official academic ceremonies
.
the medallion is three inches diameter and hears Kurth s name and the
date of his inauguration on the side
opposite the shield insignia.
It
the same design and
• ne original medallion used
for IT • ...:1,:ration of Dr. Harry M.
Sparks m 1968. ;as well as each
succeeding pr,fsiden: Nov. s_gnifying
the responsih;:ities of a presidential
office. the mcdattion as a symbol of
hack ly biblical days.

Put One of Niurra‘'
Top Producers
To N‘ ork For ou!

Dr. Robert H. MCGalIghe s ill
carry the mace at the front of the
academic procession at the inauguration. McGaughey . chairman of the
Department of Journalism and Radio-Television. has served during
1990-91 as the Alumni Association's
Distinguished Professor of the Year.
- Made of • hand --carved mahogany
with a gilt handle. the 35-inch staff
has an octagonal head topped w ;th
torch -flame shape. A polished brass
hand around the :op of the head :,
inscrihed s ith the name of the univ ersity .
Designed hy the Department of
Industrial Education and Technology
at Murray State. the mace is displtked
in the president's office when not
in
use.
In the Middle Ages. -a mace was a
heavy. armor-breaking club v.iih a,
metal head. carried to protect the king.
As the years passed. it became increasingly. .decorative and evolved.
into a symbol of leadership and
authority
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Welcome Alumni!
Congratulations
and Best Wishes
Dr. Ronald J. Kurth

Call

753-1222
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Founder of Pell Grants to receive
honorary doctorate during events

U.S. Sen. Claiborne Pc; D-R.I.i.
whose name has become synonymous
with student financial aid in higher
education. will he awarded an honorary doctorate at the presidential inauguration at Murray State LIniversity
on Saturday. April 27.
An honorary doctor of letters dcgree will he conferred on Pell in the
ceremony to begin at 2:30 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium to install Dr. Ronald J. Kurth officially. as Murray
State's eighth president.
In addition .to his. prominent. national role in eliminating financial
harriers to higher education. Pell is
also a friend of Kurth. who served the
final three years of a .36 sear nas al
career as president of the U.S. Naval
War College in Newport. R.I.
A U.S. senator since 1961. Pell
sponsored legislation to establish the
Basle Educational Opportunity. Grant
program in 1%5. Named Pell Grants
by Congress in 19X0. the grants base
pros ided more than S30 million to
Murray State students throuLt the
years.
Pell is Lnairman i•! the Senate
Committee on fc•.,:n Re'anons. the

U.S. Sen. Claiborne Pell
Joint Committee on the Lihrars 'the Subcommittee on Education. -X
and Humanities. Rhode Island s
nior senator. he ranks fourth in *C morns, among all members of the
Senate.
He holds influential Senate posts :n
a number of fields in additiiin
foreign relations, education and arts

and
t:es, including human resources, arms control. health. employment. human rights, international
operations. oceans, environment and
Democratic policy.
Pell is the only member of the
Senate to have served as a foreign
service officer. His diplomatic career
included posts in Cmchoslovakia and
Italy prior to his election to the Senate
.
In addition to the investiture program itself, inaugural activities will
also include. a choral. concert.
PO
inauguration es e and a post-inaugural
recertion and black -tie -optional inaugtira! hall.
The inauguration has been planned
in conjunction with the traditional
alumni weekend, which is highlighted
by an Emeritus Club luncheon at noon
Friday. April 26. and the alumni
h.,,nquet -at it:30 a.m. prior
to the
Saturday irauguration.
Kurth
•unied responsibilities as
rresidem \lurray State in July 1990
H.low :tie is retirement from the
Nass at tL.. rank of rear admiral. His
tidy
career included service as an
as ator. professor. Pentagon admini,:rat ,- and diplomat.

Spring Choral Concert on Friday night
In conjunction with Alumni
Weekend and the inauguration of
Dr. Ronald J. Kurth as Murray
State University's eighth president,

the MSU Music Department will
present the MSU Spring Choral

Concert on Friday. April 26 at 8
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
The Inaugural Choral Concert
will feature the MSU Concert
Choir. Choral Union. University
Chorale and the Kentuckiana Brass
and Percussion Ensemble.
The first half of the r:ram will

feature music by the MSU Concert
Choir and the University Chorale

Other highlights of Alumni
Weekend include the traditional
In addition, Jodi Staley. a tvlurra
Alumni and Friends Banquet at
State senior soloist, will perform. 11:30
a.m. Saturday. April 27, and
The second half of the concert the
inauguration of Dr. Kurth as
will include the presentation of the eighth
president of Murray
"Gloria,- composed by John Rut- State
University at 2:30 p.m. Saturter, one of England's foremost day.
April 27 in Lovett
composers, and performed by the Auditorium.
combined choirs.
To make reservations for the
The concert is free and open ti, Alamni
and
the public. For more informatior.. the Murray Friends Banquet call
State Office of Alumni
contact Dr. Steven Michelson a: .\ffars at
762-3023, 762-3737 or
762-6454.

MSU ushers in eighth president...
(Cont'd from page 4)

565 to more than .(101)
more recent years since it w
upgraded to university status. N1urrti:.
State has earned accreditation for la
number of programs, put considerably more emphasis on regional service, expanded scholarship offerings.
undergone both academic and administrative reorgani/ation. adopted
'77

development of a ,huilding ,..onstr,. 1: lion program that inlcuded 41 major
projects.
ft was also daring those sears that
the curriculuth was expanded substantially.. se‘eral new departments
were added. the facult rev. trom 62
to 376 and enrollment mushroomed

more ‘t • dent academic requirements ;inc. Initiated several new programs to promote academic excellence

In

and to broaden opportunities for nontraditional students. and continued to

)(Unreliable

Weeds

IS 11 PRACTICE
NOT R PROMISE

We started our printing
business roughly 2 years
ago dedicated to turning

pressroom and bindery plus,
the introduction of computer
typography and design, we
have kept pace with the
Murray business c'ninrnuriity

around every job, large or
small, in the time that it was
needed and for the price
agreed upon. -These were
not promises, but hard and

If you'll forgive the pun, the
latest innovation, the latest
service at, you guessed it...

fast business practices
They worked, you responded with the orders (for
which we thank you) and
Innovative Printing &
Graphics is on the "grow':

I Bare spots

advice

Innovative Printing &Graphics
is, -to dah-..
1 1.1)
lip

Now, under one
rod we can generate your next
direct mail advertising or communication program from concept straight
to the consumer's mail box
On time, and at a price that
will warm your heart

INNOVATIVE
PRINTING &
GRAPHICS

With a staff that has tripled
in size, additions to our

• 1h23 Highway 121 Bypass
Phone: 302-753-8802
Fax 7,02 753 7313

develop the physical plant through
both new construction and renovation
projects.

I omet ing's Bugging You,
Insects

!ME
PRINTING

•

Now Is The BEST Time Ever
To Buy a Home in Murray, Ky.

Consult A Specialist!

*Murray's history of
appreciating
Real
Estate Values
*Good Selection of
fairly priced horpes
*Reasonable
local
interest rates
*Lending Funds
Readily Available!

Whatever farm. home and garden
problems are bugging you. consult the specia
lists at your
dealer
today We re the value experts in providing quality
products. reliable advice and dependable
service that'll help relieve your problems without stingi
ng your budget

SOUTHERN STATES

For A Beautiful Lawn ...
Camilla/ter

For A Bountiful Garden...

999

5995

CarpetMaker Two

HERM

mom

r

Windvane Feeder

• 25-3 5 • Controls
broadleaf weeds
• Slow release nitrogen
for continuous feeding
up to 14 weeks
• Covers 5.000 so ft

•

is
711 WI

A

• bt,
:,•:Ze turns t-100O

to
protect salt or minerals
.
• Made to resist dents AS! longer
• WOr, t tip over

' \i
l
S"1111!4-1

Let Kopperud Realty assist in
your home sale or purchase!

21'
9
Termi
te Kill H

• Effective 'tor 10, years
• Contains EPA approved
Dursban •
• For termite control around
new or existing buildings
•'2 gai

44?5

Tube-Top Stock Tank

• Holds approx 100 gal
• 22-ga galv steel dpublelife' side wail
• 20 ga double locked soldered seam
bottom
w drain plug

STATESMAN

eysterwl trademark at Dow Ea9co
,

Your Choice499

Liquid Sevin
• Kills a broad range of insects

279
Statesman
Pine Bart Mulch
• Premium mu ,
• Bigger 3 Cu ft bags
59

DRACI-14
AET1031,04.014
•

mre,

960•5

TOP SOIL i•For
garden and home
401b.
• 40 lb bag

Licensed Agents
Cathey

Methoxychlor
Insect Spray
• Kills worms & beetles on fruit
and shade trees and on
many vegetables
• Also kills adult mosquitoes
• lpt.•

SOUTHERN STATES

Amos McCarty

i• Dodd •

on vegetables, ornamentals.
flowers, lawns, and shade
trees •1 pt irrp47,0 -

DRAG

I
Top Soil

t

DRAGnti

*Full Service Real
Estate Firm
*Locally Owned
*Areas Largest Staff
*Nationwide Marketing
and Relocation Network

Frankie McNutt

I i • t Housden

Mary Jane Roberson

PhOlic I Iuggins

loan Vaughan

Theresa Knight

Warren Shropshire

' O'PP1D
753-1222

pperud

Lindy Suiter

kopperud

Earleene Woods

Homes FOR UM11110.

753-1222
Putting You First, Keeps Us First!

Industrial Road • Murray • 753-1423
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INAUGURAL CEREMONY

10th Anniversary Sale

Symphonic 11ind Ensemble
L Johnson Conductor
-Fanfare and Processional"
Onis

PROCESSIONAL

James Ployhar
Wid Ensemble

INVOCATION

hr Res. Billy (;. Hurt

Name 13rand Tires at Wholesale Prices!
*Goodyear
*Multi-Mile
*BF Goodrich
*Firestone
*Grand Am
*Michelin
*General
*Wild Country
*Cooper
We do quality car service and work at reas
onable prices.
Brakes - Shocks - Tune-ups - Complete Engi
ne Work
And remember...
Road & Farm Service (After Hours) 753-2818

40%

April 2--1.•=7:i7I1.tt Auditorium

PRE-CEREMONI Al. CONCFR I

Passenger - Truck - Farm - Industrial Tires

-

Id_

& ACKNOWEE1)1;1•:%1ENTS
P•o.osr aro

SALUTATIONS

Regent

l)r James I
•:e Pres,dert iAcao •

from the tioyernor of the Common%eal
th jKentucky
rt.'7, George E 0.erbey
Ser., cc Co•rri,ss,or

from Ott Counkil on Ilijhtr Education
17iiiit

50%

•
trom ih, I im,rsii%

• I

\tr. Kerry Haney

•

Off *

SPECIAL Mt SIC

Any set of 4 Passenger or
Light Truck Tires in

S3500
Parts & Labor

.•

Cond.:tor

1.1r. Kern liar%ti Chairman
Itr James !Emma(
ite Chairman
INALtil

.
I

"SO'

INNFSIIIIL RE

ADI/RES

,,,

....

.1. Kurth

•

/

,

* Shocks And Struts

(il RAI, NH SIC .

,

includes

complete

up to 5 rjts
"

IIIF

11.\11 \11II

• In

ii, II in

it laskson's Purchase"
4 8 Austr
Cr3rai 1.1nror

•V

‘I. 1F \F lilt IION
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•

F

ECONOMY TIRE & SERVICE

rora...cto,
messing"

•\

isP7eC1- 2-(7-.2r.-.7
c'

PI( } •II)\ \I

"Pro(essotn 4,1 (h t. Nlihles•
:

203 East Main

Murray, KY

753-8500 or 753-8501

•

COOL IT!
Don't let HOT Weather Catch
you unprepared
Let Our ASE certified service technician,
Kevin Lamb, do an in-depth automotive
air conditioning check for you.
We use EPA' Apprbved Equipment

We have the most complete line of
air conditioner parts and supplies in
the area.
Quality Car Care from minor limc-lips
to major Overhauls.
**

MANAGEMENT & STAFF
.W.A. Cunningham. Larry Cunningham.
Randy Cunningham. Ricky Cunningham.
Kevin Lamb, Robert Doyle, Tracy
Dunn, Andy Beak. Allen Hill.
Vickid Allen

,

,

Step back in time and imagine t'
building as a thriving business V.,•.
Rental apartment in rear. #210,3

• ,,
•"4:1.

•

store
• tained

Water fr.r.t ar 1 u autiful view. Relax on U.s•
arGsind de, k & ..a..ch friends come & go fr
awn guest (.,•...igt• Next to Lakeview Cott .ges,&
Marina to,e- s;;

111111,
'

For information on these and other
fine

753-1222
1110MeS FOR LIVinG.

753-1222

Joan Vaughan
753-1630

v.

—
7/7•

1 Cunningham Auto Repair 1
I

listings call:

502-753-6831
I 502-753-3571

Phyllis Huggins
759-1159

619 South 4th St.
Hours: Mon.-Fri 7:30-5:00 I
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SAVE 250°
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* Oil Change, Lube & New Filter
Z
'aS

V

.
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Concert
hiiral I mon
Symphonic 11ind Ensemble

Stock
Includes: Firestone.
Am. General and

'4"
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II ii I hiburne Pell
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3';
"
\
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RESPONSE

* 525.00

•
•

..-t" G•ce.1.sc.7.. 31,c-
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CONFERRAL OF IIONORARV 1)Fl,R1-1-S
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Complele tune-up includm4 new spark
plugs. points and condensors (if applicablel clean iorid adjust carburetor. check
electrical s\--•f.rn and set
4
- 6 cv.

"Lilt studt-nts

EJoe 4•
S.cir gh,'3"e'r'!
1 1 tNlorra State alumni

Check our prices for all your Tire
Needs: Auto. Truck. Farm. Industrial
and Lawn & Garden. We carry only
quality products and WILL NOT BE
UNDERSOLD BY ANYONE!

* Engine Tune-Up
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'Mudball'
kicks off
activities

Murray State University
Alumni Association
1990-91 Officers

Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury

Mudball, sponsored by the Student Alumni Association, will kick
off the Alumni Weekend festivities
on Friday, April 26.
The third annual tournament features regulation volleyball played
in six inches of mud. Teams of six
players will begin play at noon at
the Murray State intramural field.
Each team must include a two-tofour male/female ratio.
Applications are available in the
Student Alumni Association office
or the Alumni Affairs office, both
located on the fourth floor of
Sparks Hall. The entry fee of S30
and late entries will be accepted.
Proceeds will benefit the Donna
Herndon Scholarship Fund.
Teams from various campus
organizations will be competing in
the event.
Additional information about
Mudball is available by contacting
the Alumni Affairs office at
762-3737 or the SAA office at
763-3439.
Other highlights of Alumni
Weekend include the traditional
Alumni and Friends Banquet at
11:30 a.m. Saturday, April 27, followed by the inauguration of Dr.
Ronald J. Kurth as the eighth president of Murray State University at
2:30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
The inauguration was scheduled to
coincide with Alumni Weekend to
afford alumni with the maximum
opportunity for participation.

President: Jeff Green '76
President-elect: Charles "Steve" Story '69
Vice-President: William "Mack" Bushart '80
Past President: Bill O'Brien '62
Executive Secretary-Treasurer: Donna Grogan Herndon '64

Executive Council

'Robert "Buddy" Buckingham '55
Mary Agnes Bailey '34
Harold G. Doran Jr. '75
Cathy Crecilius '76
'Jill Lynn Giordano '83
'Dennis Jackson '66
Evelyn Jones '42
James R. Kevil '62
Martha Cunningham Lewis '60
'Bob T. Long Jr. '65
Jim Long Jr. '79
Roger Perry '71
Vernon Shown '50
Bill Williams Jr. '56
'Mary Lindsey Wooldridge 14
'Phillip Bryan '92 (SAA President)

'-Indicates retiring from council seat today

1991-92 Officers

President: Charles "Steve" Story '69
President-elect: William "Mack" Bushart '80
Vice President: Dennis Jackson '66
Past President: Jeff Green '76
Executive Secretary-Treasurer: Donna Grogan Herndon '64

New Council Members

Betty Veatch Adams '77
Cheryl Klueppel '92 (incoming SAA President)
Nancy Williams Offerman '37
Robert L. Swisher '55
Thomas 0. Walker '47
Mike Young '83

extends a
warm welcome and
continued support to
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald J. Kurth
and the MSU community.
We proudly welcome
"Tommy" D. Hutchens
back to Murray and extend
sincere congratulations
for being honored
Outstanding Alumni 1991.
FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Letterwinners' Club to hold second meeting
As part of Alumni Weekend, the
Murray State University Varsity
Letterwinner's Club will have its
second official meeting on Saturday, April 27, at 9:30 a.m. in the
Curris Center Barkley Room.
Bill Rayburn, Murray State
assistant athletic director, said the
club for former letterwinners was
established as a way for the university and the athletic department to
communicate with former athletes.
The meeting will include discussions about future activities and

•

"Serving the entire Jack,n Purchase area since 1928"

members will choose an official 27, in Lovett Auditorium. The
name for the club. Members are inauguration was scheduled
to
currently receiving the Racer coincide with Alumni Weekend to
Report. a publication sent out six
affort alumni with the maximum
times a year, as a temporary offi- opportunity for participation.
cial newsletter.
Anyone who wishes to join the
Other highlights of Alumni
Letterwinner's Club should contact
Weekend include the traditional
Rayburn at 762-6813.
Alumni and Friends Banquet at
To make reservations for
11:30 a.m. Saturday, April 27, and Alumni and Friends Banquet the
, call
the inauguration of Dr. Ronald J. the Murray State Office of
Alumni
Kurth as the eighth president of Affairs at 762-3023, 762-373
7 or
MSU at 2:30 p.m. Saturday, April 762-3437.

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St.

NIurray

753-5273

Selected
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Wallpaper
Books

30%.
•
Master Plank Laminated Oak

•

Stop

and
See us!

Carpet & Vinyl
Excluding Commercial
and Turf Products

2for $599

11 NMI

IMMO

II

41:11
0
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ma am am

'Must present coupon when I
ordering Not good with an
other special Expires May 6. I
•
1991.
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OMNI

2.99

MO MI Inn
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12" 3-Topping
Pan Perfect
Pizza
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II

Only

Medium may have the same amount of toppings as the large II
riginal crust • Up to 10 items
'Must present coupon when or- II
•
dering. Not good with any other I
•
special Expires May 6, 1991
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II Elm ma

$799

Introductory Offer!
'Must present coupon when ordering. Not good with any other
special. Expires May 6, 1991

SAVE

25%
•-•

Joe Smith Carpet is. proud to introduce to you its
professional staff: "Lynn W. Houston." Lynn will add to our
capabilities, a major service, that in the past we were not able
to offer. Lynn's expertise with home decorating will begin a
new era for Joe Smith Carpet. Lynn's background includer,
Enix Interiors of Murray, Dayton and Company of Rochester,
MN, Creative Interiors of Murray and Mayfield, in which she
was responsible for assisting clients in coordinating of colors,
home furnishing, wallpaper, and all other facets of home
interior design, including carpeting, vinyl flooring, hardwood,
paint and much more.
We at Joe Smith Carpet. "WELCOMES LYNN" and look
forward to the future developments that are to come because
of her association.

*Must present coupon when I
ordering. Not good with any
atti
other special. Expires May 6,1
• 1991
--------- a

NUM IMO

$249
sq. yd.

Chestnut Color Only

Interior Designs by Lynn

Dinner Only 5-8:30

PICK-UP SPECIAL
II
Buy any Large Pizza
Get any Medium for Only II

Flooring

Off Sq. Yd.

Allusion, Opus, Boca, Aristocon,
Classicon and Lustrecon
April 15 ,to May 31

NMI IIIMMI

for $669
II
Two All-You-Can-Eat Pizza
Two All-You-Can-Eat Pizza
II
and SpaGatti Buffets
and SpaGatti Buffets
Lunch Only 11-2

Dura:Luster Oakmont Parkay

On Mannington's Best Silver Series Floors

• -•:.•

2

II

0$

$2
99
sq. ft

Silver Sale Days

GO'&elm od10
- NMI

Flooring

All tri Stock Residential
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•
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•

Hwy. 641 North - Murray
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Alumni, inauguration accompaniment

t
e1
:
70
r

The.
Thur
ities.
Coop

Slibnds ranging from choral nultation to
symphonic
perfection to lug -and -cold running jazz will
be heard
this %seekend a part of Murray State t.ni‘
ersity's
Presidential Inauguration and Alumni Week
end festkities. Shown top left, the \1St Symphoni
c Wind
Ensemble will perform during Saturda‘ afte
rnoon's,
Inaugural Cc'remon installing Dr. Ronald .1.
Kurth
as NISL's eighth president. 1t left. the
\lurray State
ni‘ersit% Choir and Choral l Ilion will also
perform
during the inaugural sen ices as well as in
the Inaugural Choral Concert 1-rida.%
Abo‘e, the
\1St: Alumni .111-Star Big Band inot all memb
ers are
show n will take the stage during the Inau
gural Ball
Saturday e‘ening in the Curris Center
Ballroom.
The inauguration ceremonies were combined
with
Alumni \\ eekend e‘ents in order to afford the
alumni with the best opportunit‘
. to participate in the
ceremon‘ and related festkities: Dr. and Mrs.
Kurth
also in% ite the local community and friends
of Niurra State Lnkersity to join them in
this double
celebration. [or more information on
inaugural or
A111111111 \\ CONL'Ild 1:/(211N.
contact the \15t: Alumni
Affairs Office at 762-3-37 or 7(12-3023.
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The \1St Dance Company will perform with
Thursday night at 8 p.m. as part of the Sprin American Dance Ensemble dancer Nlary Bruce Blackburn
g Dance Concert in conjunction with Alumni
ities. Shown are Dance Company memb
Weekend festi%ers
Cooper, I back) %lark Rice, Mel% in Bisho (front, left to right) Kim ()Ike. Xmanda Baker and Tiffany
p and Mike Willis.

Wide variety of artistic entertainment

SPECIAL EARLY BUY PRICES NOW

A variety of arts and entertainment activities are planned as part 25, in the Robert E. Johnson in Lovett Auditorium. The perfo
r(1!- thc annual Alumni Weekend fes- Theater.
mances include the MSU Concert
The
MSU
Dance Company will Choir. the Unive
`,;‘- '.s ji Murray State University.
rsity Chorale, the
The aual Murray State Student be premiering Blackburn's Chorale Union and the brass
Art Show began April 12 in the "911—The Last Tango." Five stu- ensemble. Dr. Steven Miche
lson
Clara NI. Eagle Gallery, fourth dents will also have works featured
will conduct. Admission is free.
durin
g
the
perfo
rmanc
e — Shane
Prio: Doyle Eine Arts Build Other highlights of Alumni
Gallery hours are 9-9 Mondays Morton, Natalie Black, Kim Olive. Weekend include the traditional
throL..uh Fridays, 10-4 on Saturdays Roy Haynes and Tiffany Cooper. alumni banquet at 11:30 a.m.
Additional performances will he
a`ld 1-4 p.m. Sundavs. The show
Suturday, April 27, and the inauguoffer
ed Friday, April 26, at 8 p.m.
ru7.s through May lb and admisrinion of Dr. Ronald J. Kurth as the
and Saturday. April 27, at 7 p.m. in
is free..
eighth president of Murray State
the
Johnson Theater. Admission is
An ae,:omplished dancer from
t
-.7sity at 2:30 p.m. Saturday.
by
season ticket, 55 for general
the American Dance Ensemble,
April
27, in Lovett Auditorium.
admission and $4 for students and
The inauuration was scheduled
Blackburn, will per- senio
to
r citizens.
form A:01 the Murray State Dance
John Rutter's "Gloria" will he k:oincide with Alumni Weekend to
afford alumni with the maximum
p.m. Thursday. April featured
at 8 p.m., Friday, April 26.
opportunity for participation.
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* 30 Year Warranties
* 25 Mil liners
* 7 Ft. Deep End Option
* Experienced Installers
* MADE IN THE USA!
The Staff of The Pool Shop wants to give our
heartfelt thanks to our wonderful troops who
fought so
hard in the Middle East.

Congratulations, Dr. Ronald J. Kurt
h & alum

ni

Melo'

717:lance With GMAC On A New
Vehicle And Receive Up To
siad

We're having the largest Cadillac Sale of the
year!!! All Cadillacs $100 over invoice...Only
at Royal Oaks Cadillac. This offer is good
only through the month of April, so hurry
while the selection is at its best.

I

Additional Rebate
1991 GEO Prizm 4 Door Sedan
Auto Trans., Air Conditioning, Loaded.

Conversion Van
"Raised Roof"

#6015
iist
S12.180.00
Reb & Disc. $1,566.65

List
$24,995.00
Disc. & Rebate $6,000.00

#61551991

Lumina

Euro "Coupe"
List
$17.226.00
Reg. Savings
$400.00
Dime. & Reb. $3.145.81

1991 Chevrolet 8-10 EL Pic
kup
List
$12.216.00
Reg. &wive $400.00
Disc. &Reb. $1.441.45

AFTER DISC. & REBATE

$10 371'

155206,99854*

West Kentucky's And McCrac
ken County's Used Car Head
quarters
1990 GFA)Prism
4

TO CHOOSE FROM Auto, air. stereo

1991 GEC)1PrImn
ft589 P Automate, air, stereo

1990 Chevrolet Cavalier
*6051A Automatic. atr. stereo

1990 Cadillac DeVille

2 TO CHOOSE FROM. Loaded-loadad-lcoded

1990 GEO Metro
*558 P Automatic. asr, stereo

TOM GOGGANS
General Manager
If you ha,e 451' problem. at
Royal Oaks I hes rolei •
01.0 In •ale• or rer•Inr. don't
11e01.1011. h.t.an me. Torn Gotgan
,
General Manager_ He urly. tor
41.1•10,11•( ..ott4attion

WAS $10.995
NOW $8.995

1991 Cadillac DeVille

NEW $13.100
NOW $9,995

1990 GEC) Storm

WAS 810,995
NOW $7.995
WAS $26,995
NOW $21.996
WAS $8.995
NOW $6.995

6 TO CHOOSE FROM Many deferent
colors. 'NO LUXURY TAX'

1989 Chevrolet Mark III Van

NEW $34,000
NOW $25,995

1989 Dodge Ramcharger

NEW $13,100
NOW $10,995

16259A Turquoise. 5 speed. air. stereo

1989 Chevrolet Beretta GTU
159408 Every option 8 sunroof,

1989 Chevrolet Corvette
#5651-A Red. leather, 11,000 miles

1988 Ford Ranger

15757-A 4 wheel drtve. loaded.f1 owner

1990 Chevrolet C-1500 Pickup
310 CHOOSE FROM Loaded Silyerados

NEW $17,100
NOW $11,995

1989 Chevrolet 1 Ton Dually

WAS $26,995
NOW $24,995

1990 Chevrolet C-1500 4X4

16214A2. Loaded. Stiveraeo 454 engine
16214A1 All power. two tone paint

WAS 88.995
NOW $6.995

#5738-13. Air. stereo

1990 Buick Reatta

06177-A. Red. 1 owner, trade in. loaded
. 7.000 moles.

/Rival(Oaks

Dar", Agers.
Sen ice Manager:
Tom White,
Body Shop Manager

CHEVROLET • CADILLAC •GEO
3417 Park Ave.

Price has rebate dedm ted & excludes
tax & license.
•• Payments based on 10% down
exclude tax & license on 60 month contract
at 11.99'; N P
o" Must meet(;MA(' 1st Time
Buyer Qualifications.

•

/5717-A. 1 owner, trade in

WAS $17.995
NOW $14,995
WAS $13,995
NOW $11,995
WAS $13,995
NOW $11.995
WAS $17,995
NOW $15.995
WAS $17.995
NOW $15.996
WAS $21.996
Now S18,995

Barry Ira'.is,
Used Car Manager:
T.R. Robbins.
Business Manager

Remember: There Ain't
No Dogs On Our Lot

4424184
Sales Representatives: Butle

r DIgsiJo, Dennis Poindexter, Curley Carve
r. Gary Holshouser.
Don Guess. Tommy Thom
ason, Mark Adams, Todd Stephens.

Richie Wilkerson.
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CLEARANCE SALE-1
When It's Gone, It's Gone! Some Items One-Of-A-Kind!

Sofa and Love

Daybed
and Rails

Colors
Available: Blue,
Beige, Mauve

Sectional
With Two
Recliners

$999
Stylish Sectional W/Pad Over Recliners
On Both Ends
3-Piece Sectional With Corner
and Two Incliners

--- •,.
i.........'----

• Lf-f .. •

-1.......•.-"•"
•
.

\,.... .A,1

7•'.'
,
,,‘,. ..•

Huge
c.„....;!,.....,..
5-Piece -----'
' -, ji
Master
Bedroom Suite

!

_
I foe-4 Piece Youth
Bedroom Suite
*Twin Poster
Headboard
*Dresser
•htirior
•Chest

Maple Finish
5-Piece Bedroom Suite
*Headboard *Footboard •Dresser
'Mirror •Chest (mirror similar to Picture)

Floor Model
Waterbeds

•Headboard
•Footboard
*Dresser *Mirror
'Drawer Chest
Nightstand
Heavy Solid Wood Crews
Quarters Loft Bed With
Chest and Bunkie Mattress

$199
299
$399

and

Sealy
Posturepedic Sets
15 Year Warrnaty

Luxury Quilted
Sealy & Simmons
10 Year Warranty

Victorian Oak or Cherry
Plant Stand
Reg. 39.95

.19 ea. pc.
419 ea. Pc.
ueen

Reclining Sofa

Stationery Love Seat

IN set
Reg 24.95

Sale Priced!

$349

ODC4
1?/kFTEIS
GALLERIES

SALE HOURS:
Mon.-Thurs. 10-6, Fri. & Sat. 10-8
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Chestnut Hills, Murray • 759-4522

